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Geomatrix Evaluation of Spatial and Temporal Variation of Ground
Motions for the Private Fuel Storage Facility, Skull Valley, Utah

A. Estimate of the Angle of Incidence and Its Effect on Storage Pad Response
It is standard calculation in seismology to obtain the ray path for a seismic body wave
traveling from a point source at depth to a site on the surface. The primary ray path is
one that minimizes the travel time from the point source to the site. The minimum travel
time ray path also obeys Snell's law in that the ratio of the sine of the incidence angle, ii,
at a layer boundary to the velocity within the layer, YJ, is constant all along the ray path:

sin(i) = constant
V;

We have applied this approach to computing the angle of incidence at the surface for
waves originating on the primary sources of hazard to the PFS site, the Stansbury and
East faults. Figure 1 shows the relationship of the PFS site to the two faults (using the
central estimate of fault dip of 55°). The strain-compatible site velocity profile is shown
on Figure 4 of Geomatrix Calculation 05996.02-G(PO18)-2 (Rev. 1) and is listed in
Table 1 with layer thickness and velocities converted to meters and meters/second,
respectively. We have calculated the ray paths for three points on the fault plane that
span the expected depth range for release of most of the seismic energy (depths of 5 to 15
kin). Table 2 lists the computed angles of incidence for this velocity model and the six
point sources shown on Figure 1.

Table I
Skull Valley Mean Strain-Compatible Velocity Profile

From Figure 4 of Calculation 05998.02-G(PO18)-2, Rev 1
Layer

Layer Thickness Total Thickness Shear Wave Velocity
(m) (m) (mis)

1.524 1.524 456.3

1.524 3.048 126.4

0.610 3.658 189.7

1.829 5.486 237.4
2.438 7.925 231.7

2.743 10.668 249.4

4.572 15.240 291.3

12.192 27.432 523.1

64.008 91.44 883.9
60.960 152.40 1051.6

60.960 213.36 1204.0

1,186.64 1400 1,950

18,600 20000 3,400
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Figure 1 Example ray paths for seismic waves from fault ruptures in Skull Valley

Table 2
Surface Layer Angles of Incidence for Skull Valley Velocity Model (Table 1)

Source Point Location Surface Layer

Fault Depth Surface Distance Ancidence
(kmI) (kin) (0d)

Stansbury fault 5 5.5 6.1

10 2 1.6

15 1.5 0.8

East fault 5 -2 3.1

10 -5.5 3.9

15 -9 4.1

The ray tracing analysis described above is for an infinite frequency wave, one that will
be able to react to all of the layer velocity changes. The velocity model listed in Table I
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contains thin layers near the surface, which will most influence the response of the site to
high frequency waves. The site response to lower frequency waves can be modeled by
replacing the detailed velocity model (Table 1) with thicker layers of uniform velocity.
For example, the fundamental frequency of the 700-foot thick sedimentary sequence in
Skull Valley is approximately 1 Hz. Thus, the response of the site to 1-Hz waves can be
approximated using a single 700-foot thick layer with a uniform velocity equal to the
average (harmonic mean) of the velocities of all of the layers to a depth of 700 feet (213.4
meters). If one uses this simpler velocity representation to assess the direction of wave
propagation, the thicker single layer with uniform velocity will result in larger angles of
incidence at the surface than those listed in Table 2.

Analysis of the time-histories of response of the casks (see Section C) indicates that the
frequencies of interest are in the range of 1 to 5 Hz. To assess potential ray paths for
waves in this frequency range, simplified velocity models were constructed by combining
layers of the detailed model listed in Table 1 to produce layers with fundamental
frequencies near the target frequency. Table 3 lists these simplified velocity models
representative of layers with predominant frequencies of 5, 2.5, and 1 Hz. Table 4 lists
the computed angles of incidence for these simplified models.

Table 3
Simplified Skull Valley Velocity Model for 5 Hz Waves

Layer
Layer Thickness Total Thickness Shear Wave Velocity

(m) (m) (mis)

10.668 10.668 223.0
16.764 27.432 429.8

12.192 27.432 523.1
64.008 91.44 883.9

60.960 152.40 1051.6
60.960 213.36 1204.0

1,186.64 1400 1,950
18,600 20000 3,400

Simplified Skull Valley Velocity Model for 1 Hz Waves
Layer

Layer Thickness Total Thickness Shear Wave Velocity
(m) (m) (mis)

213.35 213.35 832.1
1,186.64 1400 1,950
18,600 20000 3,400
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Table 4
Surface Layer Angles of Incidence for

Simplified Skull Valley Velocity Models Listed in Table 3
Surface Layer Angle of

Incidence (0) for
Fault Source Point Location Simplified Velocity

Model for Frequency:

Depth Surface Distance 1 Hz 5 Hz
(km) (km)

Stansbury fault 5 5.5 11.3 3.0

10 2 2.9 0.8

15 1.5 1.9 0.4
East fault 5 -2 5.9 1.6

1 0 -5.5 7.2 1.9

1 5 -9 7.5 2.0

The velocity models listed in Table 3 assume horizontal layer boundaries. Seismic line 2
obtained by Geosphere Midwest [1997, Figure 4.6, reprinted on p. 2 of Attachment A of
Geomatrix Calculation 05996.02-G(PO18)-2 (Rev. 1)] shows that the bedrock surface
beneath the site dips gently down to the east with a 200-ft drop over the -3,000-ft length
of the profile. Table 5 lists the angles of incidence computing using a Tertiary-bedrock
boundary with a 40 dip down to the east. The sloping bedrock changes the incidence
angles by a few degrees at most.

Table 5
Surface Layer Angles of Incidence for

Sim lified Skull Valle Velocity Models Listed in Table 3 Including 40 Bedrock Slope
Surface Layer Angle of

Incidence (0) for
Fault Source Point Location Simplified Velocity

Model for Frequency:

Depth Surface Distance 1 Hz 5 Hz
(km) (km)

Stansbury fault 5 5.5 8.9 2.7

10 2 0.6 0.5

15 1.5 0.8 0.1

East fault 5 -2 8.2 1.9

10 -5.5 9.5 2.2

15 -9 9.9 2.3

The above results indicate that the expected angles of incidence at the surface for seismic
waves originating from large-magnitude earthquake ruptures on the adjacent faults is
small, typically less than 100 from vertical. Thus, the proximity of the site to the major
active faults does not result in high angle of incidence waves measured from vertical (i.e.,
low angle measured from horizontal) and the assumption of vertically propagating waves
is reasonable for the site.
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Inclined waves will result in a difference in arrival time for waves at two adjacent points.
The time difference for two points separated by distance w measured in the direction
toward the source is approximately equal to w sin(ii)/Vi, where the subscript 1 refers to
the surface layer. The storage pads have a width of 30 feet in the east-west (fault-normal)
direction. Using this value for w, the incidence angles listed in Table 4 together with the
velocities listed in Table 3, one obtains time differences on the order of 0.001 to 0.002
seconds. These time differences are much smaller than the minimum time step of the
time histories developed for the site (0.005 seconds) and would affect only very high
frequency motions above the highest ground motion frequency of interest (50 Hz). Thus,
the very small time difference for wave arrivals would have negligible effect on the
analysis.

The effects of the low incident angles on the input motion (measured from vertical) to the
pads as compared to vertically propagating waves also can be examined based on the
work by Luco (1976) and Wong and Luco (1978). The controlling parameters are the
normalized frequency, ao = ax/fl, (where c is the angular frequency in radians/sec, a is
the equivalent radius of the pad, and ,6 is the shear-wave velocity of the near-surface
layer); and the ratio of shear-wave velocity to apparent wave velocity, /3/c (equivalent to

the sine of the angle of incidence). The equivalent pad radius = /30 x 67/ or = 25.3 ft =
7.7 m. For a 5-Hz wave, the largest incident angle of 30 results in ,//c = sin(3Y) = 0.05.
From Table 3, ,= 223 m/s, resulting in ao 1.1. For this case, Luco (1976, Fig. 3)
indicates that an SH-wave would induce a torsional motion equivalent to an additional
horizontal motion of about 3 percent of the amplitude of the free-field motion at the edge
of the pad. For a 1-Hz wave, the largest incident angle of 11.30 results in ,31c = sin(1 1.30)
= 0.2. From Table 3, ,6= 832 m/s, resulting in ao = 0.06. For this case Luco (1976, Fig.
3) indicates less than 1 percent additional motion. Accompanying this is a slight
reduction in the translation motion.

Wong and Luco (1978, Fig. 4, 5, 6, and 7) show the effect of inclined P/SV waves as a
function of ao and ,//c. The parameter a is now defined as the half-width of a square mat

= /30 x 67 / 2 = 22.4 ft = 6.8 m. For 5-Hz waves, a0 = 1.0 and 4/c is very small (0.05).
For this case, Figures 4 through 7 of Wong and Luco (1978) indicate that the response is
generally within 5 percent of that for vertical waves. For 1-Hz motions, ao is very small
(0.06), and the response is again within 5 percent of that for vertical waves.

Thus, it can be concluded that additional rocking and torsional motion of the pad caused
by inclined incident waves at the small angles listed in Tables 2 and 4 is insignificant
compared to the motion caused by the vertically propagating waves.
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B. Estimate of the Degree of Spatial Incoherence for Storage Pads

The degree of spatial variation in ground motions can be measured by the spatial
coherency of ground motion. Abrahamson et al. (1991) developed an empirical model
for spatial coherency using data from the Lotung LSST strong motion array in Taiwan.
They define a model for the "lagged" coherency, which models the effects of
scattering on ground motions; and a model for the "unlagged" coherency, yuf, ,;r),
which includes wave passage effects due to inclined waves. Their relationship for
unlagged coherency is given by the expression:

Yu (f'>'r) Y(f, V0(f',r)

in which

y(f, ) = tanh[(2.535 - 0.01184){exp(f(-0. 155 - 0.0008374)) + _fo 87 }+ 0.35]

and

cos(2ir 0.00037fr)
OVI Il+ (f /19) 4

wheref is frequency, I is the separation distance, and sr is the separation distance
measured along the path toward the source (i.e. fault-normal). The term O(f, r) represents
incoherency due to the wave-passage effect. In the east-west direction 4 = = 9.14
meters. For this direction one obtains the following values for the frequency range of
interest:

Table 6
Empirical Coherency for East-West Direction

Frequency - f(f, Vr)c r,,g75Ir)
(Hz)__ _ _ _ _

1 1.00 1.00 1.00

2.5 0.99 1.00 0.98

5 0.95 0.99 0.94

In the north-south direction, A= 20.4 meters and Sr = 0 (direction parallel to fault). For
this direction one obtains the following values:
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Table 7
Empirical Coherency for North-South Direction

Frequency | f, ) | vf O) ; Yu (f @ I ))
(Hz)

1 1.00 1.00 1.00

2.5 0.98 1.00 0.98

5 0.94 1.00 0.93

As indicated by Abrahamson et al. (1991), the above values represent the fraction of the
power in the ground motions that can be represented by a vertically propagating plane
wave. The values in the table indicate that for the small pad size of interest, nearly all of
the power in the ground motions can be represented by a vertically propagating plane
wave.

In addition, Abrahamson et al. (1991) show in their Figure 10 the residuals between
observed data and their empirical model for two epicentral distance ran-es, < 15 km and
>40 km. The mean residuals for the two distance ranges oscillate about each other and
the authors conclude that the data do not indicate a clear dependence of spatial coherency
on distance from the source. On this basis we conclude that proximity to the major active
faults does not require special evaluation of the effects of spatial variation.
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C. Evaluation of Frequency Range of Importance to Cask Response

The frequency range of importance to cask response was determined by analysis of
response time histories obtained at the top of the cask for the worst cases (i.e., a 2-cask
system with coefficients of friction of 0.8 and 0.2). This evaluation is based examination
of the Fourier amplitude of the output motions computed at the top of the cask and the
ratio of the Fourier amplitude between the output motion and the input motion for the two
cases. Time histories of the cask response presented in Appendix A show that the tipping
and sliding of the cask occurs primarily within the time window of 4 to 7 seconds.
Fourier spectra of the velocity time histories of the time window from 4 to 7 seconds for
both output and input motions and the spectral ratio of the Fourier amplitude of the
output motion divided by those for the input motion are shown on Figures 2 to 5. Both
the Fourier spectra of the output motions and the spectral ratios shown on Figures 2 to 5
indicate that the frequency range of peak cask response is between I and 5 Hz.

102
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FN.VEL~fO.8,4-7s
. I. . I. . .. ... ... . ....

I . . . . .. . ............,...............

Y1 1o0 101 102

O 102

E
:~ lo'
U.
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Figure 2: Fourier amplitudes of Cask 2 output motion (top plot), input motion (middle
plot), and ratio of Fourier amplitudes (output/input) for motion in X-direction (fault-

normal), coefficient of friction = 0.8 and time window 4 to 7 seconds.
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Figure 3: Fourier amplitudes of Cask 2 output motion (top plot), input motion (middle
plot), and ratio of Fourier amplitudes (output/input) for motion in Y-direction (fault-

parallel), coefficient of friction =0.8 and time window 4 to 7 seconds.
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Figure 4: Fourier amplitudes of Cask 2 output motion (top plot), input motion (middle
plot), and ratio of Fourier amplitudes (output/input) for motion in X-direction (fault-

normal), coefficient of friction = 0.2 and time window 4 to 7 seconds.
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Figure 5: Fourier amplitudes of Cask 2 output motion (top plot), input motion (middle
plot), and ratio of Fourier amplitudes (output/input) for motion in Y-direction (fault-

parallel), coefficient of friction = 0.2 and time window 4 to 7 seconds.
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Appendix A

Time Histories of Cask Response of a Two Cask System
For Coefficients of Friction of 0.8 and 0.2
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Fig. 2 Cask I lDisp Y vs Time, cof=0.8 for point 2, file:ckldisp8
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Fig. 5 Cask 1 X accel vs time cof=0.8, file:pfslO8
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Fig. 13 Cask 1 Disp-x cof=0.2 at point 2, file:ckldisp2
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Fig. 14 Cask 1 Disp-Y, COF=0.2 at point 2, file:ckldisp2
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Fig. 16 Cask 1 Vel-Y vs Time,cof=0.2 at point 2, file:pfsIO2
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Fig. 18 Cask 1 Accel-Y vs Time, cof 0.2 at point 2, file:pfslO2
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Fig. 19 Cask 2 Disp-X,COF=0.2 at point 2, file:ck2disp2
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Fig. 20 Cask 2 Disp-Y, COF=0.2 at point 2, file:ck2disp2
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Fig. 22 Cask 2 Vel-Y vs Time,cof =0.2, file:pfs202
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Fig. 24 Cask 2 accel-Y vs Time,cof 0.2, at point 2, file:pfs2O2
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this calculation is to evaluate possible effects of pad flexibility on the seismic
analysis of the Skull Valley cask storage pads. This assessment is performed to address Paragraphs
D. 1 .b(i) and D. 1 .b(ii) of the State of Utah's unified contention L/QQ.

METHOD

The influence of the pad flexibility on the impedance functions will be estimated using the
information provided in Reference 1.

REFERENCES

1. "Dynamic Response of Flexible Rectangular Foundations on an Elastic Half-Space", M. Iguchi
and J.E. Luco, Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics, Vol. 9, 1981.

2. Calculation 05996-G(P017)-2, "Storage Pad Analysis and Design.

ASSUMPTIONS

The paper used as a basis for this evaluation was based on a square foundation on an elastic half-
space of uniform properties. The Skull Valley pads are 67' long by 30' wide (Reference 2), and are
founded on a layered subgrade. To account for this, following assumptions were made:

1 . The size of the equivalent square was determined by using a square with the same area as the
rectangular pad.

2. Equivalent uniform soil properties (shear wave velocity, density and Poisson's ratio) were
estimated from the best estimate soil properties, presented on sheet 8 of Reference 2, using the
top 50' of the soil profile. Values assumed for this evaluation are:

* Shear wave velocity 750 ft/sec.

* Density 100 lb/ft3

* Poisson's Ratio 0.40 (to be consistent with the value in Ref. 1)

3. The case presented in Reference I without the rigid center (model a) was considered more
applicable to the real case.

CONCLUSION

The effects of pad flexibility on the impedance functions are not significant.
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CALCULATIONS

Calculate the dimensionless parameter 8:

8 = (Et3)/(Ll a3 ( I -v2))

Where:

E = Young's modulus of the pad (450,000 ksf for 3000 psi concrete)

t = Thickness of pad (3 feet)

L = Shear modulus of soil = p Vs2 = (.100 ksf / 32.17)(750 fPS)2 =1749 ksf

u =0.40

a = (sqrt (67' x 30'))/4 = 22.4'

Substituting, 8 = 0.735

Calculate applicable range of the dimensionless parameter a.

aWe=Qa/V

Where

Q = frequency of interest, in radians per second

For frequencies between 1 Hz and 5 Hz (6.3 and 31.4 radians per second), a,, ranges from 0.19
to 0.94.

Evaluate effect on impedance functions

From figures 4 (vertical) and 5 (rocking) of Reference I for the case of model (a), it can be seen that
for values of ao less than 1.0 and values of 6 greater than 0.5 there is little difference in the
impedance functions from the completely rigid case. See Attachment A for a details.
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The effects of the flexibility of the foundation plate on the vertical and rocking impedance functions are
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The results shown in these figures were calculated by subdividing
the foundation plate and the contact region into 64 equal square subregions. A value of v = 0-4 was used for
Poisson's ratio in the soil. The results presented for values of the relative stiffness a = 0005, 0-05, 0-5 and so
(rigid plate) indicate that, at low frequencies, the dynamic stiffness coefficients (.gKvyKM) for a flexible
foundation plate can be significantly lower than those for a rigid plate. At high frequencies, however, the

Model(a)

20 [

1 0.- 5 0

0050
SD 0. O~ ~00 D5/ * --

Sl X , ,,, 5 .*'

- '- , =

1 2 3 CO 4 1 2 3

Figure 4. Effects of flexi'bility of the foundations onl the vtcal imxpedance functions (v 0,4, ef 0)

dynamic stiffness coefficients for flexible foundation plates can be higher than those for a rigid plate, For Hi
Model (a), the effects of flexibility of the foundation on the vertical and rocking stiffness coefficients are similar.
For Model ft) the effects on the rocking stiffness coefficients are more pronounced..

Perhaps the most significant effect shown in Figures 4 and 5 corresponds to the reduction of the damping -
coefficients (,Cv,.CM) associated with flexibility of the foundation. It is apparent that a flexible foundation -
plate is less efficient in radiating energy into the ground than arigid foundation. For Model (ad the reduction of
the vertical damping coefficient is more pronounced than that of the rocking damping coefficient. For Model
ft) the reduction of the rocking damping coefficient is more pronounced.

EQUIVALENT RIGID FOUNDATION

Since a considerable amount of information on the dynamic response of rigid foundations is available, it is of-
interest to explore the possibility of representing a flexible foundation by an equivalent rigid foundation. One..
possibility is to define the dimensions of the equivalent rigid foundation in such a way that the static stiffness'
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Figure 5. Effects of flexibility of the foundations on the rocking impedance functions (v = 0-4, vf 0)

coefficients (real parts of the impedance function at ao = 0) coincide with those for the flexible foundation. As
an example, the lengths 2ifv of rigid square foundations having the same static vertical stiffness coefficients as
flexible foundations corresponding to Model (b) with 6 = 0-5,0-05 and 0-005 are defined by ay/a =(>798,0-641
and 0-551, respectively. The corresponding equivalent lengths 2dm obtained by equating the static rocking
stiffness coefficients are given by jwla = 0-820,0-646 and 0-552. For Model (b) values of the ratios iv/a and
d~1~4a range from 11) for 6 = oo to 0-5 for 6 = 0. It is interesting to notice that the equivalent length for rocking.
excitation is slightly higher than that for vertical excitation.

T'he equivalent rigid foundation described above is based on the static response of the flexible foundation. It
is, then, necessary to test the adequacy of the equivalent representation at different frequencies. If the flexible
foundation and its equivalent rigid representation give the same force-displacement relationships, the
following equations would be satisfied:

Cv(ao) = (alefv) Cv4tr0v)

C,(a.) = (a/fTm)3 C4adm)

(19)

(20)
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rock-like beneath the foundation. A rock-
like foundation is defined by a shear-wave
velocity of 3,500 ftlsec (1,100 m/sec) or
greater at a shear strain of 10 -' percent or
smaller when considering preloaded soil
conditions due to the structure.

3.3.1.2 Spatial Variations of Free-Field
Motion- (a) Vertically propagating shear
and compressional waves may be assumed
for an SSI analysis provided that torsional
effects due to nonvertically propagating
waves are considered.

(b) Variation of amplittide and fre-
quencyncoti'tent with depth may be con-
sidered for partially embedded sttctures.
The spectral amplitude of the acceleration
response spectra in the free field at the
foundation depth shall' be hot Jqs than

W- rm mis 'gC lhe free ield.
3.3.1.3 Three-Dimensional Effects-

The three-dimensional phenomenon of
radiation damping and layering effects of
foundation soil shall be considered in SSI
analysis.

3.3.1.4 Nonlinear Behavior of Soil--
The nonlinear behavior of soil shall be

considered and may be approximated by
equivalent linear material properties. Two
types Of nonlinear behavior may be iden-
lilied: primary and secondary nonlinear-
ilies. Primary nonlinearity" denotes
nonlinear material behavior induced in the
soil due to the excitation alone, i.e., ignor-
ing structure response. 'Secondary non-
linearity" denotes nonlinear material
behavior induced in the soil due to struc-
tural response as a result of SSI. Primary
nonlinearities shall be considered in the
SSI analysis. Except for the provisions of
3.3.1.9, secondary nonlinearities includ-
ing local nonlinear behavior in the vicinity
of the soil-structure interface need not be
considered.

3.3.1.5 Structure-to-Structure Interac-
tion- Strutture-to-structure interaction
may be generally neglected for overall
structural response but shall be con-
sidered for local effects due to one struc-
ture'on another, such as required in 3.4.3
for walls.

1/ 3.3.1.6 Effect of Mat and Lateral Wall
Flexibility- The effect of mat flexibility
for mat foundations and the effect of wall
flexibility for embedded walls need nit be
considered in the SSI analysis.

3.3.1.7 Uncertainties In SSI Analysis-
li'e uncertainties in the SSI .alysis Sh.ll

be considered. In lieu of a probabilistic
evaluation of uncertainties, an acceptable
method to account for uncertainties in SSI
analysis is to vary the soil shear modulus.
Soil shear modulus shall be varied between
the best estimate value times.(l + C.) and
the best estimate value divided by (I +
C,.), where C, is a factor that accounts for
uncertainties in the SSI analysis and soil
properties. The minimum value of C:shall
be 0.5.

3.3.1.8 Model of Structure--
(a) Structural models defined in 3.1

may be simplified for the SSI analysis.
Simplified models may be used provided
they adequately represent the mass and
stiffness effects of the structure and ade-
quately match the predominant frequen-
cies, related mode shapes, and
participation factors of the more detailed
structure model.
. (b) When a simplified model is used to
generate in-structure response spectra,
representative in-structure response
spectra also shall be adequately matched
for fixed-base conditions in both the
detailed and simplified models.

3.3.1.9 Embedment Effects-- The
potential for reduced lateral soil support
of the structure should be considered
when accounting for embedment effects.
One method to comply with this require-
ment is to assume no connectivity between
structure and lateral soil over the upper
half of the embedment or 20 ft (6i m),
whichever is less. However, full connec-
tion between the structure and lateral soil
elements may be assumed if adjacent
structures founded at a higher elevation

roduce a surcharge equivalent to at least
20 ft (6 hn) of soil.

3.3.2 Subsurface Material Properties

3.3.2.1 General Requirements- Sub-
surface material properties shall be deter-
mined by field and laboratory testing,
suppleme;ted as appropriate by experi-
ence, empirical relationships, and ptub-
lished data for similar materials. Tl'he
following material properties shall be
determined for use in eqjuivalent-linear
analyses: shear modulus, C; damping
ratio, 1); l'oisson's ratio, p; and total unit
weight, y,.

3.3.2.2 Shear Modulus-- Tlhe slhe.ar
llnoduolu. C;. dehlined aS shlownt in
Fig. .lI- I,.lull be detemined s .

Shear
Stress, r

( II() 14

v,-e )

Shear
Strain, y

7 FIGURE 3300-1 DEFINITION DIAGRAM FOR SHEAR MODULUS, G

tion of shear strain level.
3.3.2.3 Material (Hysteretic) Damping

Ratio-- (a) The material (hysteretic)
damping ratio, D, defined as shown In
Fig. 3300-2, shall be determined as a func-
tion of shear strain level.

(b) At very small strains (Cl)0 ' per-
cent), the mate t ping

3.3.2.4 Poisson's Ratio-- Pisson's
ratio, v, in combination with shear mod-
ulus, C, delines the Young's modulus of
the material in accordance with the theory
of elasticity. For saturated soils, the
behavior of tile water phase shall be con-
sidered in evaluating Young's modulus

and selecting values of' v.
3.3.3 Direct Method

SSI analysis by the direct method
shall consist of the following steps:

1. Locate the bottom and lateral bound-
aries of the soil-structure mnudel.

2.- Establish input motion to be applied
at tIle boundaries.

3. Establish soil model, properties, and
layer boundaries Io be used for tle
foundation.

4. Perform SSI analyses in one or two
steps, as discussed In 3.1.1.2, using
structural models as discussed in
3.3.1.8.

I
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FIGURE 3300.2 DEFINITION DIAGRAM FOR HYSTERETIC DAMPING RATIO, D

may be tucd when justified.
3.3.3.5 Time Step and Frequency

Increment- (a) For solution of the SSI
analysis in the time domain, the integra-
tion time step shall be selected to be small
enough to ensure accuracy and stability
of the solution.

(b) For solution of the SSI analysis in
the frequency domain, the frequency
increment shall be selected to be small
enough to ensure accuracy of the solu-
tion. A quiet period shall be added to the
excitation to damp out structural vibra-
tions. The transfer functions shall be
established using a sufficient number of

3.3.4 Impedance Method

SSI analysis by the impedance func-
tion approach shall consist of the fol-
lowing steps:

1. Determine the input motion to the
X massless rigid foundation.

2. Determine the foundation imped-
ance functions.

3. Analyze coupled soil-structure
system.

3.3.4.1 V.terndiriihionr of Inputi Mdtion-
lhe control motion defined at the free-
field surface may be input to the massless
rigid foundation. When the control motion
is used as the input, rotational input due
to embedment or wave passage effects
need not be considered. Alternatively, the
input motion to the massless rigid foun-
dation may be modified from the control
motion at the free-field surface to incor-
porate embedment or wave passage
effects, provided the corresponding com-
puted rotational inputs are also used in
the analysis.

3.3.4.2 Determination of Foundation
Impedance Functions

3.3.4.2.1 Equivdleent Foundation Diment-
Sios-- For impedance function calcula-
tions, all mat foundations may be
approximated by tquivalent rectangular
or circular shapes. The equivalent rectan-
gular or circular dimensions shall be coIn-
puted by equating theb iasimt sbil contact
area for.translational iodcs of excitation
End by equating the contact area m6hicnt
of inetia with respect to the reference axis
of rotatiori for rotational modes of exci-

talion. The equivalent embedment depth
shall be determined by equating the vol-
ume of soil displaced by the embedded
structure.

3.3.4.2.2 Uniform Soil Siles- When the
soil below the foundation basemat is rel-
atively uniform Ltr vdepth equal to the
Ilalgest foundation' ditfiension, frequency-
independent soil spring and dashpot con-
stants, as shown in Table 3300-1 for cir-
cular foundations and Table 3300-2 for
rectangular foundations, may be used.
Frequency-dependent impedance func-
tions fora viscoelastic half-space using the
integral equation formulation may also be
used.

3.3.4.2.3 layered Soil Sites-- Where the
soil deposit can be approximated by a
number of horizontal layers of uniform
soil, or where the uniform soil deposit Is
underlain by bedrock at a depth less than
the largest equivalent foundation dimen-
sions, frequency-dependent impedance
functions shall be developed. An integral
equation formulation Is acceptable for
computing the impedance functions. The
use of finite-element or finite-difference
formulations is also acceptable.

3.3.4.2.4 Embedded Fourndations- (a)Js.

equivalent-rau .ajo, 1s,essban ,~
MW~c e ina

bpe ance functions, pro-
vided the soil profile and properties below
thiL~tbuenitt elevation are used- r the
impedance calculations.

(b) When the effect of embedment is
considered, a simplified formulation may
be used that assumes that the soil reac-
tions at the base of the foundation are
equal to those of a foundation placed on
the soil surface assumed at the foundation
elevation and uses lateral soil reactions
calculated independently using soil prop-
erties of the side soil. More accurate for-
mulations using integral equations, finite-
element methods, finite-difference meth-
ods, or a combination of these methods
may also be used.

3.3.4.3 Analysis of Coupled Soil-
Structure System- (a) The coupled soil-
structure system shall include the struc-
ture, or its modal representation, and the
soil spring and dashpots anchored at -the
foundation level. The dynamic character-
istics of the soil shall be defined by imped-
ance functions computed in accordance
with 3.3.4.2. The coupled soil-structure

3.3.3.1 Seismic Input for Model
Boundaries-- (a) Boundary motion input
to the soil model shall be compatible with
the design earthquake specified at the fin-
ish grade in the free field.

(b) The motions shall be established as
a function of the soil properties, the type
of waves propagating during the earth-
quake, and the type of boundary assumed.

(c) The analyses to establish boundary
motions shall be performed using math-
ematical models and procedures compat-
ible with those used in the SSI analysis.

3.3.3.2 Lower Boundary- The lower
boundary shall be located far enough from
the structure that the seismic response at
points of interest is not significantly
affected. The lower boundary of the model
may be placed at a layer at which the shear,
wave velocity equals or exceeds 3,500 ft/
sec (1, 100 mn/sec) orat a soil layer that has
a modulus 10 times or more larger than
the modulus of the layer immediately
below the structure foundation level. The
lower boundary need not be placed more
than 3 times the maximum foundation,
dimension below the fountlaflion. The

lower boundary may be assumed to be
rigid.

3.3.3.3 Selection of Lateral Bounda-
ries-- The location and type of lateral
boundaries shall be selected so as not to
significantly affect the structural response
at points of interest. Elementary, viscous,
or transmitting boundaries may be used.

3.3.3.4 Soil Element Size-- Soil discre-
lization (elementl or zones) shall be estab-
lished to adequately reproduce static and
dynamic effects. When using simple
quadrilateral finite elements, at least eight
horizontal discretizations over the foun-
dation width shall be used, immediately
beneath the foundation, to adequately
reproduce the static stress distribution
beneath the foundation. The discretiza-
lion adjacent to the foundation shall be
fine enough to adequately model rocking,
if significant. T he soil elements shall be
fine enough lo ensure frequency-
transmitting characteristics tip to a fre-
quency of at least 25 l-lz, which requires
an element vertical dimension smaller tIhan
or equal to one-fifth of the smallest wave.
length of interest. Larger element sizes
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7677 East Berry Ave., Englewood, CO 80111-213 7
Phone 303-741-7009 Fax: 303-741-7806

John L. Donnell, P.E., Project Director

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission August 7, 2001
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

COMMITMENT RESOLUTION LETTER #37
DOCKET NO. 72-22 / TAC NO. L22462
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE FACILITY
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.C.

In accordance with our July 31, 2001 conference call, Private Fuel Storage (PFS) submits
the following resolution to NRC/CNWRA questions and comments regarding the
stability analysis for the cask storage pads.

NRC Question/Comment

PFS should provide a basis for the conclusions contained within the SAR that the storage
casks do not tip over, collide, nor slide off the storage pad during the seismic event,
taking into consideration the potential movement of the cask storage pads of up to 6".

PFS Response

A formal evaluation has been performed for PFS by Holtec International to assess the
impact of potential movement of the cask storage pads during a seismic event on the PFS
Site Specific HI-STORM Drop/Tipover Analyses, (Holtec Report No. HI-2012653,
Revision 1, dated May 7, 2001). The Holtec evaluation is attached for your use.

The results of the evaluation demonstrate that the current conclusions reached in the
PFSF Safety Analysis Report remain valid and are bounding for the response of the casks
relative to the pad.
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If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact me at 303-741-7009.

Sincerely,

Joh L. Donnl
Project Director
Private Fuel Storage L.L.C.

Enclosure

Copy to:
Mark Delli gatti-1I/1I
John Parkyn-1/i
Jay Silberg-1/1
Sherwin Turk-I/ I
Asadul Chowdhury- 1 /1
Scott Northard-1/1
Denise Chancellor-i/i
Richard E. Condit-1/1
John Paul Kennedy-i/i
Joro Walker-i/i
Duncan Steadman-1/1
Utah Document file (D. Bird)-1/1



M E N E M *Holtec Center, 555 Lincoln Drive West, Mariton, NJ 08053

Telephone (856) 797-0900H O L T EC Fax (856) 797-0909
I N T E R bN A T I 0 N A L

August 6, 2001

Dr. Max DeLong
Executive Engineer
Xcel Energy
414 Nicollet Mall (RS-7)
Minneapolis, MN 55401

Reference: Holtec Project 70651

Dear Dr. DeLong:

In response to your request, we herewith provide the additional information related to the
recent site-specific ISFSI pad sliding evaluations performed for Private Fuel Storage
(PFS).

SCOPE:

Holtec International has previously performed a series of dynamic simulations of a PFSF
ISFSI pad supporting from one to eight spent fuel storage casks and subject to various
seismic excitations; these analyses were performed in support of the PFSF site-specific
ISFSI licensing submittal. Using design input supplied by PFSF, soil-springs were
included in the dynamic model to simulate the effect of the foundation between the base
of the ISFSI pad and the top of competent rock driven by the design basis seismic
excitation. In the previous Holtec analyses, no separation of the soil from the ISFSI pad
lower surface, nor any relative motion (sliding) between the base of the ISFSI pad and the
soil surface was assumed. Recent hypothetical bounding analysis (by others) has
concluded that postulating loss of surface cohesion could result in as much as six inches
of relative displacement of the pad with respect to the soil surface. Therefore, the effect
of such relative movement on the response of the casks requires attention. In this letter
report, Holtec provides the information needed to conclude that this potential sliding of
the ISFSI pad relative to the underlying soil foundation has no significant effect on the
conclusions based on the previous dynamic simulations that assumed no sliding.

DISCUSSION:

The loss of cohesion leading to pad movement, relative to the top layer of the soil, is well
represented by assuming frictional behavior at the pad/soil interface. Therefore, at some
limiting value of horizontal force, the pad begins to move, relative to the soil, and this
movement may affect the response of the casks, relative to the pad. Whether the effect on
the cask response is detrimental or beneficial is the subject of this letter report.
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We note that the simulation responses to date effectively assume an infinite value for the
coefficient of friction between the pad and the soil as the horizontal soil resistance is
modeled as a linear spring-damper that is always fully effective. The results from the
various simulations predicted minimal movement of the pad and a combination of tipping
and sliding of the casks relative to the pad (dependent upon the cask/pad coefficient of
friction used). To address the issue at hand, we note that if we postulate the other extreme
limit for the pad/soil coefficient of friction, namely zero, then the pad/cask system is fully
isolated from the input seismic excitation and the casks experience no motion (either
sliding or tipping) relative to the pad. The pad, however, experiences maximum relative
movement relative to the soil. Based on this simple physical argument, we are led to the
conclusion that any sliding of the pad relative to the soil serves to decrease the energy
input to the casks and therefore decreases the motion of the casks relative to the pad. If
our argument is valid, then the current FSAR statement (repeated below for
completeness) remains valid and supplies bounding values for the response of the casks,
relative to the pad.

"In addition, the vendor performed a site specific analysis for iHI-STORM
storage casks subjected to the design basis ground motion associated with
the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis with the 2,000-yr return period
(0.71 ig horizontal, 0.695g vertical), and determined maximum
displacement of the cask of less than 4 inches (Reference 61). The
analyses concluded that the casks do not tip over, collide, nor slide off the
storage pad for these earthquakes. Soil-structure interaction was
considered in the site-specific analyses. The seismic cask stability
analyses are fully described in Section 8.2.1."

Although the qualitative argument presented above is convincing in its simplicity, it must
be backed by equally convincing confirmatory analyses. A series of dynamic simulations
have been performed to confirm the applicability and correctness of the heuristic
argument presented previously. Based on these confirmatory results, we conclude that the
FSAR statements remain valid as they served to quantify the cask movements relative to
the pad.

CONFIRMATORY ANALYSES:

The dynamic simulation model used in all previous submittals on this matter is capable of
simulating linear or non-linear behavior across and interface; specifically, the resisting
normal force and in-plane forces at the pad/soil interface may be represented by linear
springs or by a compression-only normal spring and two orthogonal friction springs. The
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characteristic of each set of two friction springs (FYI, FY2) associated with a
compression only normal spring (FW) is as follows:

Let FH = (FY12+FY22 )102

Then, if the computed value of FH < g FW, the springs FYI and FY2 behave as simple
linear elements at this instant in time with a stiffness and damping associated with the
soil.

If the computed value of FH exceeds p. FW, then the computed values of FYI and FY2
are limited to the values that maintain FH = g FW for the next time step.

Three dynamic analyses were performed using the Holtec QA validated simulation code
DYNAMO to evaluate the effect of pad/soil relative motion. These analyses were
performed using the following model parameters:

Pad/soil coefficient of friction = 0.306

Seismic input time histories - Latest 2000 Year Return Seismic Event

Cask/pad coefficient of friction = 0.8

Number of casks on ISFSI pad = 8 (2 x 4) array

The three analyses differ in only one aspect; the magnitude of the soil damping associated
with the non-linear elements representing normal and in-plane resistance from the soil.
For case 1, we assume that the previously computed values for soil resistance due to
damping were maintained. For case 2, we assume that the soil damping forces are
reduced to 10% of the values used in case 1. Finally, for case 3, we assume that the soil
damping forces are reduced to 1% of the values used in case 1. The cases using reduced
damping reflect the reality that the damping forces are not active while slip is occurring
so that the net effect of the structural damping over the duration of the event must be
reduced, The following table summarizes the results obtained for pad center in-plane
movement.
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CASE % OF SOIL DAMPING VALUE MAX. PAD MAX. PAD
PREVIOUSLY USED IN LINEAR MOVEMENT (inch) MOVEMENT (inch)
ANALYSES N-S E-W

1 100 0.537 0.537
2 10 3.989 2.692
3 1 8.808 5.178

As expected, the amount of pad sliding, as a rigid body is a strong function of the level of
soil damping assumed to continuously act over the entire duration of the seismic event.
Note that cases 2 and 3 bound from either side, the 6" result obtained from a static
equivalent analysis using the 100%-40%-40% combination rule.

The results for cask movement relative to the pad from each of the simulations confirmed
the initial assertion that as more pad/soil sliding occurred, the cask/pad relative
movements decreased and the propensity for cask overturning was nonexistent. For
example, for case 2, the maximum cask excursions, relative to the pad, did not exceed
0.02" at the top or bottom of the cask; i.e., even though the cask/pad coefficient of
friction was 0.8, the "redirection" of the input energy to moving the pad sufficed to
eliminate all overturning cask motion.

Based on the confiring dynamic simulations, we conclude that the initial simulations of
the soil/pad interface with linear springs results in the largest values for cask motion
relative to the pad; any sliding of the pad relative to the underlying soil due to reduced
cohesion has the beneficial effect of reducing or elimination cask movements relative to
the pad.

Sincerely,

Brian G erman, P.E.
Project Manager

Document ID: 70651014

I Emcc: J. Cooper, SWEC
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John L. Donnell, PE., Project Director

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission August 7, 2001
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

COMMITMENT RESOLUTION LETTER #37
DOCKET NO. 72-22 / TAC NO. L22462
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE FACILITY
PRIVATE FUEL STORAGE L.L.C.

In accordance with our July 31, 2001 conference call, Private Fuel Storage (PFS) submits
the following resolution to NRC/CNWRA questions and comments regarding the
stability analysis for the cask storage pads.

NRC Question/Comment

PFS should provide a basis for the conclusions contained within the SAR that the storage
casks do not tip over, collide, nor slide off the storage pad during the seismic event,
taking into consideration the potential movement of the cask storage pads of up to 6".

PFS Response

A formal evaluation has been performed for PFS by Holtec International to assess the
impact of potential movement of the cask storage pads during a seismic event on the PFS
Site Specific HI-STORM Drop/Tipover Analyses, (Holtec Report No. HI-2012653,
Revision 1, dated May 7, 2001). The Holtec evaluation is attached for your use.

The results of the evaluation demonstrate that the current conclusions reached in the
PFSF Safety Analysis Report remain valid and are bounding for the response of the casks
relative to the pad.
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If you have any questions regarding this response, please contact me at 303-741-7009.

Sincerely,

Joh L.,Dnll
Project Director
Private Fuel Storage L.L.C.

Enclosure

Copy to:
Mark Delligatti-1/1
John Parkyn-lI/1
Jay Silbefg-1/1
Sherwin Turk-I/l
Asadul Chowdhury-1ill
Scott Northard-lI/l
Denise Chancellor-I/I
Richard E. Condit-1/1
John Paul Kennedy-Ill
Joro Walker- I1/1
Duncan Steadman-1/1
Utah Document file (D. B ird)-Il/I
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Dr. Max DeLong
Executive Engineer
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Minneapolis, MN 55401

Reference: Holtec Project 70651

Dear Dr. DeLong:

In response to your request, we herewith provide the additional information related to the
recent site-specific ISFSI pad sliding evaluations performed for Private Fuel Storage
(PFS).

SCOPE:

Holtec International has previously performed a series of dynamic simulations of a PFSF
ISFSI pad supporting from one to eight spent fuel storage casks and subject to various
seismic excitations; these analyses were performed in support of the PFSF site-specific
ISFSI licensing submittal. Using design input supplied by PFSF, soil-springs were
included in the dynamic model to simulate the effect of the foundation between the base
of the ISFSI pad and the top of competent rock driven by the design basis seismic
excitation. In the previous Holtec analyses, no separation of the soil from the ISFSI pad
lower surface, nor any relative motion (sliding) between the base of the ISFSI pad and the
soil surface was assumed. Recent hypothetical bounding analysis (by others) has
concluded that postulating loss of surface cohesion could result in as much as six inches
of relative displacement of the pad with respect to the soil surface. Therefore, the effect
of such relative movement on the response of the casks requires attention. In this letter
report, Holtec provides the information needed to conclude that this potential sliding of
the ISFSI pad relative to the underlying soil foundation has no significant effect on the
conclusions based on the previous dynamic simulations that assumed no sliding.

DISCUSSION:

The loss of cohesion leading to pad movement, relative to the top layer of the soil, is well
represented by assuming frictional behavior at the pad/soil interface. Therefore, at some
limiting value of horizontal force, the pad begins to move, relative to the soil, and this
movement may affect the response of the casks. relative to the pad. Whether the effect on
the cask response is detrimental or beneficial is the subject of this letter report.
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We note that the simulation responses to date effectively assume an infinite value for the
coefficient of friction between the pad and the soil as the horizontal soil resistance is
modeled as a linear spring-damper that is always fully effective. The results from the
various simulations predicted minimal movement of the pad and a combination of tipping
and sliding of the casks relative to the pad (dependent upon the cask/pad coefficient of
friction used). To address the issue at hand, we note that if we postulate the other extreme
limit for the pad/soil coefficient of friction, namely zero, then the pad/cask system is fully
isolated from the input seismic excitation and the casks experience no motion (either
sliding or tipping) relative to the pad. The pad, however, experiences maximum relative
movement relative to the soil. Based on this simple physical argument, we are led to the
conclusion that any sliding of the pad relative to the soil serves to decrease the energy
input to the casks and therefore decreases the motion of the casks relative to the pad. If
our argument is valid, then the current FSAR statement (repeated below for
completeness) remains valid and supplies bounding values for the response of the casks,
relative to the pad.

"In addition, the vendor performed a site specific analysis for HI-STORM
storage casks subjected to the design basis ground motion associated with
the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis with the 2,000-yr return period
(0.71 Ig horizontal, 0.695g vertical), and determined maximum
displacement of the cask of less than 4 inches (Reference 61). The
analyses concluded that the casks do not tip over, collide, nor slide off the
storage pad for these earthquakes. Soil-structure interaction was
considered in the site-specific analyses. The seismic cask stability
analyses are fully described in Section 8.2.1."

Although the qualitative argument presented above is convincing in its simplicity, it must
be backed by equally convincing confirmatory analyses. A series of dynamic simulations
have been performed to confirm the applicability and correctness of the heuristic
argument presented previously. Based on these confirmatory results, we conclude that the
FSAR statements remain valid as they served to quantify the cask movements relative to
the pad.

CONFIRMATORY ANALYSES:

The dynamic simulation model used in all previous submittals on this matter is capable of
simulating linear or non-linear behavior across and interface; specifically, the resisting
normal force and in-plane forces at the pad/soil interface may be represented by linear
springs or by a compression-only normal spring and two orthogonal friction springs. The
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characteristic of each set of two friction springs (FYI, FY2) associated with a
compression only normal spring (FW) is as follows:

Let FHI = FY1i+FY22)1-

Then, if the computed value of FH < g. FW, the springs FYI and FY2 behave as simple
linear elements at this instant in time with a stiffness and damping associated with the
soil.

If the computed value of FH exceeds p. FW, then the computed values of FYI and FY2
are limited to the values that maintain FHi = g FW for the next time step.

Three dynamic analyses were performed using the Holtec QA validated simulation code
DYNAMO to evaluate the effect of pad/soil relative motion. These analyses were
performed using the following model parameters:

Pad/soil coefficient of friction = 0.306

Seismic input time histories - Latest 2000 Year Return Seismic Event

Cask/pad coefficient of friction = 0.8

Number of casks on ISFSI pad = 8 (2 x 4) array

The three analyses differ in only one aspect; the magnitude of the soil damping associated
with the non-linear elements representing normal and in-plane resistance from the soil.
For case 1, we assume that the previously computed values for soil resistance due to
damping were maintained. For case 2, we assuine that the soil damping forces are
reduced to 10% of the values used in case 1. Finally, for case 3, we assume that the soil
damping forces are reduced to 1% of the values used in case 1. The cases using reduced
damping reflect the reality that the damping forces are not active while slip is occurring
so that the net effect of the structural damping over the duration of the event must be
reduced. The following table summarizes the results obtained for pad center in-plane
movement.
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CASE % OF SOIL DAMPING VALUE MAX. PAD MAX. PAD
PREVIOUSLY USED IN LINEAR MOVEMENT (inch) MOVEMENT (inch)

. ANALYSES N-S E-W
1 100 0.537 0.537
2 10 3.989 2.692
3 1 8.808 5.178

As expected, the amount of pad sliding, as a rigid body is a strong function of the level of
soil damping assumed to continuously act over the entire duration of the seismic event.
Note that cases 2 and 3 bound from either side, the 6" result obtained from a static
equivalent analysis using the 100%-40%-40% combination rule.

The results for cask movement relative to the pad from each of the simulations confirmed
the initial assertion that as more pad/soil sliding occurred, the cask/pad relative
movements decreased and the propensity for cask overturning was nonexistent. For
example, for case 2, the maximum cask excursions, relative to the pad, did not exceed
0.02" at the top or bottom of the cask; i.e., even though the cask/pad coefficient of
friction was 0.8, the "redirection" of the input energy to moving the pad sufficed to
eliminate all overturning cask motion.

Based on the confirming dynamic simulations, we conclude that the initial simulations of
the soil/pad interface with linear springs results in the largest values for cask motion
relative to the pad; any sliding of the pad relative to the underlying soil due to reduced
cohesion has the beneficial effect of reducing or elimination cask movements relative to
the pad

Sincerely,

Brian Gu erman, P.E.
Project Manager

Document ID: 70651014

I Emcc: J. Cooper, SWEC
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Q.

A.
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solution?

A.

When you say a correct solution --

For the input parameters that you use.

I guess it means they gave you the same

That's right, for the parameters that you

use.

Q.

the SAP

A.

But for

solution
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on both
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Q.

A.

Q-

a, I bel

A.

Q.

SAP2000

program'

And suppose you input the wrong parameter in

-- in both codes, for example.

Then you will have both wrong results, sure.

same, identical input, both give identical

I For those parameters, it's benchmark.

So if the input's wrong, the output's wrong

of them?

Exactly.

Garbage in, garbage out?

Exactly, sure.

Now, in paragraph 62 you describe ANSYS as

.ieve another general purpose program?

Yes.

I take it by use of the word "other" that

is also a general purpose structural analysis

?

A.

Q.

Yes.

And what do you mean by a general purpose

code?
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1 dissipated the energy. Am I wrong

2 A. I believe that there are

3 which absorbs energy, absorption o

4 spring is absorbing energy to redu

5 When you have pure sliding, your s

6 dissipating energy and reducing the

7 have zero friction you can slide a

8 Okay? When you have -- so in a ve

9 spring is providing similar kind o

10 friction is providing in an unanch

11 moving on a horizontal surface.

12 Q. So you're saying that w

13 it's not the damping that's dissip

14 it's the spring on the ground abso

15 A. A significant amount of

16 by the crushing of the springs tha

17 Q. Well, I take a spring,

18 I push it down. Doesn't the sprin

19 A. That's your spring acti

20 the damping action. You could tak

21 crush it, okay? It's not the damp

22 it. It is the stiffness at the st

23 Q. But doesn't the spring

24 or forces the cask back up again?

25 A. The spring will force i

CitiCourt, LLC
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1 Q. And there's basically s

2 associated with the movement of th

3 sense, but the spring doesn't go -

4 cask back up as high as it was bef

5 A. It's only based on a sir

6 damping. We don't know what that

7 on the level of energy that you ha

8 level of stress you have in the sy

9 zero stress, you will have no -- v

10 Q. In your model, okay --

11 about zero stress again, now, just

12 you read that back?

13 (The record was read as follo

14 on a small amount of damping. We

15 will be. It depends on the level

16 have. It depends on level of stre

17 system. If you have a zero stress

18 very small damping.")

19 A. See, the Reg Guide I be

20 various level of earthquake for th

21 that you have which are going thrc

22 deformation what kind of damping y

23 if your structure is going through

24 deformation that you expect it's g

25 associate damping with those value
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1 you know, if you have an anchored

2 going to see high level of stresse

3 board or a structural member, you

4 damping. For low-level earthquake

5 level in the component are smaller

6 values. And that's the basis of d

7 Q. Are you familiar with t

8 damping"?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. What does that mean?

11 A. The damping that could

12 an impact. And that's experiments

13 the way.

14 Q. And so you have the cas

15 there would be impact damping betw

16 pad?

17 A. Yeah. And that would d

18 impact, type of impact. It's a fu

19 amplitude.

20 Q. Do you account for impa

21 modeling?

22 A. There is some small amo

23 to what I reported in this calcula

24 structural element that's associat

25 Q. In your model does the

CitiCourt, LLC
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1 dissipate any energy?

2 A. Every element is used to deform, and

3 therefore it absorbs energy or interacts against the

4 motion.

5 Q. It's appropriate to have the spring to

6 absorb energy, then?

7 A. Sure. We use spring all the time.

8 Q. Going back to my example of the ball. If

9 you drop the ball from a foot or ten inches, whatever

10 the case may be, and if you have no damping, doesn't

11 the ball bounce back as high as it was before?

12 A. It's a coefficient of restitution depending

13 on how the ball is -- it also depends on the gravity is

14 pulling, you know. Let's say we can jump 50 feet, but

15 we will always come back to earth because the gravity's

16 always pulling you down. So it has nothing to do with

17 damping. You will always be on the ground.

18 Q. But if you have no damping and you drop the

19 ball at a certain force, it will go back up the same

20 distance that you drop it from?

21 A. Well, if you don't have the absorption of

22 energy as it bounces, if you have a perfectly rigid

23 surface, infinitely rigid surfaces, you could say the

24 coefficient of restitution between the two is such that

25 you have no dissipation of energy. But you still have

CitiCourt, LLC
(801) 532-3441
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1 the gravitational forces acting ag.

2 it will always try to bring it bac

3 Q. You mentioned something

4 A. Coefficient of restitut

5 Q. What's the coefficient

6 A. I think it's the -- as

7 the ball, the ratio between the fo

8 reactive force, it gives you, whet

9 rigid bounce or it's an elastic bo

10 Q. And if you have a perfe

11 what happens then?

12 A. Well, perfect elastic s'

13 bounce back. But there is no perf

14 surface. There is no such thing a

15 and there is no such thing as perf

16 Everything on this earth deforms.

17 will always go back to the ground

18 bounce.

19 Q. Now, the coefficient of

20 a function of damping or is that a

21 something else in addition to damp

22 A. It could be function of

23 phenomena surrounding when the bal

24 if there's a high wind, that could

25 a vacuum, you may have a different
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1 does affect what happens to the ball.

2 Q. Can you measure the loss of energy by the

3 percent of coefficient of restitution? In other words,

4 if something goes down and it comes up only so high, it

5 means it's lost a certain amount of energy, correct?

6 A. But see, the question is, which is the

7 absorbing phenomenon? Is your energy being absorbed by

8 the surface that deforms it, or is it something else?

9 And I think it's anybody's guess. It could be the

10 elastic surface is absorbing some of the -- as it

11 crushes, it absorbs energy. So it could be a

12 combination. I can't say for sure.

13 Q. Suppose I throw a ball. Give you another

14 example. Suppose I throw a ball, horizontal motion.

15 Suppose I throw a ball against a wall and it comes back

16 a certain amount, okay? And it doesn't come back all

17 the way. What absorbs some of the energy? Is it the

18 spring or damping or what?

19 A. Like I said, it could be a combination.

20 Could be anybody's guess. It could be air resistance,

21 actually.

22 Q. What studies have you done with respect to

23 impact damping percentage, coefficient of restitution?

24 A. We never -- we never relied upon impact

25 damping values.
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1 Q. So you didn't do any work on impact damping

2 values?

3 A. In our judgment we felt that the duration of

4 impacts were too short to include those damping, so we

5 used simply pure stiffness values. For local element

6 where it impacts, for that element it was purely

7 elastic collision and no damping were allowed.

8 Q. So no damping?

9 A. For that element.

10 Q. So you didn't study impact damping or

11 analyze it?

12 A. No.

13 Q. We've used a couple terms, okay, energy

14 absorption and energy dissipation. Used it in

15 connection with different elements -- damping, spring,

16 etc. Could you define what you mean by energy

17 dissipation, first of all?

18 A. That's a loss of energy.

19 Q. A loss of energy?

20 A. Yes, during friction phenomenon.

21 Q. During friction?

22 A. Yeah, loss.

23 Q. Excuse me?

24 A. During friction to surface.

25 Q. Can it be loss of energy other than

CitiCourt, LLC
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1 friction?

2 A. Sure.

3 Q. So it's a loss of energy from an object?

4 A. Yeah. You could have damping in the system,

5 you could have a crushing in the system, you could have

6 a permanent deformation in the system.

7 Q. And how do you define energy absorption?

8 A. Energy absorption?

9 Q. Yeah.

10 A. You apply force and something deforms, and

11 it does not respond. It captures that energy and

12 retains it. You have loss of energy. That's how you

13 absorb the energy.

14 Q. Suppose I crush a Coke can, okay? Is that

15 absorption or dissipation?

16 A. It's an absorption. This is absorption.

17 Q. Does a linear elastic spring dissipate

18 energy, or does it only absorb energy?

19 A. Absorbs energy.

20 Q. It doesn't dissipate?

21 A. No, it does not dissipate. The damping

22 associated with that elastic motion would dissipate

23 energy. So a spring always when it is associated with

24 a damper, that's why they call it spring damper

25 element. A damper basically dissipates the energy

CitiCourt, LLC
(801) 532-3441
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1 using the damping effect.

2 When you have an equation of motion you have

3 three components to it, and they all are in equal

4 degree. You have inertia, you have forces which are a

5 function to velocity, and then you have forces which

6 are a function to stiffness. When you add them

7 together, that forms the equilibrium of the equation.

8 And then you may also have in it frictional phenomena

9 as an item, friction effect.

10 Q. One last question in this area. It's your

11 position that 5 percent is too much, whether you view

12 it as energy dissipation by damping or energy

13 absorption by the spring. Is that correct?

14 A. That is my judgment.

15 Q. So it's not a matter of how you define it?

16 A. Yeah.

17 Q. You're claiming that there's no loss of

18 energy that's sufficient -- equal to 5 percent?

19 A. Yeah, for this -- when you're doing this

20 sliding and taking friction into consideration, using 5

21 percent -- equivalent to 5 percent damping for those

22 gap elements is high.

23 Q. And for that you would include any energy

24 absorption by the spring itself?

25 A. Yeah, because you are absorbing all the

CitiCourt, LLC
(801) 532-3441
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1 energy through friction anyways, a

2 small damping.

3 Q. If you have vertical mo

4 you're basically saying it's all t

5 A. No. There's no frictio

6 motion up and down.

7 Q. Isn't that a part of th

8 A. If you model as it as a

9 friction is dominating your phenom

10 the most dominant phenomenon, okay

11 dominant phenomenon is your slidin

12 is the one that's taking care of a

13 system.

14 (Recess from 4:33 to 4:45 p.m

15 Q. I if could turn to some

16 have in your table in the report.

17 just like to look at Table 3. Thi

18 result of the third mathematical m

19 assumed motion in all three direct

20 A. Plus cask height, effec

21 whatever the structural properties

22 Q. Now, you have in here -

23 have a column called Stiffness for

24 and we have the vertical stiffness

25 A. Yes.

CitiCourt, LLC
(801) 532-3441
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1 A. We use stiffness values

2 time we analyze the structure. Fc

3 could be zero in the upward direct

4 Q. So how many times have

5 stiffness value for sliding analys

6 A. A program --

7 Q. How many times have you

8 stiffness value for sliding, for 1

9 A. For this case?

10 Q. No, just in general. H

11 you picked a contact stiffness ana

12 analyzing sliding or tipping?

13 A. This is the case.

14 Q. This is the first case?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. First time you've done

17 A. That's right.

18 Q. Okay. Dr. Khan, you sa

19 believe it is, "The Altran analysi

20 account for the amplification due

21 interaction in the 2,000-year eart

22 histories." Then you go on to say

23 vertical input motions at the base

24 be higher. I'm confused what you'

25 paragraph 70. I think you also ha

CitiCourt, LLC
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1 provide you this value you should i

2 stiffness.

3 Q. I said, did you follow 1

4 ANSYS provides in determining what

5 A. ANSYS never provided an,

6 sliding, how to calculate the stif:

7 problem.

8 Q. Did you follow the guide

9 terms of how to arrive at approprii

10 guide for the problem you were loo.

11 A. They would never give ye

12 Q. So there is no guidance

13 A. I used their program.

14 Q. You didn't use any guide

15 terms of how to develop the approp

16 stiffness for the problem you were

17 A. They would never say fo

18 what contact --

19 Q. I'm not asking that. I

20 did not follow the guidance of ANS

21 arriving at the proper contact sti

22 MS. NAKAHARA: Asked an

23 A. There is no guidance.

24 there is no guidance from ANSYS ho

25 nonlinear sliding problem with lar

CitiCourt, LLC
(801) 532-3441
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

motions.

Q. Okay. In paragraph 72 of your declaration,

I believe you say that, in your opinion, "the only way

to validate Holtec's analyses is for Holtec to

benchmark its sliding displacements calculated by

Holtec's non-linear mathematical model with actual

shake table test data. This is common practice in the

seismic performance field. I frequently perform shake

table tests to benchmark mathematical models."

How would you go about doing a shake table

test for the Holtec cask?

A. Well, you know, find a shake table, maybe in

Japan or someplace. I'll have a prototype model, shake

it and apply the ground motion that you see. And

you'll benchmark your nonlinear solution with a sliding

displacement, impact loads inside the casks, and then

substantiate your model, that this is what you're

getting from your analysis and from your testing for

sliding, displacement, tipping, and whatnot. And then

you could go and use a bigger cask, a different size,

because at that time you have a basis, parametric basis

for that model.

Q. You've mentioned Japan. Why do you mention

Japan?

A. They have a bigger table.

CitiCourt, LLC
(801) 532-3441
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Static and SUding Friction in Feedback Systems
J. Tr<1' AVC1 r. M. iurir..awas

DeparetaaL c/ &zeleec £Mgi-rCWn. ral, Uariwy, Yoe doors. CtiM.st
(tkweved January 16, 1193)

One oi the nwt conamon netilinciitiedm eneantieed in scrvemccwaniMsda:Picn a tne friction phenomenon
in eletromchanical sysntms. Covaentiorne linetr theory (aib to predict itsdect upon yrtres performance.
ThlispWs tedsr failauihir tiques in t he tuirinbent nirficia nntlineardty in crmvrAtnYees. F)eueery-
rupeso nethods an emptbyed thtriolnhut antI the thi-wetetl mvlli are verienlt iW rnnti tof Dte anaiox
cowptttt. Slidingfir tdcin anti imtzc t'iceie ue nte mirtntend tv .lceibing feanwhrmir, nhbie tnnra ther critical
ftcton in desremnir e osslm ottalhiliy. Tlhen anysis iweifares rhat errctin sneers tiuaiisAn dc mixft from
lines, theory nmty Wil en-whiemeifettve cmpeniin fe he prsncoef sidIungee estlic ttioin. tee the
nozerhe a fultiuiy losp mny aveiol the tleiiigy penitlem chile stitt eliie an creniaty a/tuiratit
tsee ptn fvzeceiwc

L lMikODUCftitCf

W ILE basic analyisy m iail ytil lie-is :Tr' , lur1 fhr
|linear feedback sv-irmn hlae -i-inme well it*.

tabiished during the last ;kcaule. Ithere is an) Qorrespititd-
ingly broad approacl tu, ttisaliLsr pr'bletrs. Except in
very simple cases, no general silutions are !ossible. atnd
the designer must rely either on machine computation
ar on various linear or quasi-lincar ariprtmimations. A
variety of such approsimatiois has been c:cvclopiet Lo
fit numerous types of systems and successiul 'leti-n
procedures have been discovered for a greal many prat-
tics nroblems. It is the purpose Oi this pulper to extendl
one of these techniques so as to make it appiicable to
the analysis of feedback systems involving slidinir ;nd
static friction. Particular attention will be pali I to ccr-
tain loop gain functions which appear to ile quite satic:-
factory on the basis of ;near analysis bets are fmirml tr
be unstable in practice a a result oi 'ricti~ joierrtr evn.
Mfethods of zredicting. and hence preiuneiawi v prevtr.t-
lrg, such behavior will be mutiinetel.

It RSVYW OP BASIC PROC3D;JU:

The technique to be empioved was first d1evised by
Kochenburgeri for the analysis of coontractor snrvc;
meelsauiama and subseque.'tly adaipted for use with
other nonlinear devices?.-' lle basic prorotuture leas been
desimbed extensively in the litcraturc*- and will
therefore be outlinei only britrly. IL is unique in tiat it
permits use of the Lrequeicy udonmin in a&e ztpprtaieh to
problems involving certain typs of notnlineaLr .Ec,,.ents.
If a sinu'oidal voltage is appled to a rntniincar Ievicec
the output is generally not sinusoidls. Ilineever, tnder
rcter general conditions the fundlamental component
of the output will be gntuer than any hntrrmnic, a
diffetace which will be further emphredsia by effective
low-pass Wftees such as aervomotc~ Adequat' accuracy
can therefore be obtained in many cases by n usidering

*4ow with *hiko Cwrpoerrifte h.htscilplav, Vl,,tuaytvniaL
'R. J. Korxslhureh . Eln-. FAW. t9. t, res l.e tji- ob1e

Thta Amt. last- FJrc Encn 6S9 270 (1lVO3.
itLC.Jobhnsn dhaertasion. 3atsachuwstis *i:;-f -let-

iso T 1 n5t: T Am. Inte. Elre. Egm 7llIt. ll ll1952)-
' &S. Shetersd. Teras. Arns. m, Eer. Fangs. 7t".112 t .tvIl1.

mioiv re., fundamscttal comixtrnent of the nitr-it.'-
Sinre tier amplitude anit plase off the fund-ner.e.l
eneewminn:mt vries writh the armplitudle nf tOeI arrfi-i
sinusord, the appinrimate characterirics of thr ae-v
linear 'levire at, re 1Its-sented by ain `amplicu'T-:
scribing function" /1M.-In-/fxv)e,'5 " (see Fig. 2). Ii
represents the amplitude ofi a sinusoidai inptit tireat
I(A) is the ratio of the fundamental output tc :h:
anpniitrnic and *i'r us t-ie plia= jt.' of tir ed .
lunt.icilt. rr .ti rtive in hc ;nnufu istnal Nert

- fz ; ircqiett'y :nvariant. it '1pcrods only in I.-
intw tinmtlitoudcI

I in-t e lei r) i. cnesn. a scalilit-: .anUt-sis i-n p ra-
isetnialy :te ilt the lines ea*,. 4 si'clnt;r t-le stint.
4motn in rig. 2. St-stem rnh;litv i; nvernei by hi,
roois idtre ce tiuatitn

relucn to lie onr -innl. o t i , sovdcI iyb

of a ' Nap o o .e -,y,,,,

tii 'I;t oln imea rf unlerl tite az *umptionsr *iatc- is
hale. in D~esuritinq penri.nt wehtichnor beceomesle thc hes care Itr I anm hc ti the stbility point

reduces ret tI er conveeetinnii 's;te, solvedt easily by' incnss
of a Nvrvte. plot. ,The o.nly mnodlifir$ .n-etzs-d ic:
tih- etooheeecar case undier the iasaumptiona stated is a
changie in ti'e critical preitn which now becomnes
-Il/I,(r) insteaod of ' . 'Thus the ciritical pinti"
changes with the signal amplitude, and it becomes
necei-try to plot an arnplitude looss - l/lsfr) in ddi-
tion to the frequency I cus H(s). It the amplitude locus
lies completely outside the frequency locus, the system
is stable tinder all cetdition-r of oprations.' Figure 3
snwsiS ieeteraocting lori. Henr the sy-tem a unebabiz fur
small liitri..atrco, but Staille iosr large disturbanieces -

I i hLK m l trin lci, Wti ht .1".1 -Hci'). its I'ifL.
Tic s-Sore ii co Vernrlrt y 1- .mnieeljtfeal rtrnic,,we tee
parliCuLta imtlAncs.
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i

that oscillations will tend to stabil e near the intersec-
tion point P which thus specides the steady-state condi-
Lions, at lent to a fist approitnation.'

In szmmary, analysis of the stahility problemu ill
requite the following step.

(a) Determination of the wave farm at the output
of the nonlinear device resulting frmm a sinusoidal input.

(b) Calculation of the describing function *(x) from
the ..ave shape obtained in (a).

f~u Plot and interpretation of the aniplitutle ant
C frequency loci for the system under consideration. For

the cam of particular interest hen this step requires
rerramngenent of the mcnventional block diagvam in

order to serure effective sp-atior of aI trnmwtcr func-

tions into two ulssc,: The cla..; of ail linc.r ')ut 're-
quency sensitive components and that of all nonlinetr
but frequency insensitive elements.

The following definitions will be used throughout this
paper. Static friction is the torque required to initiate
rotation. Sliding friction is the vnocity indeperident

componeat of the torque necssar; to mnatiuin such
motion once started. Viscous friction is that comlonent
of the torque which is linearly proportional to the antpp-
lar velocity of the rotatinog member.

If I

Foe. 2. 1eedtack I[wp wilh twnorinr tImrmnt.

IL SLWDUIG FRMCTIOXW U SI RVOSYSTZMS

A. Wave Form Resulting from a Sintusoifol luput
Torque to a System with Sliding Friction

tf only sliding friction is considered the entire friction
phenomenon can be represented by the chiuactcristi'
curve of Fig. 4.

- Consider a rotating member with moment of inertia
anud angular acceleration C. Becaus.e of sliding frirtion

the gffective acceleating or decicratiag torque r, is
related to the ap, !ied torque r, through Lhe equation

I

II
II
I
; .. ,

II
II

I

.treaty T

%.I.r .........

j

__W.

I I N__

I -f-l4\K

.

J

F1,; A. .\mtpl;twrszulifr :U.jlowflvi., hxri.

*1lt L orm tcpinding . iv-statc Wavc farms are skctciwd
in ligs. S --. u '. The reiective rorque wave derisvel Icini
4q. i is shown in ilutied lirne. lte disenntinuities ni

tbe r, cac cnrrrw-nirl to zerms oi the e Wave bhrr.u,.V

the frirtionai torque r. rhanges sign at thome instaniq.
On the I curne. fxiint 1' : the pnint of inflection. crr-

srnolitig ?t mTicimunIi ncederation. Since the tru.
-rte it i.f prirnar iy.r:st. thu reference time is fhc: e I

l:-. -he ih.hation ha' ret hed its; tcady-.*tate valuc.
d(/ pxa.-es thinuglhe a t

whi%-!. u(1,

whjls

r,-r. .11 wt-'Z.

r-I.. r.W.,

I

, Ir, D-'.T,. (3)

where T. is defined by Fix; 4. Frnm :ewton's law of
- motn,

r.- T,+JO for angulr velocity d>o

r. - - V,+J fr # < 0

[4(. , a

From tqs. (3), (4), and (5), the angular acceleration
of the rotating member is given by

.1.

(t) r,-( 1l

Hence #(I) has the Same wave form as T.M.

tf the applied torque r. is sinusoidai,

r.0) -4r. insi

(6)

(7) For. t4 1ting frirctio chsrsctcrik:

'i3 3
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and

area Mo. 2-f T.si-sin4;

- T..Eos- (r -e S~iflx*Cfd+4inaj (13i

If Eqs. (12) and (13) are se equal and simplified, the
result is

cosd - rsinat t
fIr

! Scnr t^'(A2). I 14

IFor tkr cr n.m {:-a.'r, !-n i'. (14s) hcr:,<ne

:4.5' .

'A.
4A:

u''Srn% (JOwhere

Only the ang!ep corresponding to the first di6srnntinuity
point remains unknown. Once it has been cv;dLu;Ltcd in
terms of N, the wave form is completely leterniincd.
There are two possibilities: tl an5, there is no dead
zone in the r. wave (FMg- 5). if n>,>, there ar dea-
zones as indicated in Fit. 6. These two cases will bc
rnsird separtely.J

Me&tk.ei Asprewuation of due
Sleady.Sik wVm rfirm

Case (J).-No dead zone. .ag.
Refer to Fig. S. In the absence of viscous friction, ti

following steady-state conditions exist.

Shaded area No, I shaded area No. 2
-'shaded area No. 3

mshaded area No. 4, clc.'

A soluLton ar \ yie!lds

X. is the critical value of the quantity TilT. Tb
no dead zone for 5<%,, annt ttexe are dead oma
B>A

Case (?l -- kti 'lend Wznrs. a>4.
ln like mannrr, one obtainrs Ernm Fig. 6:

shaded area No. I - shatde area No. 2
- shadedt ars No. 3
-shadcd area Nlo. 4, etc.

IS'1. I), beLnI a And b,

betwen lbrt Caml f.- riiw--\4

Jad betwccn ,: .tndl .

i Hence.

!'-.

we.-e :A

za ior

. 1-7

( 1%;

But between a and b,

r. r. sin4d+t T

- 7.(sinsa-t}*-sn)T~tsinaj+1);

sack between b -nd s

r,_. sir, -rT,

'rh - 7.(sitnz- sin) - T. (snwd-X).
nten

(fl)

11()

area No. I-f r.(sid+sina)d(t4

- Td(-cosf+p sudca.r-l- sin) (12)

'Note that a dad ane or region 4f ero eecztive torque and
'-"odty mch as k - Fi. 6 ofcur whenever the apptled torque

safler bE magnitude than T. at the inat when the ve.
. ewach zoo.
V bdty Ipois l to the itegret! of torue in the abenej

da vart

.sea No. I-| T4(sinu+A .a

- T.(-cmd#A+rt+a)) '1o:

area NU. 2 r.(sin-Md(w)

_T.CosC,-(r-raM+coes (i20)

Equating (19) :and (20) anu' simplifying

Aotl-cosD-(l-( 1 )-(r-uiir'X)A. (21)

IFor the ext-rLage case

A siri-1X-r (I )1 (I -AVt-orsnl

oar

asber3 (3

'.4
'5-It';

4,
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B. Calctatlen of the Decribing Fhctic.

Since r.() is a periodic function of time, it can be
spresaed in tem f a Founer series:

(,-t (a swv+h. coo). (22)
2-

It ha been pointed out that, to fit approximation,
r(S) cm be wenseuted-by the fundamentl anponent
of 'i P uc From symmetry corndItis1

-a. Ilia implies ocIlation. about the rut position
which is a condition of priomry intet in stability
analys' Then

(a,! ,,.-

where

and

r.(fl)-k41 sitd+1 WSWt,

ag,- f"r~c * in(wS)4(4

I r'
hl-; fro(I) ens 44)d~ud).

(23)

- ls

Evajctaho of Ike &murin Cayciens

Cam (1d.No zoenel zonc, . or e50.

2 Ts
am,- ) T.(s +A) sin ()44

+-_

2 -.+ J r (sinw-,%) sint((l~t(

kz4} effective torque is

(25) . ( ']

X-rin[.a4.can iA~'-- -AJ~ - .i:1,
L 1-'A'

In 2c:3:.'.c .. ith dhe deinitzin .f Se: II, the det
scrbing function fnr the uliding-fricirmn element is

L -4(- i)x:J ' tI-

i2h Case (2). ILea ilil l, A >.X. ±r a>d.

(2a) - r.N>i-a-Aizir4Idhd)

2s) +1 [J7 T.U-inma l+X),nfjl

129 .(7 J'rfr- (,-U) )- ~ine(t-u n+ tn :d)

Similariy
t- T,41-ZAV).

61- 2rTd((2/r)'-)uJ.

Equation (23) may also be wuitten in the forn

whe'.

and

r.()C 1 anind+5),

Ct- (a,+l-r.1-4( -;);]

- cnsdfbins4-inwI1. (J.3.;!

6, 2A[(2/,11_ i
.tn--tan -2 ' -.

Sisnilary
4111) 6= ir - 4h inj s)'.

Hence in complect analogy with case (1) the I
Hence, with an applied torque r.(0 )-'. sina, the tscribing function is given by the cpresaion

whee
- I. Ileil)-AX) ea 0(

f 1)--(r- - .. +'
v

,'(3) )g

.4

II. - -.

and

r _s-ta-sina(r1-co4)-CwO8sinisin )
' Ertenmiai to nuzmo nmmnm st peoui but complicate the zoalkysi appreciaU. Sm reference t.
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10.0 PROBLEM 7 - SIMULATION OF FRICTION BEHAVIOR

10.1 Proble

A mass rests on a frictional surface which permits a frictional

resistance force ± R. The mass is driven by an external sinusoidal

force. Figure 9.1 applies to this case if we set x; - A, F, - 0, C1
0, and F(t) - 3 sin Wt.

10.2 Purpose of Problem

This problem illustrates the phenomena of "dead bands" in tha response.

Dead bands are regions of time when a moving mass, subject to an

oscillating force, stops for a finite period of time. It provides a very

severe test of the numerical simulation of frictional behavior. The

phenomena could be expected to occur in the fuel rack analysis since the

seismic load provides a reversing motion, and the pedestals rest on a

frictional surface. A successful validation demonstrates that the

DYNARACK algorithm, based on a high, but finite, frictional stiffness,

is capable of reproducing the theoretical response.

10.3 comparison Solution

The exact solution to this problem is provided in EIO.12. Tou and

Schutheiss have given solutions for this situation. The interesting

features of the motion are that if R/B < .536, the motion is roughly

sinusoidal, but has discontinuities in acceleration. If R/B > .536,

then the motion is sporadic, there being so-called dead bands within

which no motion occurs. When R/B > 1, no motion is possible except for

an initial transient. Appendix G-1 is a complete copy of the reference.

10.4 DYNARACK Solution

The equation of motion is

d x
m t - Z sin wt ± R

dt2

I C-!



We simulate the event for n = B - 1, and run three cases for R/S - A -

.3, .7, and 1.01. Input data files are given in Appendix G-2. The

friction spring constant (Figure 9.1) is nat at ; - 1 x 1O0 lb./in. to

simulate an "infinite" slope.

To construct the velocity versus time results, DYNARACK internally

archives velocity at user specified time steps. These velocity tine

files can then be graphed. Input files and data files for the graphs are

given in Appendix G-2 for the results plotted in 10.3.

10.5 Results

Figures 10.1 - 10.3 show the results for the three values of A. It is

clearly evident that DYNARACK is capable of reproducing the expected

phenomena. In Figure 10.3, the small non-zero velocity components

subsequent to the initial transient are due to the presence of the

finite spring constant 1k. Comparison with the work of Ref. f10.1] shows

excellent agreement and we conclude that the frictional representation

in DYNARACK is validated.
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Figure 9.1 one Degree-of-Freedom Model
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Oscillating mass with friction R/F-.7 Deod fnhnds Present
Velocity of mass vs time (initial velocity =0.)

28.75 29.00 2 9, 25

ti me (seI.)



Oscillating moss with friction f\/F=-1.01 rness Leverntuw.flly stops
Velocity of moss vs time (initial velocity =-1.)
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Contact Stiffness ANSYS
A. Basic Concepts Traintkg Manual

Review:

* Recall that all ANSYS contact elements use a penalty stiffness
(contact stiffness) to help enforce compatibility at the contact
interface.

F The contact spring will deflect an
amount A, such that equilibrium

i l \ T Is satisfied:
En _ -i j A-- TF-kA

where k is the contact stiffness.

* Some finite amount of penetration, A >, Ois required mathematically
to maintain equilibrium.

* However, physical contacting bodies do not interpenetrate (A = 0).

001361
3 May200
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Contact Stiffness

... Basic Concepts
ANSY9

Traini, Manlunal

* As an analyst, you face a dilemma:

- Minimum penetration gives best accuracy.
, * Therefore, the contact stiffness should be very great.

- However, too stiff a value causes convergence difficulties.
* The model can oscillate, with contacting surfaces bouncing

off of each other.

Iteration n+1Iteration n Iteration n.2
001361
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Contact Stiffness ANSYS
Determining a value TrainingManual

* As a practical matter, a good first trial value for bulky contact
stiffness would be kcontact = fbuXk xkHeztv where fb, is a factor
usually between 0.1 and 10 for bulky solids.
- Because the starting estimated value Of fbulk ranges over at least

two orders of magnitude, and because kcontact will be adjusted by
trial-and-error anyway, it is usually not justifiable to worry about
the element's size when estimating the penalty stiffness.

* For bulky solids, simply estimate the penalty stiffness by
k fbutk x E

- where the factor fbulk is usually between 0.1 and 10, and a good
starting value for fbuIk is often fbulk = 1.0.

- This estimate assumes an approximate "unit" element size; for
very large or very small elements, you might need to adjust the
starting value of fbUlk accordingly.
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Contact Stiffness ANSYS
.N Determining a value TainingMartual

Determining a good stiffness value usually requires some
experimentation. The following procedure may be used as a
guideline:
- 1. Use a low value of stiffness to start.
- 2. Run the analysis to a fraction of the final load.
- 3. Check the penetration and number of equilibrium iterations

used in each substep.
• As a rough, quick check, if you can visually detect

penetration in a true-scale displaced plot of the entire model,
the penetration is probably excessive. Increase the stiffness
and restart.

* If many iterations are needed for convergence (or if
convergence is never achieved), reduce the stiffness and
restart.

- Note: Penalty stiffness can be modified from one load step to
another, and can be adjusted in a restart.

001361
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73.1

VM73: Free Vibration with Coulomb Damping |NSYS|

Reference: Tse (Ref. 12), Page 175, Case 1
Analysis Type(s): Full transient dynamic analysis (ANTYPE=4)
Element Type(s): Combination elements (COMBIN40)

Test Case
A spring-mass system with coulomb damping is displaced a distance A and

released. Dry friction is assumed to act as a limiting sliding force F between the sliding
mass and the surface. Determine the displacement u at various times t.

Material Properties Loading
W =lOlb A =-1 in
k2 = 30 lb/in F _1.875 lb
m = W/g

k2 w
-ox

Representative

- A ^ Finite Element Model
K2 F

'IN W

I's F
IN I

N N NNN�ZN N N % NN

x X
t = 0 -1. 0.

Problem Sketch Initial Conditions

Analysis Assumptions and Modeling Notes
One combination element is used with the slider in parallel with the spring. The

slider spring constant (k1 = 10,000 Iblin) is arbitrarily selected high enough to minimize
the elastic contact effect but low enough to also allow a practical integration time step
size. The integration time step (0.2025/405 = 0.0005 sec) is based on -1/Nf where
N=20 and f is the system natural frequency. At release, the mass acceleration is not
necessarily zero. Therefore, a load step with a small time period is used to ramp up to
the appropriate acceleration while maintaining an essentially zero velocity. The final
time of 0.2025 sec allows one full cycle of motion. POST26 is used to postprocess
results from the solution phase.
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VM73: Free Vibration with Coulomb Damping (continued) I[ANSW]

Results Comparison

Target ANSYS Ratio

u, in (t = 0.09 sec) 0.87208 0.87205 1.000

u, in (t = 0. 102 sec) 0.831-32 0.83018 0.999

Ui (t = 0. 183 sec) -0.74874 -0.74875 1.000
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VM73: Fr.e Vibratfon with Coulomb Demping (continued)
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RECORD OF REVISIONS

REVISION 0

Original Issue

REVISION 1

Revision 1 was prepared to incorporate the following:
* Revised cask weights and dimensions
* Revised earthquake accelerations
* Determine gan as a function of the coefficient. of friction between casks and pad.

REVISION 2

To add determination of dynamic bearing capacity of the pad for the loads and loading
cases being analyzed by the pad designer. These include the 2-cask, 4-cask, and 8-cask
cases. See Attachment A for background information, as well as bearing pressures for the
2-cask loading.

REVISION 3

The bearing pressures and the horizontal forces due to the design earthquake for the 2-
cask case that are described in Attachment A are superseded by those included in
Attachment B. Revision 3 also adds the calculation of the dynamic bearing capacity of the
pad for the 4-cask and 8-cask cases and revises the cask weight to 356.5 K, which is
based on Holtec HI-Storm Overpack with loaded MPC-32 (heaviest assembly weight shown
on Table 3.2.1 of HI-Storm TSAR, Report HI-951312 Rev. 1 - p. C3, Calculation 05996.01-
GlBl-05, Rev 0).

REVISION 4

Updated section on seismic sliding resistance of pads (pp 1 1- 14F) using revised ground
accelerations associated with the 2,000-yr return period design basis ground motion
(horizontal = 0.528 g; vertical = 0.533 g) and revised soil parameters (c = 1,220 psf; * =
24.90, based on direct shear tests that are included in Attachments 7 and 8 of Appendix
2A of the SAR). The horizontal driving forces used in this analysis (EQhc and EQhp) are
based on the higher ground accelerations associated with the detenninistic design basis
ground motion (0.67g horizontal and 0.69g vertical). These forces were not revised for the
lower ground accelerations associated with the 2,000-yr return period design basis ground
motion (0.528g horizontal and 0.533g vertical) and, thus, this calculation will require
confirmation at a later date.

Added a section on sliding resistance along a deeper slip plane (i.e., on cohesionless soils)
beneath the pads.

Updated section on dynamic bearing capacity of pad for 8-cask case (pp 38-46). Inserted
pp 46A and 46B. This case was examined because it previously yielded the lowest qan
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among the three loading cases (i.e., 2-cask, 4-cask, and 8-cask). The updated section
shows a calculation of qan based on revised soil parameters (c and ¢). Note: this analysis
will require confinration and may be updated using revised vertical soil bearing pressures
and horizontal shear forces, based on the lower ground accelerations associated with the
2,000-yr return period design basis ground motion (0.528g horizontal, and 0.533g
vertical).

Modified/updated conclusions.

NOTE: SYBoakye prepared/DLAloysius reviewed pp 14 through 14F.

Remaining pages prepared by DLAloysius and reviewed by SYBoakye.

REVISION 5

Major re-write of the calculation.

1. Renumbered pages and figures to make the calculation easier to follow.

2. Incorporated dynamic loads due to revised design basis ground motion (PSHA 2,000-yr
return period earthquake), as determined in CEC Calculation 05996.02-G(PO17)-2, Rev
0, and removed "Requires Confirmation".

3. Added overturning analysis.

4. Added analysis of sliding stability of cask storage pads founded on and within soil
cement.

5. Revised dynamic bearing capacity analyses to utilize only total-stress strength
parameters because these partially saturated soils will not have time to drain fully
during the rapid cycling associated with the design basis ground motion. See
Calculation 05996.02-G(B)-05-1 (SWEC. 2000a) for additional details.

6. Added reference to foundation profiles through pad emplacement area presented in
SAR Figures 2.6-5, Sheets I through 14.

7. Changed "Load Combinations" to "Load Cases" and defined these cases to be consistent
throughout the various stability analyses included herein. These are the same cases as
are used in the stability analyses of the Canister Transfer Building, Calculation
05996.02-G(B)-13-2 (SWEC, 2000b).

8. Revised conclusions to reflect results of these changes.
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REVISION 6

1. Added "References" section.
2. Revised shear strength used in the sliding stability analyses of the soil cement/silty

clay interface to be the strength measured in the direct shear tests performed on
samples obtained from depths of -5.8 ft in the pad emplacement area. The shear
strength equaled that measured for stresses corresponding to the vertical stresses at
the bottom of the fully loaded cask storage pads.

3. Removed static and dynamic bearing capacity analyses based on total-stress strengths
and added dynamic bearing capacity analyses based on c. = 2.2 ksf..

Revised method of calculating the inclination factor in the bearing capacity analyses to that
presented by Vesic in Chapter 3 of Winterkorn and Fang (1975). Vesic's method expands
upon the theory developed by Hansen for plane strain analyses of footings with inclined
loads. Vesic's method permits a more rigorous analysis of inclined loads acting in two
directions on rectangular footings, which more closely represents the conditions applicable
for the cask storage pads.

REVISION 7

1. Updated stability analyses to reflect revised design basis ground motions (aH = 0.71 lg
& av = 0.695g, per Table 1 of Geomatrix, 2001).

2. Resisting moment in overturning stability analysis calculated based on resultant of
static and dynamic vertical forces.

3. Added analysis of sliding of an entire column of pads supported on at least 1' of soil
cement, using an adhesion factor of 0.5 for the interface between the soil cement and
the underlying silty clay layer.

4. Added discussion of strength limitations of the soil cement under the cask storage pads
to comply with the maximum modulus of elasticity requirements of the materials
supporting the pad in the hypothetical cask tipover analysis.

5. Changed pad length to 67 ft and pad embedment to 3 ft. in accordance with design
change identified in Figure 4.2-7, "Cask Storage Pads," of SAR Revision 21.

6. Added definition of "mi" used in the inclination factors for calculating allowable bearing
capacity.

7. Updated references to supporting calculations.

8. Updated discussions and conclusions to incorporate revised results.
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REVISION 8

1. Revised analyses of the stability of the storage pads to include a clear identification of
the potential failure modes and failure surfaces and the material strengths required to
satisfy the regulatory requirement, considering the critical failure modes and failure
surfaces.

2. Added assessment of the edge effects of the last pad in the column of pads on the
stability of the storage pads under the new seismic loads.

3. Horizontal cask earthquake forces in the dynamic bearing capacity calculations were
changed to limit the resultant of the two horizontal components to the coefficient of
friction between the cask and the top of the pad x the effective weight of the casks.

4. Reduced shear strength of clayey soils beneath the pads to 95% of peak shear strength
measured in direct shear tests in analyses that included both shear resistance along
base of sliding mass and passive resistance. This 5% reduction of peak strength to
residual strengths is the maximum reduction measured in the three direct shear tests
that were performed on these clayey soils for specimens confined at 2 ksf, which
corresponds to the approximate final effective stress at the base of the pads.

REVISION 9

1. Revised unit weights of soil cement to reflect measured values obtained from ongoing
laboratory testing program. Unit weight of soil cement adjacent to the pads exceeds
110 pcf and the cement-treated soil beneath the pads exceeds 100 pef.

2. Added clarification of approximations used in calculation of KAZ and updated
calculation of KAz to remove excess conservatism inherent in the previous use of
approximations "sin ( - 0) - 0" and "cos (@- 0) =1".

3. Added inertial forces due to 2-ft thick layer of soil cement beneath pad to sliding
stability analysis.

4. Added analysis of hypothetical case where resistance to sliding is comprised of
frictional resistance along base of pads and soil cement + passive resistance. This
analysis demonstrates that the factor of safety against sliding is less than 1.1. Also
added analysis to estimate the maximum pad displacement for these very conservative
assumptions. This analysis shows that the resulting maximum horizontal
displacements, if they were to occur due to the earthquake, would be of no safety
consequence to the pads or the casks.

5. Added Attachment E, plot of Total Stress Mohr's Circles from triaxial tests performed
on samples from Boring B- 1.
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B1JECTIIVE OF CALCUIAITION

Evaluate the static & seismic stability of the cask storage pad foundations at the proposed
site. The failure modes investigated include overturning stability, sliding stability, and
bearing capacity for static loads & for dynamic loads due to the design basis ground
motion (PSHA 2,000-yr return period earthquake with peak horizontal ground acceleration
of 0.71 lg).

Other potential failure modes are addressed elsewhere. Evaluation of static settlements
are addressed in Calculation 05996.02-G(B)-3-3, which is supplemented by Calculation
05996.02-G(B)-21-0. Dynamic settlements are addressed in Calculation 05996.02-G(B)-
11-3. The soils underlying the site are not susceptible to liquefaction, as documented in
Calculation 05996.01 -G(B)-6- 1.

Evaluation of floatation of these pads is not required because they will never be
submerged, since groundwater is approximately 125 ft below the ground surface at the
site. In addition, as indicated in SAR Section 2.4.8, Flooding Protection Requirements,

"All Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs) classified as being Irmortant to
Safety are protected from flooding by diversion berms to deflect potential flows
generated by PMF from both the east mountain range (Basin A) and the west
mountain range (Basin B) watersheds."

The design of the concrete pad, to ensure that it will not suffer bending or shear failures
due to static and dynamic loads, is addressed in Calculation 05996.02-G(P017)-2-3 (CEC,
2001).

ASSUMPTIONS/DATA

The arrangement of the cask storage pads is shown on SAR Figure 1.2-1. The spacing of
the pads is such that each N-S column of pads may be treated as one long strip footing
with B/L - 0 & B=30 ft for the bearing capacity analyses.

The E-W spacing of the pads is great enough that adjacent pads will not significantly
impact the bearing capacity of one another, as shown on Figure 1, "Foundation Plan &
Profile."

The generalized soil profile, presented in Figure 1, indicates the soil profile consists of -30
ft of silty clay/clayey silt with some sandy silt (Layer 1), overlying -30 ft of very dense fine
sand (Layer 2), overlying extremely dense silt (N Ž100 blows/ft, Layer 3). SAR Figures 2.6-
5 (Sheets 1 through 14) present foundation profiles showing the relationship of the cask
storage pads with respect to the underlying soils. These profiles, located as shown in SAR
Figure 2.6-19, provide more detailed stratigraphic information, especially within the upper
-30-ft thick layer at the site.

Figure 1 also illustrates the coordinate system used in these analyses. Note, the X-
direction is N-S, the Y-direction is vertical, and the Z-direction is E-W. This is the same
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coordinate system that is used in the stability analyses of the Canister Transfer Building
(Calculation 05996.02-G(B)-13-2. SWEC, 2000b).

The bearing capacity analyses assume that Layer 1, which consists of silty clay/clayey silt
with some sandy silt, is of infinite thickness and has strength properties based on those
measured at depths of -10 ft for the clayey soils within the upper layer. These
assumptions simplify the analyses and they are very conservative. With respect to bearing
capacity, the strength of the sandy silt in the upper layer is greater than that of the clayey
soils, based on the increases in Standard Penetration Test (SPT) blow counts (N-values)
and the increased tip resistance (see SAR Figures 2.6-5) in the cone penetration testing
(ConeTec, 1999) noted in these soils. The underlying soils are even stronger, based on
their SPT N-values, which generally exceed 100 blows/ft.

Based on probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, the peak acceleration levels of 0.711g for
horizontal ground motion and 0.695g for the vertical ground motion were determined as
the design bases of the PFSF for a 2,000-yr return period earthquake (Geomatrix
Consultants, Inc, 2001).

GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES

Based on laboratory test results presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4 of Calculation 05996.02-
G(B)-05-2 (SWEC, 2000a),

Ymoist = 80 pcf is a conservative lower-bound value of the unit weight for the soils
underlying the pad emplacement area.

The bearing capacity of the structures are dependant primarily on the strength of the soils
in the upper -25 to -30-ft layer at the site. All of the borings drilled at the site indicate
that the soils underlying this upper layer are very dense fine sands overlying silts with
standard penetration test blow counts that exceed 100 blows/ft. The results of the cone
penetration testing. presented in ConeTec(1999) and plotted in SAR Figure 2.6-5, Sheets I
to 14, illustrate that the strength of the soils in the upper layer are much greater at depths
below -10 ft than in the range of -5 ft to -10 ft, where most of the triaxial tests were
performed.

In practice, the average shear strength along the anticipated slip surface of the failure
mode should be used In the bearing capacity analysis. This slip surface is normally
confined to within a depth below the footing equal to the minimum width of the footing. In
this case, the effective width of the footing is decreased because of the large eccentricity of
the load on the pads due to the seismic loading. As indicated in Table 2.6-7, the minimum
effective width occurs for Load Cases II and IIIB, where B' -15 ft. Figure 7 illustrates that
the anticipated slip surface of the bearing capacity failure would be limited to the soils
within the upper half of the upper layer. Therefore, in the bearing capacity analyses
presented herein, the undrained strength measured in the UU triaxial tests was not
increased to reflect the increase in strength observed for the deeper-lying soils in the cone
penetration testing.
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Table 6 of Calc 05996.02-G(B)-05-2 (copy included in Attachment C) summarizes the
results of the triaxial tests that were performed within depths of -lO ft. The undrained
shear strengths measured in these tests are plotted vs confining pressure in Figure 1 1 of
Calc 05996.02-G(B)-05-2 (copy included in Attachment C). This figure is annotated to
indicate the vertical stresses existing prior to construction and following completion of
construction.

The undrained shear strengths measured in the triaxial tests are used for the dynamic
bearing capacity analyses because the soils are partially saturated and they will not drain
completely during the rapid cycling of loadings associated with the design basis ground
motion. As indicated in Figure I1 of Calc 05996.02-G(B)-05-2 (copy included in
Attachment C), the undrained strength of the soils within -10 ft of grade is assumed to be
2.2 ksf This value is the lowest strength measured in the UU tests, which were performed
at confining stresses of 1.3 ksf. This confining stress corresponds to the in situ vertical
stress existing near the middle of the upper layer, prior to construction of these
structures. It is much less than the final stresses that will exist under the cask storage
pads and the Canister Transfer Building following completion of construction. Figure 1 1 of
Calc 05996.02-G(B)-05-2 (copy included in Attachment C) illustrates that the undrained
strength of these soils increase as the loadings of the structures are applied; therefore, 2.2
ksf is a very conservative value for use in the dynamic bearing capacity analyses of these
structures.

Direct shear tests were performed on undisturbed specimens of the silty clay/clayey silt
obtained at a depth of 5.7 ft to 6 ft in Boring C-2. These tests were performed at normal
stresses that were essentially equal to the normal stresses expected:

1. under the fully loaded pads before the earthquake,

2. with all of the vertical forces due to the earthquake acting upward, and

3. with all of the vertical forces due to the earthquake acting downward.

The results of these tests are presented in Attachment 7 of the Appendix 2A of the SAR
and they are plotted in Figure 7 of Calc 05996.02-G(B)-05-2 (copy included in Attachment
C). Because of the fine grained nature of these soils, they will not drain completely during
the rapid cycling of loadings associated with the design basis ground motion. Therefore, in
the sliding stability analyses of the cask storage pads, included below, the shear strength
of the silty clay/clayey silt equals the shear strength measured in these direct shear tests
for a normal stress equal to the vertical stress under the fully loaded cask storage pads
prior to imposition of the dynamic loading due to the earthquake. As shown in Figure 7 of
Calc 05996.02-G(B)-05-2 (copy included in Attachment C), this shear strength is 2.1 ksf
and the friction angle is set equal to 0°.

Effective-stress strength parameters are estimated to be c - 0 ksf, even though these soils
may be somewhat cemented, and 4 = 30°. This value of 4 is based on the PI values for
these soils, which ranged between 5% and 23% (SWEC, 2000a), and the relationship
between 4 and PI presented in Figure 18.1 of Terzaghi & Peck (1967).
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Therefore, static bearing capacity analyses are performed using the following soil
strengths:

Case IA Static using undrained strength: 0 & c = 2.2 ksf.

Case IB Static using effective-stress strength: i = 30° & c = 0.

The pads will be constructed on and within soil cement, as illustrated in SAR Figure 4.2-7
and described in SAR Sections 2.6.1.7 and 2.6.4.11. The unit weight of the soil cement is
assumed to be 100 pcf in the bearing capacity analyses included herein. The strength of
the soil cement is conservatively ignored in these bearing capacity analyses.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION OF LOAD CASES

Load cases analyzed consist of combinations of vertical static, vertical dynamic
(compression and uplift, Y-direction), and horizontal dynamic (in X and Z-directions) loads.

The following load combinations are analyzed:

Case I Static

Case II Static + dynamic horizontal forces due to the earthquake

Case III Static + dynamic horizontal + vertical uplift forces due to the
earthquake

Case IV Static + dynamic horizontal + vertical compression forces due to the
earthquake

For Case II, 100% of the dynamic lateral forces in both X and Z directions are combined.
For Cases III and IV, the effects of the three components of the design basis ground motion
are combined in accordance with procedures described in ASCE (1986) to account for the
fact that the maximum response of the three orthogonal components of the earthquake do
not occur at the same time. For these cases, 100% of the dynamic loading in one direction
is assumed to act at the same time that 40% of the dynamic loading acts in the other two
directions. For these cases, the suffix "A' is used to designate 40% in the X direction (N-S,
as shown in Figure 1), 100% in the Y direction (vertical), and 40% in the Z direction (E-Wi).
Similarly. the suffix "B" is used to designate 40% in the X direction, 40% in the Y, and
100% in the Z, and the suffix "C" is used to designate 100% in the X direction and 40% in
the other two directions. Thus,

Case IIIA 40% N-S direction, - 100O/o Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction.

Case IIIB 40% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 100% E-W direction.

Case IIIC 100% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction.
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The negative sign for the vertical direction in Case III indicates uplift forces due to the
earthquake. Case IV is the same as Case HI, but the vertical forces due to the earthquake
act downward in compression; therefore, the signs on the vertical components are positive.

OVERTURNING STABILITY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADS

The factor of safety against overturning is defined as:

FSOr = ZMResisung MDriving

The resisting moment is calculated as the resultant weight of the pad and casks x the
distance from one edge of the pad to the center of the pad in the direction of the minimum
width. The weight of the pad is calculated as 3 ft x 67 ft x 30 ft x 0.15 kips/ft3 = 904.5 K,
and the weight of 8 casks is 8 x 356.5 K/cask = 2,852 K. The moment arm for the
resisting moment equals 1½2 of 30 ft, or 15 ft. Therefore,

Wp Wc B/2 (I- a,)

ZMResisting = 1904.5 K + 2,852K] x 15 ft (1-0.695) = 17,186 ft-K

The driving moment includes the moments due to the horizontal inertial force of the pad x
1/2 the height of the pad and the horizontal force from the casks acting at the top of the pad
x the height of the pad. The casks are simply resting on the top of the pads; therefore, this
force cannot exceed the friction force acting between the steel bottom of the cask and the
top of the concrete storage pad. This friction force was calculated based on the upper-
bound value of the coefficient of friction between the casks and the storage pad (p = 0.8, as
shown in SAR Section 8.2.1.2) x the normal force acting between the casks and the pad.
This force is maximum when the vertical inertial force due to the earthquake acts
downward. However, when the vertical force from the earthquake acts downward, it acts
in the same direction as the weight, tending to stabilize the structure. Therefore, the
minimum factor of safety against overturning will occur when the dynamic vertical force
acts in the upward direction, tending to unload the pad.

When the vertical inertial force due to the earthquake acts upward, the friction force = 0.8
x (2,852K - 0.695 x 2,852K) = 696 K. This is less than the maximum dynamic cask
horizontal driving force of 2,212 K (Table D-1(c) in CEC, 2001). Therefore, the worst-case
horizontal force that can occur when the vertical earthquake force acts upward is limited
by the upper-bound value of the coefficient of friction between the bottom of the casks and
the top of the storage pad, and it equals 696 K.

ah Wp EQhc

ZMDrvng= 1.5ftx0.711x904.5K+3ftx696K=3,053ft-K.

O 17,186 ft -K
-ST 5.63

3,053 ft -K
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This is greater than the criterion of 1. 1; therefore, the cask storage pads have an adequate
factor of safety against overturning due to dynamic loadings from the design basis ground
motion.
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SLIDING STABILITY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADS

The factor of safety (FS) against sliding is defined as follows:

FS = resisting force -. driving force

For this analysis, ignoring passive resistance of the soil (soil cement) adjacent to the pad,
the resisting, or tangential force (T11, below the base of the pad is defined as follows:

T = NtanO+cBL

where, N (normal force) = = Wc + Wp + EQV + EQp

* = 
0

4 (for Silty Clay/Clayey Silt)

c = 2.1 ksf, as indicated on p C-2.

B =30 feet

L = 67 feet

DESIGN ISSUES RELATED TO SLIDING STARILITY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADS

Figure 3 presents a detail of the soil cement under and adjacent to the cask storage pads.
Figure 8 presents an elevation view, looking east, that is annotated to facilitate discussion
of potential sliding failure planes. The points referred to in the following discussion are
shown on Figure 8.

1. Ignoring horizontal resistance to sliding due to passive pressures acting on the sides of
the pad (i.e., Line AB or DC in Figure 8). the shear strength must be at least 1.60 ksf
(11.10 psi) at the base of the cask storage pad (Line BC) to obtain the required
minimum factor of safety against sliding of 1.1.

2. The static, undrained strength of the clayey soils exceeds 2.1 ksf (14.58 psi). This
shear strength, acting only on the base of the pad, provides a factor of safety of 1.27
against sliding along the base (Line BC). This shear strength, therefore, is sufficient to
resist sliding of the pads if the full strength can be engaged to resist sliding.

3. Ordinarily a foundation key would be used to ensure that the full strength of the soils
beneath a foundation are engaged to resist sliding. However. the hypothetical cask
tipover analysis imposes limitations on the thickness and stiffness of the concrete pad
that preclude addition of a foundation key to ensure that the full strength of the
underlying soils is engaged to resist sliding.

4. PFS will use a layer of soil cement beneath the pads (Area HITS) as an "engineered
mechanism" to bond the pads to the underlying clayey soils.

5. The hypothetical cask tipover analysis imposes limitations on the stiffness of the
materials underlying the pad. The thickness of the soil cement beneath the pads is
limited to 2 ft and the static modulus of elasticity is limited to 75,000 psi.

I
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6. The modulus of elasticity of the soil cement is directly related to its strength; therefore,
its strength must be limited to values that will satisfy the modulus requirement. This
criterion limits the unconfined compressive strength of the soil cement beneath the
pads to 100 psi.

7. Therefore, the pads will be constructed on a layer of soil cement that is at least 1-ft
thick, but no thicker than 2-ft, that extends over the entire pad emplacement area, as
delineated by Area HITS.

8. The unconfined compressive strength of the soil cement beneath the pads is designed
to provide sufficient shear strength to ensure that the bond between the concrete
comprising the cask storage pad and the top of the soil cement (Line BC) and the bond
between the soil cement and the underlying clayey soils (Line JK) will exceed the full,
static, undrained strength of those soils. To ensure ample margin over the minimum
shear strength required to obtain a factor of safety of 1.1, the unconfined compressive
strength of the soil cement beneath the pads (Area HlTS) will be at least 40 psi.

9. DeGroot (1976) indicates that this bond strength can be easily obtained between layers
of soil cement, based on nearly 300 laboratory direct shear tests that he performed to
determine the effect of numerous variables on the bond between layers of soil cement.

10.Soil cement also will be placed between the cask storage pads, above the base of the
pads, in the areas labeled FGBM and NCQP. This soil cement is NOT required to resist
sliding of the pads, because there is sufficient shear strength at the interfaces between
the concrete pad and the underlying soil cement (Line BC) and between that soil-
cement layer and the underlying clayey soils (Line JK) that the factor of safety against
sliding exceeds the minimum required value.

1 .The pads are being surrounded with soil cement so that PFS can effectively use the
eolian silt found at the site to provide an adequate subbase for support of the cask
transporter, as well as to provide additional margin against any potential sliding.

12.The actual unconfined compressive strength and mix requirements for the soil cement
around the cask storage pads will be based on the results of standard soil-cement
laboratory tests.

13.The unconfined compressive strength of the soil cement adjacent to the pads needs to
be at least 50 psi to provide an adequate subbase for support of the cask transporter,
in lieu of placing and compacting structural fill, but it likely will be at least 250 psi to
satisfy the durability requirements associated with environmental considerations (i.e.,
freeze/thaw and wet/dry cycles) within the frost zone (30 in. from the ground surface).
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The analysis presented on the following pages demonstrates that the static, undrained
strength of the in situ clayey soils is sufficient to preclude sliding (FS = 1.27 vs minimum
required value of 1.1). provided that the full strength of the clayey soils is engaged. The
soil-cement layer beneath the pads provides an "engineered mechanism" to ensure that
the full, static, undrained strength of the clayey soils is engaged in resisting sliding forces.
It also demonstrates that the bond between this soil-cement layer and the base of the
concrete pad will be stronger than the static, undrained strength of the in situ clayey soils
and, thus, the interface between the in situ soils and the bottom of the soil-cement layer is
the weakest link in the system. Since this "weakest link" has an adequate factor of safety
against sliding, the overlying interface between the soil cement and the base of the pad will
have a greater factor of safety against sliding. Therefore, the factor of safety against sliding
of the overall cask storage pad design is at least 1.27.
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SLTIDNG STABILITY AT INTERFACE BETwEEN IN SITU CLAYEY SOILS AND BOTTOM OF SOIL CEENT
BENEATH THE PADS

Material under and around the pad will be soil cement. In this analysis, however, the
presence of the soil cement adjacent to the sides of the pads is ignored to demonstrate
that there is an acceptable factor of safety against sliding of the pads along the interface
between in situ clayey soils and bottom of soil cement beneath the pads. The potential
failure mode is sliding along the surface at the base of the pad. No credit is taken for the
passive resistance acting on the sides of the pad above the base. This analysis is
applicable for any of the pads at the site, including those at the ends of the rows or
columns of pads, since it relies only on the strength of the material beneath the pads to
resist sliding.

This analysis conservatively assumes that 1 00% of the dynamic forces due to the
earthquake act in both the horizontal and vertical directions at the same time. The length
of the pad in the N-S direction (67 ft) is greater than twice the width in the E-W direction
(30 ft); therefore, the dynamic active earth pressures acting on the length of the pad will be
greater than those acting on the width, and the critical direction for sliding will be E-W,
since passive resistance is ignored.

The soil cement is assumed to have the following properties in calculation of the dynamic
active earth pressure acting on the pad from the soil cement above the base of the pad:

y = 100-1 10 pcf Initial results of the soil-cement testing indicate that 110
pcf is a reasonable lower-bound value for the total unit
weight of the soil cement adjacent to the pads and that
100 pcf is a reasonable lower-bound value for the total
unit weight of the cement-treated soil to be placed
beneath the pads.

* = 400 Tables 5 & 6 of Nussbaum & Colley (1971) indicate that op
exceeds 40° for all A-4 soils (CL & ML, similar to the
eolian silts at the site) treated with cement; therefore, it
is likely that 0 will be higher than this value. This value
also is used in this analysis only for determining upper-
bound estimates of the active earth pressure acting on
the pad due to the design basis ground motion. Because
of the magnitude of the earthquake, this analysis is not
sensitive to increases in this value.

H 5 ft As shown in SAR Figure 4.2-7, the pad is 3 ft thick, and
it is constructed such that top of the pad is at the final
ground surface (i.e., pads are embedded 3' below grade).
Soil cement beneath the pad is 1-ft to 2-ft thick. The
dynamic forces (active earth pressure + horizontal inertial
forces) are greater for deeper depth of soil cement.
Therefore, analyze for 2 ft of soil cement beneath the pad.
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ACTIVE EARTH PRESSURE

Pa O .5H2 K.

K= (1 - sin ¢)/(1 + sin 4) = 0.22 for 4) = 40 for the soil cement, ignoring cohesion (very
conservative).

Pa w = 10.5 x 0.11 kcf x (5 ft)2 X 0.221 x 67 ft (length)/storage pad = 20.3 K E-W.

Pa N-s = 10.5 x 0.11 kcf x (5 ft)2 X 0.221 x 30 ft (width)/storage pad = 9.1 K N-S.

DYNAMIC EARTH PRESSURE

As indicated on p 11 of GTG 6.15-1 (SWEC. 1982), for active conditions, the combined
static and dynamic lateral earth pressure coefficient is computed according to the analysis
developed by Mononobe-Okabe and described in Seed and Whitman (1970) as:

KAE = (i - caj) cos 2-( -6-a) 2

cos Scos 2 cc . cos (5+a+O)- [1+ csin + 6)sin (4y - O - ,
L Cos (8+ a + EICos a)-vx

whe re

9 =tan-, ( a,,)
1- otv)

13 = slope of ground behind wall,
a = slope of back of wall to vertical,
aH = horizontal seismic coefficient, where a positive value corresponds to a horizontal

inertial force directed toward the wall,
av = vertical seismic coefficient, where a positive value corresponds to a vertical Inertial

force directed upward,
8 = angle of wall friction.
4 = friction angle of the soil.
g = acceleration due to gravity.

The combined static and dynamic active earth pressure force, PAE. is calculated as:

PAE =Iy H2 Km, where:

y = unit weight of soil,
H = wall height, and

KAE is calculated as shown above.
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To simplify the analysis, assume S = 0. This is conservative, as illustrated in Figure 12 of
Seed and Whitman (1970), which indicates that KAE decreases with increasing values of S.

,B = a = 0

( tan-'( 0.711 )668°
0 1 -0.6951 6.80:

= 400

To obtain a real solution to the equation for calculating KAE, the sin (0-0-1-) must be
positive; i.e., the sin (4,- 0 - 13) can vary from 0 to 1. Because it is in the denominator of
KAE, KAE will be greatest when it = 0. Therefore, assume sin (4 - 0 - ,0) 0.

Similarly, approximate cos (4,- 0 - a) = 1. This term is in the numerator of KAE, and KE will
be maximum when cos (4,- 0 - a) = 1: therefore, approximating it equals 1 is conservative.

With these approximations,

K I-av
AE Cos -Cos0

1- 0.695 1.97
KE= Cos 2 66.80 19

Therefore, the combined static and dynamic active lateral earth pressure force at the base
of the 3 ft pad is:

Y H2  KAE L

FAI = P11 =!xOkcfx(3 ft)2 x1.97 x 67ft /storage pad =65.3 K in the E - W direction.

FAZS =PAE= x 0. l 10 kef x (3 ft)2 x 1.97 x 30 ft / storage pad =29.3 K in the N -S direction.
2

The combined static and dynamic active lateral earth pressure force at the base of the 3 ft
pad and underlying 2 ft of soil cement is:.

Y H2 KAE L

FAEEW = PAE = xO.o1 10 kcf x(5 ftf x1.97x67 ft storagepad = 181.5 K in theE -W direction.

2

FADS P~ ~Ix0.1 10 kef x(5 fty xl.97 x30 ft /storage pad = 81 .3 K in the N -S direction.FAE,- = AE2
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WEIGHTS

Casks: Wc = 8 x 356.5 K/cask = 2,852 K

Pad: Wp = 3 ft x 67 ft x30 ft x 0. 15 kips/ft-3 = 904.5 K

Soil Cement Beneath Pad: Wsc = 2 ft x 67 ft x 30 ft x 0. 10 kips/ft3 = 402 K

EARTHQUAKE ACCELERATIONS - PSHJA 2,000-YR RETURN PERIOD

aH=horizontal earthquake acceleration = 0.71 lg

av = vertical earthquake acceleration =0.695g

CASK EARTHQUAKE LOADINGS

EQvc = -0. 695 x 2,852 K = - 1, 982 K (minus sign signifies uplift force)

EQhc&.w =2,212 K(acting short direction of pad. E-WJ Qxd in Table D- 1(c) in Att B

EQhCN-S=2,102 K(acting in long direction of pad, NS) Qyd in Table D-1 (c) 1

Note: These maximumn horizontal dynamic cask driving forces are from Calc 05996.02-
G(P017)-2, (CEC, 2001), and they apply only when the dynamic forces due to the
earthquake act downward and the coefficient of friction between the cask and the pad
equals 0.8. EQhc is limited to a maximum value of 696 K for Case III, based on the
upper-bound value of g = 0.8, as shown in the following table:

WT EQV- N 0.2xN O.SxN EQhc Max
Cask Loads

K K K K K K

Case III - Uplift 2,852 -1,982 870 174 696 696

Case IV - EQv Down 2,852 1,982 4,834 967 3,867 2,212 E-WI
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 2 102 N -S

Note:

Case III: 0% N-S. -100%O/ Vertical, 1 00% E-W

Case IV: 00/ N-S. 1 00% Vertical, 1 00% E-W

Earthquake Forces Act Upward

Earthquake Forces Act Downward

FOUNDATION PAD EARTHQUAKE SOIL CEMENT BENEATH PAD EARTHQUAKE
LOADINGS LOADINGS

EQvp = -0.695 x 904.5 K = -629 K EQvsc = -0.695 x 402 K= -279.4 K

IEQhp =0. 71 1x 904.5 K= 643 K EQhp = 0.711 x402 K =285.8 K
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CASE m: 0% N-S, -100% VERTICAL, 100% E-W (EARTHQUAKE FoRcEs AcT UpwARD)

When EQvc and EQvp act in an upward direction (Case III). tending to unload the pad,
sliding resistance is obtained as follows:

Wc Wp Wsc Egvc EQvp EQvsc
N = 2,852 K + 904.5 K + 402 K + (-1,982 K) + (-629 K)) + (-279.4 K)= 1,268.6 K

N 4 c B L
T= 1,268.6 Kx tan 0° + 2.1 ksfx 30 ft x 67 ft = 4,221 K

The driving force, V, is defined as:

V = FAE+ EQhp + Eqhc + EQhsc

The factor of safety against sliding is calculated as follows:

T FAE ;w s' EQhp EQhc EQhsc

FS = 4,221 K . (181.5 K + 643 K + 696 K + 285.8 K) = 2.34
(1,806.3 K)

For this analysis, the value of the horizontal driving force due to the earthquake, EQhc, is
limited to the upper-bound value of the coefficient of friction, ji = 0.8, x the cask normal
load, because if EQhc exceeds this value, the cask will slide. The factor of safety exceeds
the minimum allowable value of 1.1; therefore the pads plus 2-ft block of soil cement
beneath them are stable with respect to sliding for this load case. The factor of safety
against sliding is higher than this if the lower-bound value of Pt is used (= 0.2), because the
driving forces due to the casks would be reduced.

CAsE IV: 0%/0 N-S, 100% VERTIcAL, 100% E-W (EARTHQUAKE FORCES AcT DOWNWARD)

When the earthquake forces act in the downward direction:

T = Ntan$+[cBL]

where, N (normal force) = E F'v = We + Wp + EQvc + Eqvp + EQvsc

Wc Wp EQvc EQvp Eqvsc
N = 2,852 K + 904.5 K + 1,982 K + 629 K + 279.4 K= 6,647 K

N V c B L
T= 6,647 Kxtan 00 + 2.1 ksfx 30 ftx67 ft = 4,221 K

The driving force, V, is defined as:

V = FAE + EQhp + Eqhc + EQhsc
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TIhe factor of safety against sliding is calculated as follows:

T FAFFw 5 EQhp EQhCE-W EQhsc
PS Soil Cement to ClaMe Soil = 4,221 K (1 U81.5K + 643 K + 2,212 K + 285.8 K) = 1.27 f=MmnA

(3,322.3 K)

The factor of safety against sliding is higher than this if the lower-bound value of I. is used
I(= 0.2), because the driving forces due to the casks would be reduced.

Ignoring the passive resistance acting on the sides of the pad, the resistance to sliding is
the same in both directions; therefore, for this analysis, the larger value of EQhc (i.e.,
acting in the E-W direction) was used. Even with these conservative assumptions, the
factor of safety exceeds the minimum allowable value of 1. 1: therefore the pads overlying 2
ft of soil cement are stable with respect to sliding for this load case, assumidng the strength
of the cement-treated soils underlying the pad is at least as high as the undrained
strength of the underlying soils.

hmINmum SHE.AR STRENGTHREguIRED AT THE B3ASE OF THE PADS TO PROVIDE A FACTOR OF

SAFETY OF 1.1I

The minimum shear strength required at the base of the pads to provide a factor of safety
of 1.1I is calculated as follows:

T FAE S.w 3 EQhp EQhCs~w
FS = T-(65.3 K + 643 K +2,212 K) Ž 1. 1

(2.920.3 K)

T > 1.1Ix 2,920.3 K= 3,212.3 K

Dividing this by the area of the pad results in the minimum acceptable shear strength at
the base of the pad:

3,212.3 K =16 X( ft' 2  1,000OIbs 1 1

30Oft x67 ft ft2 12 in.)
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ADHESION BETWEEN THE BASE OF PAD AND UNDERLYING CLAYEY SOILS

The preceding analysis demonstrates that the static undrained strength of the soils
underlying the pads is sufficient to preclude sliding of the cask storage pads over 2 ft of
soil cement for the 2,000-yr return period earthquake with a peak horizontal ground
acceleration of 0.71 1g. conservatively ignoring the passive resistance acting on the sides of
the pads. This analysis assumes that the full static undrained strength of the clay is
engaged to resist sliding. To obtain the minimum factor of safety required against sliding
of 1.1, 76% 1= 1.60 ksf (required for FS= 1.1) 2.1 ks available) of the undrained shear
strength must be engaged. or in other words, the adhesion factor between the base of the
concrete storage pads plus 2 ft of soil cement and the surface of the underlying clayey
soils must be 0.76. This adhesion factor, ca, is higher than would normally be used,
considering disturbance that may occur to the surface of the subgrade during
construction. Therefore, an "engineered mechanism" is required to ensure that the frill
strength of the clayey soils is available to resist sliding of these pads on 2 ft of soil cement.

Ordinarily, a foundation key would be added to extend the shear plane below the
disturbed zone and to ensure that the full strength of the clayey soils are available to resist
sliding forces. However, adding a key to the base of the storage pads would increase the
stiffness of the foundation to such a degree that it would exceed the target hardness
limitation of the hypothetical cask tipover analysis. Therefore, PFS decided to construct
the cask storage pads on (and within) a layer of soil cement constructed throughout the
entire pad emplacement area.

As shown in Figure 3, the soil cement will extend to the bottom of the eolian silt or a
minimum of 1 ft below the base of the storage pads and up the vertical face at least 2 ft.
In the sliding stability analysis, it is required that the following interfaces be strong
enough to resist the sliding forces due to the design earthquake. Working from the bottom
up, these include:
1. The interface between the in situ clayey soils and the bottom of the soil cement, and
2. The top of the soil cement and the bottom of the concrete storage pad.

The purpose of soil cement below the pads is to provide the "engineered mechanism"
required to effectively transmit the sliding forces down into the underlying clayey soils.
The techniques used to construct soil cement are such that the bond between the soil
cement and the underlying clayey soils will exceed the undrained strength of the
underlying clayey soils.

DeGroot (1976) indicates that this bond strength can be easily obtained between layers of
soil cement. He performed nearly 300 laboratory direct shear tests to determine the effect
of numerous variables on the bond between layers of soil cement. These variables
included the length of time between placement of successive layers of soil cement, the
frequency of watering while curing soil cement, the surface moisture condition prior to
construction of the next lift, the surface texture prior to construction of the next lift, and
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various surface treatments and additives. His results demonstrated that, with the
exception of treating the surface of the lifts with asphalt emulsion, asphalt cutback, and
chlorinated rubber compounds, the bond strength nearly always exceeded 11. 10 psi, the
minimum required value of shear strength of the bond between the base of the pads and
the underlying material. The minimum bond strength he reports, other than for the
asphalt and chlorinated rubber surface treatments identified above, is 7.7 psi. This value
applied for only one test (Sample No. 15R-149, Series No. 3, Spec. No. 12) that was
performed on a sample that had no special surface treatment along the lift line. This test,
however, was anomalous, since all of the other specimens in this series had bond
strengths in excess of 38.5 psi. He reports that nearly all of the specimens that used a
cement surface treatment broke along planes other than along the lift lines, indicating that
the bond between the layers of soil cement was stronger than the remainder of the
specimens. Excluding the specimens that did not use the cement surface treatment, the
minimum bond strength was 47.7 psi, which greatly exceeds the bond strength [11.10 psi)
required to obtain an adequate factor of safety against sliding of the pads without
including the passive resistance acting on the sides of the pads.

DeGroot reached the following conclusions:

1. Increasing the time delay between lifts decreases bond.

2. High frequency of watering the lift line decreases the bond.

3. Moist curing conditions between lift placements increases the bond.

4. Removing the smooth compaction plane increases the bond.

5. Set retardants decreased the bond at 4-hr time delay.

6. Asphalt and chlorinated rubber curing compounds decreased the bond.

7. Small amounts of cement placed on the lift line bonded the layers together, such
that failure occurred along planes other than the lift line, indicating that the bond
exceeded the shear strength of the soil cement.

DeGroot (1976) noted that increasing the time delay between placement of subsequent lifts
decreases the bond strength. The nature of construction of soil cement is such that there
will be occasions when the time delay will be greater than the time required for the soil
cement to set. This will clearly be the case for construction of the concrete storage pads
on top of the soil-cement surface, because it will take some period of time to form the pad,
build the steel reinforcement, and pour the concrete. He noted that several techniques
can be used to enhance the bond between lifts to overcome this decrease in bond due to
time delay. In these cases, more than sufficient bond can be obtained between layers of
soil cement and between the set soil-cement surface and the underside of the cask storage
pads by simply using a cement surface treatment.

DeGroot's direct shear test results demonstrate that the specimens having a cement
surface treatment all had bond strengths that ranged from 47.7 psi to 198.5 psi, with the
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average bond strength of 132.5 psi. Even the minimum value of this range greatly exceeds
the bond strength (11.10 psi) required to obtain a factor of safety against sliding of 1.1,
conservatively ignoring the passive resistance available on the sides of the pads.
Therefore, when required due to unavoidable time delays, the techniques DeGroot
describes for enhancing bond strength will be used between the top of the soil cement and
succeeding lifts or between the top of the soil cement and the concrete cask storage pads,
to assure that the bond at the interfaces are greater than the minimum required value.
These techniques will include roughening and cleaning the surface of the underlying soil
cement, proper moisture conditioning, and using a cement surface treatment.
The shear strength available at each of the interfaces applicable to resisting sliding of the
cask storage pads will exceed the undrained strength of the underlying clayey soils. PFS
has committed (SAR p. 2.6-113) to performing laboratory tests during the design of the soil
cement to demonstrate that the required shear strengths can be achieved at the various
interfaces, and PFS has committed (SAR p. 2.6-114) to performing field tests during
construction to demonstrate that the required shear strengths at these interfaces have
been achieved.

The soil cement beneath the pads is used as an "engineered mechanism" to ensure that
the full static undrained shear strength of the underlying clayey soils is engaged to resist
sliding and, as shown above, the minimum factor of safety against sliding of the pads is
very conservatively calculated as 1.27 when the static undrained strength of the clayey
soils is fully engaged. This value exceeds the minimum value required for the factor of
safety against sliding (=1.1); therefore, the pads constructed on top of a layer of soil
cement have an adequate factor of safety against sliding.
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LIMITATION OF STRENGTH OF SOIL CEMENT BENEATH THE PADS

As indicated in Figure 3, the soil cement will extend at least 1 ft below all of the cask
storage pads, and, as shown in SAR Figures 2.6-5, Pad Emplacement Area Foundation
Profiles, it will typically extend -2 ft below most of the pads. Thus, the area available to
resist sliding will greatly exceed that of the pads alone. The hypothetical cask tipover
analysis imposes limitations on the modulus of elasticity of the soils underlying the pad.
The modulus of elasticity of the soil cement is directly related to its strength; therefore, its
strength must be limited to values that will satisfy the modulus requirement, but it must
still provide an adequate factor of safety with respect to sliding of the pads embedded
within the soil cement.

Table 5-6 of Bowles (1996) indicates E = 1,500 su, where sa = the undrained shear
strength. Note, su is half of qu, the unconfined compressive strength.

Based on this relationship, E = 750 qu.,

Where E = Young's modulus

qu = Unconfined compressive strength

An unconfined compressive strength of 100 psi for the soil cement under the pad will limit
the modulus value to 75,000 psi. Thus, designing the soil cement to have an unconfined
compressive strength that ranges from 40 psi to 100 psi will provide an adequate factor of
safety against sliding and will limit the modulus of the soil cement under the pads to an
acceptable level for the hypothetical cask tipover considerations.
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The soil cement will be designed to have an unconfined compressive strength of at least 40
psi to ensure that it will be stronger than required to provide a factor of safety against
sliding that exceeds the required minimum value of 1.1. The shear strength equals half of
the unconfined compressive strength, 20 psi, which equals 2.88 ksf. Therefore, the
resistance to sliding between the concrete storage pad and the top of the soil cement layer
beneath the pad will be greater than:

N * c B L T
T = 6,368 K x tan 00 + 2.88 ksfx 30 ft x 67 ft= 5,789 K

As indicated above, the driving force, V, is defined as: V = FAE + EQhp + EQhc

The factor of safety against sliding between the pad and the surface of the underlying soil
cement is calculated as the resisting force - the driving force, as follows:

T FAE &w EQhp EQhcE-w
FSpad to S cement = 5,789 K ÷ (65.3 K + 643 K + 2,212 K) = 1.98

(2,920.3 K)

Thus, designing the soil cement to have an unconfined compressive strength of at least 40
psi results in an acceptable factor of safety against sliding between the concrete at the
base of the pad and the surface of the underlying soil cement that exceeds the factor of
safety between the bottom of the soil cement and the underlying clayey soils. In other
words, the soil cement will have higher strength than the underlying silty clay/clayey silt
layer; therefore, the resistance to sliding on that interface will be limited by the strength of
the silty clay/clayey silt.

Soil cement with strengths higher than this are readily achievable, as illustrated by the
lowest curve in Figure 4.2 of ACI 230.1 R-90, which applies for fine-grained soils similar to
the eolian silt in the pad emplacement area. Note, fc = 40C where C = percent cement in
the soil cement. Therefore, to obtain fe >40 psi, the percentage of cement required would
be -40/40 = 1%. This is even less cement than would typically be used in constructing
soil cement for use as road base. The resulting material will more likely be properly
classified as a cement-treated soil, rather than a true soil cement. Because this material
is located below the frost zone (which is only 30" below grade at the site), it does not need
to comply with the durability requirements of soil cement; i.e., ASTM freeze/thaw and
wet/dry tests. The design of the mix for this material will require that the unconfined
compressive strength of this layer of material will exceed 40 psi to ensure that the shear
strength available to resist sliding of the concrete pads exceeds the shear strength of the
in situ clayey soils.
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SOIL CEMENT ABOVE THE BASE OF THE PADS

Soil cement also will be placed between the cask storage pads, above the base of the pads.
Earlier versions of this calculation demonstrated that this soil cement could be designed
such that its compressive strength alone would be sufficient to resist all of the sliding
forces due to the design earthquake. However, as shown above, this soil cement is NOT
required to resist sliding of the pads, because there is sufficient shear strength at the
interfaces between the concrete pad and the underlying soil cement and between that soil
cement and the underlying clayey soils that the factor of safety against sliding exceeds the
minimum required value. The pads are being surrounded with soil cement so that PFS
can effectively use the eolian silt found at the site to provide an adequate subbase for
support of the cask transporter. The eolian silt, otherwise, would be inadequate for this
purpose and would require replacement with imported structural fill. The soil cement
surrounding the pad may also help to spread the seismic load into the clayey soil outside
the pad area to engage additional resistance against sliding of the pad. This effect would
result in an increase in the factor of safety against sliding.

The unconfined compressive strength of the soil cement adjacent to the pads needs to be
at least 50 psi to provide an adequate subbase for support of the cask transporter, in lieu
of placing and compacting structural fill, but it likely will be at least 250 psi to satisfy the
durability requirements associated with environmental considerations (i.e., freeze/thaw
and wet/dry cycles) within the frost zone (30 in. from the ground surface).

The beneficial effect of this soil cement on the factor of safety against sliding can be
estimated by considering that the passive resistance provided by this soil cement is
available to resist sliding before a sliding failure can occur. In this case, the shear
strength of the clayey soils under the pad may be reduced to the residual strength,
because of the horizontal displacement required to reach the full passive state. Note, the
soil cement is much stiffer than normal soils; therefore, these horizontal displacements
will not be as high as they typically are for soils to reach the full passive state.

The results of the direct shear tests, presented as plots of shear stress vs horizontal
displacement in Attachment 7 of Appendix 2A of the SAR (copies included in Attachment
D), illustrate that the residual strength of these soils is nearly equal to the peak strength.
Looking at the test results for the specimens that were tested at confining stresses
comparable to the loading at the base of the cask storage pads, a, -2 ksf, at horizontal
displacements of -0.025" past the peak strength, there is -1.5% reduction in the shear
strength indicated for Sample U-1C from Boring C-2. Also note that Boring C-2 was drilled
within the pad emplacement area. The results for Sample U-1AA from Boring CTB-S
showed no decrease in shear strength following the peak at -0.025" horizontal
displacement, and Samples U-3B&C from Boring CTB-6 showed a decrease of -5%.
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Based of these results, conservatively assume that the strength of the clayey soils beneath
the soil cement layer underlying the pads is reduced by 5% to account for horizontal
straining required to reach the full passive resistance of the soil cement adjacent to the
pad. This results in resisting forces acting on the base of the soil cement layer beneath
each pad of 0.95 x 2.1 ksf x 30 ft x 67 ft = 4,010 K.

Assuming the soil cement adjacent to the pad is constructed such that its unconfined
compressive strength is 250 psi, its passive resistance acting on the 2'-4" thickness of soil
cement adjacent to the pad will provide an additional force resisting sliding in the N-S
direction of:

s250 i2 x - x x 2.33 ft x 30 ft = 2,516 K
TSCAdJaCentt0PadQN&5 = 2n ft ,0 s

Clay Soil Cement
TN-s = 4,010 K + 2,516 K = 6,526 K

The resulting FS against sliding in the N-S direction is calculated as:

TN-S FAE N-S EQhp Eqhc N-S

FSPad to Clayey Soil N-S w/Paasive= 6,526 K . (29.3 K + 643 K + 2,102 K) = 2.35
(2,774.3 K)

Ignoring the passive resistance provided by the soil cement adjacent to the pads, it is
appropriate to use the peak shear strength of the underlying clayey soils, and the resulting
FS against sliding in the N-S direction is calculated as:

TN-S FAE N-S EQhp Eqhc N-S

FS Pad to Claycy Soil N-S w/o Passive = 4,221 K * (29.3 K + 643 K + 2,102 K) = 1.52
(2,774.3 K)

The resulting FS against sliding in the E-W direction will be even higher, since there is
much greater length available to resist sliding in that direction. It is calculated as:

SCAdntto ad@5 &W =.250 m X ( 1 i x loOlbs x 2.33 ft x 67 ft = 5,620 K

Clay Soil Cement
TE-w =4,010 K + 5,620 K = 9,630 K

T5-w FAE -w EQhp EQhcFw
FSpadtocl,"eySoil EW = 9.630 K-- (65.3 K + 643 K + 2,212 K) = 3.30

(2,920.3 K)

These values are greater than the minimum value (1.1) required for factor of safety against
sliding, and they ignore the beneficial effects of the 1 to 2-ft thick layer of soil cement
underneath the concrete pad. Therefore, adding the soil cement adjacent to the pads does
enhance the sliding stability of each pad.
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SLIDING RESISTANCE OF ENTIRE N-S COLUMN OF PADS

The resistance to sliding of the entire column (running N-S) of pads exceeds that of each
individual pad because there is more area available to engage more shearing resistance
from the underlying soils than just the area directly beneath the individual pads. The
extra area is provided by the 5-ft long x 30-ft wide plug of soil cement that exists between
each of the pads in the north-south direction. This analysis assumes that the soil cement
east and west of the long column of pads provides no resistance to sliding, conservatively
assuming that the soil cement somehow shears along a vertical plane at the eastern and
western sides of the column of 10 pads running north-south.

Consider a column of 10 pads with 2'-4" of soil cement in between the pads and at least 1'
of soil cement under the pads:

Cask Earthquake LoadsN-s= 10 x 2,102 K = 21,020 K

Inertial forces due to Pads + Soil Cement:

Weight of Pads = 10 x 904.5K = 9,045 K

Weight of Soil Cement = 9 x 3.33 ft x 30 ft x 5 ft x 0.1 kips/ft3 = 495 K

+10 x 30 ft x 67 ft x 1 ft x 0.11 kipsfft3 2,211 K

Total Weight = 11,751 K

Inertial forces due to Pads + Soil Cement = 0.711 x 11,751 K = 8,355 K

Dynamic active earth pressure acting in the N-S direction on pads + 2 ft (more
conservative than using 1 ft, since it results in higher driving forces) of soil cement
beneath the pads = 81.3 K

Total driving force in N-S direction = 21,020 K + 8.355 K + 81.3 K = 29,456 K

Ignoring Passive Resistance at End of N-S Column of Pads

This analysis conservatively ignores the passive resistance of the soil cement adjacent to
the northern or southern end of the N-S column of pads. The resistance to sliding in the
N-S direction is provided only by the shear strength of the soils underlying the soil cement
layer beneath the pads (i.e., along Line IT in Figure 8). This case uses the soil cement
beneath the pads as the engineered mechanism to bond the pads to the underlying clayey
soils so that their peak shear strength can be engaged to resist sliding. As shown in
Figure 7 on p. C2 of Attachment 2, the shear strength of the clayey soils under the pads is
2.1 ksf. The effective stresses under the soil cement between the pads is less than that
directly under the pads: therefore, the shear strength available to resist sliding is lower. As
shown in this figure, the shear strength available to resist sliding of the soil cement
between the pads is 1.4 ksf. Using these strengths, the total resisting force is calculated
as follows:
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Soil cement
TN-S= 10padsx30 ftx67ftx2.1 ksf +9zonesbetween thepadsx30 ftx5 ftx 1.4ksf,

orTN-s= 42,210 K + 1,890 K 44,100 K

Total driving force in N-S direction = 21,020 K + 8,355 + 81.3 K = 29,456 K, as calculated
above.

The resulting FS against sliding in the N-S direction is calculated as:

TN-S Driving Forcews
FS Pad tO ClayeySon rr-s = 44,100 K ÷29,456 = 1.50

Ignoring Passive Resistance at End of E-W Row of Pads

The resulting FS against sliding in the E-W direction will be even higher, because the soil
cement zone between the pads is much wider (35 ft vs 5 ft) and longer (67 ft vs 30 ft)
between the pads in the E-W direction than those in the N-S direction. The cask driving
forces in the E-W direction are slightly higher than in the N-S direction, 10 pads x 2,212 K
= 22,120 K vs 10 pads x 2,102 K = 21,020 K, resulting in an increased driving force of
22,120 K - 21,020 K = 1,100 K. The resistance to sliding in the E-W direction is increased
much more than this, however. The increased resistance to sliding E-W = 35 ft x 67 ft x
1.4 ksf = 3,283 K / area between pads in the E-W row, compared to 5 ft x 30 ft x 1.4 ksf =
210 K / area between pads in the N-S column. Thus, the factor of safety against sliding of
a row of pads in the E-W is much greater than that shown above for sliding of a column of
pads in the N-S direction.

Including Passive Resistance at End of N-S Column of Pads

In this analysis, the resistance to sliding in the N-S direction includes the full passive
resistance at the far end of the column of pads, which acts on the 2'-4" height of soil
cement along the 30-ft width of the pad in the E-W direction.

Assuming the soil cement adjacent to the pad is constructed such that its unconfined
compressive strength is 250 psi, its full passive resistance acting on the 2'-4" thickness of
soil cement adjacent to the pad will provide a force resisting sliding in the N-S direction of:

lbs (12 in. 2 __K

T =50-x I I x 2.33 ft x30 ft =2,516 K
TSCAdJacenttoPadN&s = in ( ft 1 000lbs

The total resistance based on the peak shear strength of the underlying clayey soil is

Soil cement
TN-s = 10 pads x 30 ft x 67 ft x 2.1 ksf + 9 zones between the pads x 30 ft x 5 ft x 1.4 ksf, or

TN-S= 42,210 K + 1,890 K = 44,100 K
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As discussed above, conservatively assume that the strength of the clayey soils beneath
the soil cement layer underlying the pads is reduced to its residual strength (i.e., by 5%) to
account for horizontal straining required to reach a strain that will result in the full
passive resistance of the soil cement adjacent to the pad.

TN-s Residual Strength = 0.95 x 44,100 K = 41,895 K

Clay Soil Cement
TN-s = 41,895K+ 2,516K= 44,411 K

The resulting FS against sliding in the N-S direction is calculated as:

TN-S Driving ForceN.s
FS Pad to Clayey Soil N-S = 44.41 1 K . 29,456 K = 1 .5 1

Including Passive Resistance at End of SW Row of Pads

The resulting FS against sliding in the E-W direction will be even higher, since there is
much greater length available to resist sliding in that direction. The cask driving forces in
the E-W direction are slightly higher than in the N-S direction, 10 pads x 2,212 K = 22,120
K vs 10 pads x 2,102 K = 21,020 K, resulting in an increased driving force of 22,120 K -
21,020 K = 1,100 K. The resistance to sliding in the E-W direction is increased more than
this, including only the difference between the length vs the width of the pad. The soil
cement adjacent to the pad provides (67 ft - 30 ft) x 2,516 K, or 5,619 K of resistance
based on the full passive pressure acting on the length of the pad, which is an increase of
5,619 K - 2,516 K = 3,103 K compared to the resistance provided by the soil cement to
sliding in the N-S direction. This is greater than the increase in driving forces in the E-W
direction; therefore, the factor of safety against sliding will be higher in the E-W direction.
The soil cement zone between the pads also is much wider and longer between the pads in
the E-W direction; therefore, there will be even more resistance to sliding E-W than N-S.

DETERMINE RESIDUAL STRENGTH REQUIRED ALONG BASE OF ENTIRE COLUMN OF PADS IN N-S
DIRECrION, ASSUMING FULL PASSIVE RESISTANCE IS PROVIDED BY 250 PSI SOIL CEMENT
ADJACENT TO LAST PAD IN COLUMN

To obtain FS = 1.1, the total resisting force, T, must =

1.1 x [Cask Earthquake Loads + (Wt of Pads + Wt of Soil Cement) x 0.711 + FAE NA]

= 1.1 x 121,020 K + (I1,751 K x 0.711) + 81.3 K]

Therefore, TFS=I.I = 32,402 K

In this case, the resisting forces to sliding in the N-S direction include all of the passive
resistance at the far end of the column of pads, which acts on the 2'-4" height of soil
cement along the 30' width of the pad in the E-W direction + the 1' minimum thickness of
soil cement under the pads.
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Assuming the soil cement adjacent to the pad is constructed such that its unconfined
compressive strength is 250 psi, the passive resistance acting on the 2'-4" thickness of soil
cement adjacent to the pad + a minimum of 1' below the pad will provide a force resisting
sliding in the N-S direction of:

TSCAdJaCnttGPad@N&s = 250 - x(22in K x 3.33 ft x 30 ft= 3,596 K

Base area, A, of a column of 10 pads is given by

A= lOx30ftx67ft + 9x30ftx5ft

A = 20,100 ft2 + 1,350 ft2 = 21,450 ft2

Therefore the minimum shear strength required to provide the resisting force T is given by

TN-s = r x area (A)

TN-s =Tpad X 20,100 ft2 + Tsn Cement X 1,350 ft2 = 32,402 K - 3,596 K = 28,806 K

tracd = 2.1 ksf & 'sojl Cement = 1.4 ksf; thus, cswi cement = (1.4 -2. 1) x rpad = 0.67 x t'pad

TN-s = TpKd X 20,100 ft2  + 0.67 x -CPd X 1,350 ft2  =Tpad X 2l,000ft2

Tpad x 21,000 ft2 = 28,806 K

TPad = 28,806 K-21,000 ft 2 = 1.37 ksf

The peak shear strength of the clayey soils is 2.1 ksf Therefore, the maximum reduction
in peak strength permitted to obtain a factor of safety of 1. 1 is calculated as:

AT = 1.37 ÷ 2.1 = 0.65

In other words, the residual strength of the underlying clayey soils must drop below 65%
of the peak shear strength before the factor of safety against sliding in the N-S direction of
an entire column of pads will drop below 1.1.

Repeating this analysis, but ignoring the passive resistance of the soil cement adjacent to
the pads at the northern or southern end of the column of pads,

TN.s =TPd x 20,100 ft2 + ¶sdil cement X 1,350 ft2 = 32,402 K

TPad = 2.1 kSf & Tsoal Cement = 1.4 ksf: thus, Tsoil Cement = (1.4 -e 2. 1) X tpad = 0.67 X rPad

TN-s tPad X 20,lOO ft2  + 0.67 X TPd X 1,350 ft2 =trad X 21,000 ft2

Tatd x 21,000 ft2 = 32,402 K

tPad = 32,402 K .- 21,000 ft 2 = 1.54 ksf

The peak shear strength of the underlying clayey soils is 2.1 ksf. Therefore, the maximum
reduction in peak strength permitted to obtain a factor of safety of 1.1 is calculated as:

AT = 1.54 -2.1=0.73.
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In other words, even if the beneficial effects of the soil cement adjacent to the last pad in
the N-S column of pads is ignored, the residual strength only needs to exceed 73% of the
peak strength of the clayey soils to obtain a factor of safety against sliding in the N-S
direction of an entire column of pads that is greater than 1.1.

As discussed above, the direct shear test results indicate that the greatest reduction
between the peak shear strength and the residual shear strength is less than 5% for the
specimens tested at effective stresses of 2 ksf, which are comparable to the final stresses
under the fully loaded pads. The average reduction from peak stress is only -20% for the
specimens tested at effective vertical stresses of 1 ksf. Therefore, there is ample margin
against sliding of an entire column of pads in the N-S direction.

SLIDING RESISTANCE OF LAST PAD IN COLUMN OF PADS ("EDGE, EFFECTS")

Since the resistance to sliding of the cask storage pads is provided by the strength of the
bond at the interface between the concrete pad and the underlying soil cement and by the
bond between the soil cement under the pad and the in situ clayey soils, the sliding
stability of the pads at the end of each column or row of pads are no different than that of
the other pads. Therefore, the pads along the perimeter of the pad emplacement area also
have an adequate factor of safety against sliding.

WIDTH OF SOIL CEMENT ADJACENT TO LAST PAD TO PRovIDE FULL PASSIVE REsisTANcE

As discussed above, the resisting force provided by the full passive resistance of the soil
cement with an unconfined compressive strength of 250 psi acting on the last pad in the
column of pads + a 1-ft thick layer of soil cement under the pad is:

TScAdJacenttopad.N&s = 250-lb X(2 12in.[f K x 3.33 ft x 30 ft =3,596K

The base area required to provide this shear resistance = 30 ft x LN-S x 1.4 ksf, where 1.4
ksf is the shear strength of the underlying clayey soil for the effective vertical stress (-0.4
ksfl at the base of the soil cement layer beyond the end of the column of pads - See p C2.

Lw-s = 3,596 K ÷ (30 ft x 1.4 ksf) = 85.62 ft.

Less than half of this amount is actually required due to 3D effects, similar to analysis of
laterally loaded piles. Further, as shown above, the factor of safety against sliding of these
pads exceeds the minimum allowable value without taking credit for the passive resistance
provided by the soil cement adjacent to the pads. Therefore, this soil cement is not
required for resisting sliding. However, the soil cement will be constructed adjacent to the
pads, and it will extend further than this from the pads at the perimeter of the pad
emplacement area. This soil cement will enhance the factor of safety against sliding,
providing defense in depth against sliding of these pads due to the design ground motion.
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The design basis for the sliding stability of the cask storage pads relies on:

I. the assumption that sufficient "bonding" can be achieved at the interfaces between (a)
the concrete comprising the pad and the soil cement beneath the pads, (b) soil cement
lifts, and (c) soil cement and the underlying clayey soils such that the shear strength
at these interfaces will be at least as high as the undrained strength measured in
direct shear tests performed on samples of the underlying soils, and

2. the commitment to perform testing in the laboratory during the soil cement design
phase to demonstrate that this "bonding" can be achieved, as well as during
construction to demonstrate that this "bonding" has been achieved.

Laboratory testing to demonstrate the validity of this assumption are expected to be
performed in the second half of 2001. Prior to completion of these tests, it is recognized
that the resistance along the base of the pads + soil cement beneath the pads will be at
least equal to the frictional resistance of the underlying soils, ignoring any contribution
from the cohesive portion of the strength of these soils. Therefore, the purpose of this
analysis is to demonstrate that even if the cohesion of the underlying soils is ignored along
the interface between the soil cement and those soils, the resulting displacements of the
pads would be minimal, and since there are no safety-related connections to these pads or
casks, such displacements would have no safety consequence.

This hypothetical case assumes resistance to sliding is comprised of only frictional
resistance along base of pads and soil cement + passive resistance, using obviously
conservative values of the friction angle for the underlying soils. Although the resulting
factor of safety is less than 1.1, the resulting maximum horizontal displacements, if they
were to occur due to the earthquake, would be of no safety consequence to the pads or the
casks.

Considering a single pad, assume that the shear strength available on the base of the pad
to resist sliding is limited to that provided by friction alone. For this case, conservatively
assume that friction is based on Table 1 of DM-7 (p. 7.2-63, NAVFAC, 1986), "Ultimate
Friction Factors and Adhesion for Dissimilar Materials." This table indicates that an
obviously conservative value of the friction angle for these clayey soils is 17 degrees. This
is the lowest friction angle reported for the interface between mass concrete on any of the
materials, and it applies for mass concrete on either "Fine sandy silt, nonplastic silt" or
"Medium stiff and stiff clay and silty clay." Without including the cohesion, the resulting
shear strength available to resist sliding of the pad is calculated as N tan 0. N = 1,146 K,
as shown on p. 21:
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WC Wp EQVC EQvp

N = 2,852 K + 904.5 K + (-1,982 K) + (-629 K) = 1,146 K

N 4 c B L

T= 1,146Kxtan 170+Oksfx30ftx67ft=350.4K

The driving force, V, is defined as: V = FAE + EQhp + EQhc

The factor of safety against sliding is calculated as follows:

T FAE N-S EQhp EQhc
FS = 350.4 K . (29.3 K + 643 K + 696 K)=0.26

(1,368.3 K)

This analysis assumes that the maximum forces due to the earthquake act in both the
north-south and vertical directions at the same time, which is not the case, and, thus, is
overly conservative. Combining the effects of the earthquake components in accordance
with ASCE 4-86, 100% of the vertical forces are assumed to act at the same time that 40%
of the maximum forces act in the other two orthogonal directions. This results in the
following, for a single pad:

Case IIIA. 40% N-S, -100% Vertical, 40% E-W (Earthquake Forces Act Upward)

WC Wp EQvc EQvP
N 2,852 K + 904.5 K + (-1.982 K) + (-629 K) = 1,146 K

N 4 c B L

T= 1,146Kx tan 17 0 +Oksfx30ftx67ft=350.4K

The driving force, V, is defined as V = FAE + EQhp + Eqhc, and using 40% in the north-
south direction for this case (Case IIIA, the factor of safety against sliding is calculated as
follows:

T 40% Of IFAE N-S EQhp Eqhcl

FS = 350.4 K + 10.4 x (29.3 K + 643 K) + 696 KJ = 0.36
(964.9 K)

In this case, note that EqhcNws = the minimum of 0.4 x Eqhcmax N-s and 0.8 x Ncas.s.

Eqh, m.x N-S = 2,101 K. as shown in the table on p. 20; thus, 40% of it = 841K.

0.8 x Ncasks = 696 K, as shown in the table on p. 20; therefore, EqhcN.s equals 696 K. This
is the maximum horizontal force that can be transmitted from the casks to the top of the
pad due to friction.
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To ensure the pad does not slide, the factor of safety should be greater than 1.1.
Therefore, the resistance to sliding must be increased by 1.1 x 965 K - 350 K, or 615 K.

The soil cement adjacent to the pad is 2'-4" deep and 30' wide. The resisting force
provided by the soil cement adjacent to the pad is calculated as the unconfined
compressive strength, qu. of the soil cement, multiplied by the area of the end of the pad,
which equals 2.33' x 30'. Therefore,

615 K K ft2  1,000 lbs
q=8.8 - -C -=61.1 psi

U2.33 ft x30 ft t2 (12 in.)2  K

As indicated above, in the section titled " Soil Cement Above the Base of the Pads":

'he unconfined compressive strength of the soil cement adjacent to the pads needs
to be at least 50 psi to provide an adequate subbase for support of the cask
transporter, in lieu of placing and compacting structural fill, but it likely will be at
least 250 psi to satisfy the durability requirements associated with environmental
considerations (Le., freeze/thaw and wet/dry cycles) within the frost zone (30 in.
from Mte ground surface)."

Therefore, the resistance required to prevent an individual pad from sliding can readily be
provided by passive resistance from the soil cement adjacent to the pad, if the soil
cement can be demonstrated to stay in place to provide that resistance. Sliding of the
soil cement is resisted by the shear strength along the base of the soil cement layer and
the passive resistance of the in situ soils at the edge of the soil cement away from the pad,
where the soil cement bears against the existing soils. The shear resistance available at
the bottom of the soil cement is insignificant if we include only the frictional portion of the
strength of the underlying clayey soils, ignoring the cohesive portion of the strength.

The following hypothetical analysis demonstrates that, even without imposing the
horizontal loads from the pads, the frictional resistance along the base of the soil cement
layer is not sufficient to preclude sliding of the soil cement block itself due to the
earthquake loads.

The soil cement layer will be approximately 5-ft thick over most of the pad emplacement
area; therefore, consider the sliding stability of a block of soil cement adjacent to the pads
that is 5-ft thick. For Case I1A, where 100% of the vertical earthquake forces act upward,
tending to unload the soil cement, the normal stress at the base of the soil cement is very
small. Preliminary results of the moisture-density tests that have been performed to-date
on the soil-cement specimens indicate that 110 pcf is a reasonable unit weight to use for
the soil cement adjacent to the pads. Without the earthquake loading, the normal stress at
the base of the 5-ft deep soil cement layer is 5' x 0.110 kef = 0.55 ksf. Subtracting the
uplift forces, the normal stress is reduced to (1 - 0.695) x 0.55 ksf = 0.168 ksf. The shear
resistance available due to friction at the base of the soil cement overlying the clayey soils
is calculated as N tan ), or 0.168 ksf x tan 170 = 0.051 ksf.
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Assume there are no external forces acting on this block of soil cement, other than the
horizontal and vertical dynamic forces due to the earthquake. In reality, there will be large
horizontal forces imposed on the soil cement block from the pad, but these are ignored in
this example to demonstrate the point that the soil cement cannot preclude sliding of the
soil cement block itself during the earthquake based only on thefrictional resistance
along its base.

In this hypothetical case, the driving forces are due to the horizontal inertia of the soil-
cement block. The maximum horizontal driving force is calculated as the mass of the
block x the peak horizontal acceleration, 0.711g, which equals 0.71 Ig x 5' x 0.110 kcf/g x
the width and length of the block of soil cement. The resulting horizontal shear stress at
the base of the block = 0.39 ksf. In this case (Case IIIA) only 40% of this value is
considered to act horizontally at the same time as the full uplift force, resulting in a
maximum horizontal shear stress due to the driving force of 0.4 x 0.39 ksf = 0.156 ksf.

The factor of safety against sliding is calculated as the resisting forces - the driving forces,
or, since the area of the base of the block is the same for resisting and driving forces,

FS C II Shear Strength Due to Friction 0.051 ksf
Soil0-cement Eock~ I =Shear Stress Due to Horiz Inertia 0. 156 k-sf

Similar results apply for Loading Case RI10, where 100% of the earthquake forces are
assumed to act in the north-south direction when 40% act in the other two orthogonal
directions; e.g.,

(1-0.4xO.695)x5ftx0.l1 kcfxtanl7 = 0.121 ksf
FSai1-cementBlOck ase 111 = l00%x0.71Ix5ftxO.ll kcf 0.391 ksf

Thus, the soil cement cannot provide adequate resistance based solely on thefriction
acting along its base to preclude sliding of the pad. As a matter of fact, the soil cement
cannot even resist sliding of itself during the earthquake if only thefrictional portion of
the strength is assumed to be available along its base. Even using an unreasonably
high value of the friction angle in this calculation, say 400, the factor of safety against
sliding of the soil-cement block is still not adequate to preclude sliding of the block due to
only the inertia forces of the block itself; e.g.,

Case IIIA (1-0.695)x5ftx0.1 kcfxtan40' 0.141 ksf
F~Saii-cement]Block =- - = 0.90w/ J= 40' 40%xO.711 x5 ftx0.1 1 kef 0. 156 ksf

Therefore, the effects of the frictional resistance acting on the base of the soil-cement block
are ignored in the following hypothetical analysis of the factor of safety against sliding of a
single pad.

The passive resistance at the edge of the soil cement, where it bears against the existing
soil, is included, however. The soil cement layer is 5-ft deep at the edge away from the end
of the pad. The passive resistance of the soils at this edge is calculated as follows. In this
case, assume the strength of the soil is based on the triaxial test results presented in
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Attachment 8 of Appendix 2A of the SAR. A copy of the summary plot of these test results
is included in Attachment E of this calculation, and it indicates c = 1.4 ksf and 0 = 21.30.

Equation 23.7 of Lambe and Whitman (1969) indicates that the passive resisting force, PP.
is calculated as:

PP = I Yb.X H x N. + 2c x H x i,.

1 - sin 4 1 -sin 21.3°

and H = 5ft

PP =k0.080 kcf x (5 ft)2 x 2.14 + 2 x 1.4 ksf x 5 ft x f = 20,91 K /LF

For the 30 ft width of the pad, full passive resistance of the in situ soils =

30 ft x 20.91 K/LF = 627.3 K.

Thus, for a single pad, the factor of safety against sliding based on friction acting on the
base of the pad and the full passive resistance of the existing soils is calculated as follows:

T PP 40% of IFAE N-s EQhp Eqhel

FS = (350.4 K + 627.3 K) . [0.4 x (29.3 K + 643 K) + 696 K] = 1.01
(977.7 K) (964.9 K)

This is less than 1.1. the minimum acceptable factor of safety to preclude sliding of the
pads. Therefore, a single pad is not stable for the loads associated with Case ILA.
assuming that resistance to sliding is provided only by friction acting on the base
of the pads and the full passive resistance of the site soils.
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Check Sliding of an Entire Row of Pads in the North-South Directionfor the
Hypothetical Case Where Resistance Along the Base Is Due Solely to Frictional
Resistance

Note, the length of the pads, 67 ft in the north-south direction, is more than twice the
width, 30 ft in the east-west direction; therefore, the resistance to sliding is greater in the
east-west direction when passive resistance is considered. Thus, these analyses are
performed for sliding in the north-south direction.

Considering one north-south row of pads, assume that the shear strength available on the
base of the pads to resist sliding is limited to that provided by friction alone. As discussed
above, the resulting shear strength available to resist sliding of each pad is calculated as N
tan 0. N = 1,146 K, calculated as follows:

Wc Wp EQvc Egvp
N=2,852K+904.SK+(-1,982K) + (-629K) = 1,146K

N 0 c B L
T = 1,146 K x tan 17° + 0 ksfx 30 ft x 67 ft = 350.4 K

Therefore. the total resistance due to friction acting on the base of 20 pads in the row is 20
x 350.4 K = 7,008 K. Note, 0 is assumed to be 17°, an obviously conservative value based
on Table 1 on p. 7.2-63 of DM-7 (NAVFAC, 1986), as discussed above.

The passive resistance of the soils at the edge of the 5-ft deep layer of soil cement away
from the end of the pad is available to resist sliding of the entire row of pads. It is
calculated, as shown above, and it equals 20.91 K/LF of width of the 5-ft deep soil cement
layer surrounding the pad emplacement area. For a strip 30-ft wide at either the northern
or southern end of the row of pads, this provides an additional resistance to sliding of
627.3 K. It is reasonable to expect that, due to 3D effects, the soil cement will distribute
the horizontal loads from the row of pads over more than just the 30-ft width of the pad.
This passive resistance would be limited, however, to the width of the pad, 30 ft. + the
width of the aisle between the rows of pads north-south, 35 ft. Thus, the maximum
credible contribution of the passive resistance of the existing soils at the edge of the soil-
cement layer north or south of the entire row of pads is 20.91 K/LF x (30' + 35'), which
equals 1,359 K.

As shown above, the shear strength available due to friction along the base of the soil
cement between the pads and at the end of the row of pads (0.051 ksf) is not sufficient to
resist the inertial forces of the soil cement (0.156 ksf) and, thus, is ignored in this analysis.
It is recognized that the forces due to the difference between this frictional shear strength
along the base of the soil cement and the horizontal shear stresses due to the inertial
forces should be accounted for in the analysis of sliding, but it is ignored in this example
to demonstrate the point that the soil cement cannot preclude sliding of the entire row of
pads if the resistance along the base of the soil cement is limited to only thefrictional
component.
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Therefore, the total resisting force available for the entire row of 20 pads due to only
friction along the base of the row + passive resistance of the existing soils at the edge of
the soil cement = 7,008 K + 627.3 K = 7,635.3 K. If 3D effects are included to distribute
the horizontal loads beyond the 30-ft width of the pad, the maximum credible resisting
force is 7,008 K + 1,359 K = 8,367 K.

The driving force, V, is defined as V = FAE + Eghp + EQhc. For the entire row of 20 pads,
the maximum horizontal driving force is calculated as:

FAE N-S EQhp EQhc
V = 29.3 K + 20 pads x 1643 K + 696 K] = 26,809 K.

For Case I11A, 40% of the horizontal driving force is assumed to act in the north-south
direction at the same time as 100% of the uplift force due to the earthquake. Thus, the
driving force for Case IIIAN-s is:

FAE N-S EQhp EQhc

VimIANS = 0.4 x (29.3 K + 20 pads x 643 K) + 20 pads x 696 K = 19,076 K.

And the factor of safety against sliding of the entire row for Case IfiA is calculated as
follows:

T 40% of FAE N-S+ Eghp+ EQhc

FS = 7,635.3 K - 19,076 K = 0.40

or, for the maximum credible passive resistance, relying on distribution of the horizontal
loads through the soil cement in to the soils due to 3D effects, the factor of safety against
sliding is calculated as follows:

T 40% of FM N-S+ EQhp+ EQhc

FS = 8,367K÷ 19,076K= 0.44

These values are less than 1.1; therefore, assuming the resistance to sliding is provided
only by frictional resistance along the base of the row of pads and soil cement + passive
resistance available at the edge of the soil cement, the pads might slide due to the design
earthquake. As indicated in Section 4.4.2 of the Storage Facility Design Criteria (Stone &
Webster, 2000),

"Where the factor of safety against sliding is less than I due to the design basis
ground motion, the displacements the structure may experience are calculated using
the method proposed by Newmark (1 965) for estimating displacements of dans and
embankments during earthquakes. The magnitude of these displacements are
evaluated to assess the impact on the perforrmance of the structure."

The following analyses estimate the horizontal displacement of the pads, assuming they
are supported directly on frictional soils with 4 = 170. These analyses are based on the
method proposed by Newmark (1965) to estimate the displacement of the pads, which is
described in the section titled " Evaluation of Sliding on Deep Slip Surface Beneath Pads."
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Load Case MA: 40% N-S direction, -100% Vertical direction, 40% EW direction.

20 Pads in N-S Row

Static Vertical Force. F'r = W = Weight of casks, pads, and soil cement in the row

Pads + Casks = 20 x [904.5 K + 2,852 K] = 75,130 K
Soil cement adjacent to pads is 30 ft wide and 3 ft deep =

30ftwidthx3ftdeepx 9 gaPx5ft length x 2 areas + 90 ft between areasb x O. l lO kf =1,782 K
L area gap

Soil cement 2 ft deep beneath the pads. which are 30 ft wide =

30 ft x 2 ft x [20 pads x 67 f -+ 9 gaps x5 ft length x2 areas + 90 ft between areas]
pad area gap

xO.100kcf =9,120K

=*Fv=75,130K+1,728K+9,120K=86,032K

Earthquake Vertical Force, F, Eqk = av x W/g = 0.695g x 86,032 K/g = 59,792 K

4,= 170

For Case 1ILA, 100% of vertical earthquake force is applied upward and, thus, must be
subtracted to obtain the normal force: thus, Newmark's maximum resistance coefficient is

F FvEqk I Pp W

N = 1(86,032 - 59,792) tan 17° + 627.3 KJ / 86,032 = 0.101

Acceleration in N-S direction, A = 0.284g

Velocity in N-S direction, V = 13.7 in./sec

=> N /A=0.101 / 0.284=0.354

The maximum displacement of the pad relative to the ground, Um, calculated based on
Newmark (1965) is

um = [V2 (1 - N/A)] / (2gN)

where g is in units of inches/sec2 .

( (13.7 in. /sec) 2 -(1 - 0354)) =1.55"
m 2-386.4in./sec

2
* 0.101 )
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The above expression for the relative displacement is an upper bound for all the data
points for N /A less than 0.15 and greater than 0.5, as shown in Figure 5. For N/A values
between 0.15 and 0.5 the data in Figure 5 is bounded by the expression

um = [V2 1/ (2gN)

= =( (I3.7 in./sec)2  =2.40"
m 2 -386.4in./sec 2 _0.101)

In this case, N /A is = 0.354. As shown in Figure 5. at this value of N/A, the data points
for actual earthquake records are between the two curves, and the maximum displacement
is closer to the average of these two curves. Therefore, use the average of the maximum
displacements calculated above, or the maximum displacement is 1.98 inches.

Load Case MV: 40% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 100% SW direction.

Since the pads are longer in the north-south direction than in the east-west direction, the
passive resistance available to resist sliding in the east-west direction will be greater than
that resisting sliding in the north-south direction. Thus, sliding in the north-south
direction is more critical than sliding east-west. See Load Case IIC for estimate of
displacement in the north-south direction.

Load Case ZIC: 100% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 40% S-W direction.

Static Vertical Force, F, = W = 86,032 K

Earthquake Vertical Force, Fv(Eqk) = 59,792 K x 0.40 = 23,917 K

= 170

F, Fv Eqk () PP W
N = 1(86,032 - 23,917) tan 17° + 627.3 K] / 86,032 = 0.228

Acceleration in N-S direction, A = 0.71 ig

Velocity in N-S direction, V = 34.1 in./sec

=> N / A = 0.228 / 0.711 = 0.321

The maximum displacement of the pad relative to the ground, um, calculated based on
Newmark (1965) is

ur = V2 (1 - N/A)] / (2g N)

((34.1 in./sec) -(I2- 0.321)) ,,
m 2 386.4 in./see _ 0.228)
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The above expression for the relative displacement is an upper bound for all the data
points for N /A less than 0.15 and greater than 0.5, as shown in Figure 5. For N/A values
between 0.15 and 0.5 the data in Figure 5 is bounded by the expression

Um = [V2 I / (2gN)

=> um = ( (34.1 in. / sec)2  6.60"
m~ t 2 -386.4 in./ sec2*0.228 60

In this case, N /A is = 0.321. As shown in Figure 5, at this value of N/A, the data points
for actual earthquake records are between the two curves; the data points for actual
earthquake records are between the two curves, and the maximum displacement is closer
to the upper curve. Therefore, the maximum displacement is -6 inches.

SUMMARY OF HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENTS CALCULATED BASED ON NEWMARK'S METHOD
FOR ASSUMPTION THAT CASK STORAGE PADS ARE FOUNDED DIRECTLY ON CoEIsioNLEss

SOILS WrrHI = 17 A PASSIVE PRESSURE DUE TO SITE SOILS ACTS ON 5-FT TICK LAtER
OF SOIL CEMENT AT END OF Row OF 20 PADS

LOAD COMBINATION DISPLACEMENT

Case lIIA 40% N-S -100% Vert 40% E-W -2 inches

Case HEB 40% N-S -40% Vert 100% E-W < Case 1IC

Case IIIC 100% N-S -40% Vert 400% E-W -6 inches

Assuming the cask storage pads are founded directly on a layer of cohesionless soils with @
= 170, the estimated relative displacement of the pads due to the design basis ground
motion based on Newmark's method of estimating displacements of embankments and
dams due to earthquakes ranges from -2 inches to -6 inches. There are several
conservative assumptions that were made in determining these values for this hypothetical
case, and, therefore, the estimated displacements represent upper-bound values. Even if
the maximum horizontal displacement were to occur from an earthquake, there would be
no safety consequence to the pads or the casks, since the pads and casks do not rely on
any external "Important to Safety" connections.
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EVALUATION OF SLIDING ON DEEP SLIP SURFACE BENEATH PADS

Adequate factors of safety against sliding due to maximum forces from the design basis
ground motion have been obtained for the storage pads founded directly on the silty
clay/clayey silt layer, conservatively ignoring the presence of the soil cement that will
surround the pads. The shearing resistance is provided by the undrained shear strength
of the silty clay/clayey silt layer, which is not affected by upward earthquake loads. As
shown in SAR Figures 2.6-5, Pad Emplacement Area - Foundation Profiles, a layer,
composed in part of sandy silt, underlies the clayey layer at a depth of about 10 ft below
the cask storage pads. Sandy silts oftentimes are cohesionless; therefore, to be
conservative, this portion of the sliding stability analysis assumes that the soils in this
layer are cohesionless, ignoring the effects of cementation that were observed on many of
the split-spoon and thin-walled tube samples obtained in the drilling programs.

The shearing resistance of cohesionless soils is directly related to the normal stress.
Earthquake motions resulting in upward forces reduce the normal stress and,
consequently, the shearing resistance, for purely cohesionless (frictional) soils. Factors of
safety against sliding in such soils are low if the maximum components of the design basis
ground motion are combined. The effects of such motions are evaluated by estimating the
displacements the structure will undergo when the factor of safety against sliding is less
than 1 to demonstrate that the displacements are sufficiently small that, should they
occur, they will not adversely impact the performance of the pads.

The method proposed by Newmark (1965) is used to estimate the displacement of the
pads, assuming they are founded directly on a layer of cohesionIess soils. This
simplification produces an upper-bound estimate of the displacement that the pads might
see if a cohesionless layer was continuous beneath the pads. For motion to occur on a slip
surface along the top of a cohesionless layer at a depth of 10 ft below the pads, the slip
surface would have to pass through the overlying clayey layer, which, as shown above, is
strong enough to resist sliding due to the earthquake forces. In this analysis, a friction
angle of 300 is used to define the strength of the soils to conservatively model a loose
cohesionless layer. The soils in the layer in question have a much higher friction angle,
generally greater than 350, as indicated in the plots of "Phi" interpreted from the cone
penetration testing, which are presented in Appendix D of ConeTec (1999).

ESTIMATION OF HORIZONTALDISPL4CEMENT USiNG NEWMARK'S METHOD

N W t Fv(Eqk)
4-_

" T ='rIArea
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Newmark (1965) defines "N-'W as the steady force applied at the center of gravity of the
sliding mass in the direction which the force can have its lowest value to just overcome the
stabilizing forces and keep the mass moving. Note, Newmark defines "N" as the "Maximum
Resistance Coefficient," and it is an acceleration coefficient in this case, not the normal
force.

For a block sliding on a horizontal surface, N-W = T,

where T is the shearing resistance of the block on the sliding surface.

Shearing resistance, T= r-Area

where X = a. tan '

C. = Normal Stress

4 = Friction angle of cohesionless layer

a. = Net Vertical Force/Area

= (F7 - Fv Eqk) /Area

T = (F, - F Eq)J tan '

NW= T

N = [(F - FK Eqk) tan 41 / W

The maximum relative displacement of the pad relative to the ground, Um, is calculated as

Um = [V
2 (I - N/A)] / (2gN)

The above expression for the relative displacement is an upper bound for all of the data
points for N/A less than 0.15 and greater than 0.5, as shown in Figure 5 , which is a copy
of Figure 41 of Newmark (1965). Within the range of 0.5 to 0.15, the following expression
gives an upper bound of the maximum relative displacement for all data.

um = V2 /(2gN)

MAXImuM GROUND MOTIONS

The maximum ground accelerations used to estimate displacements of the cask storage
pads were those due to the PSHA 2,000-yr return period earthquake; i.e., aH = 0.71 lg and
av = 0.695g. The maximum horizontal ground velocities required as input in Newmark's
method of analysis of displacements due to earthquakes were estimated for the cask
storage pads assuming that the ratio of the maximum ground velocity to the maximum
ground acceleration equaled 48 (i.e., 48 in./sec per g). Thus, the estimated maximum
velocities applicable for the Newmark's analysis of displacements of the cask storage pads
= 0.711 x 48 = 34.1 in./sec. Since the peak ground accelerations are the same in both
horizontal directions, the velocities are the same as well.
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LOAD CASES

The resistance to sliding On cohesionless materials is lowest when the dynamic forces due
to the design basis ground motion act in the upward direction, which reduces the normal
forces and, hence, the shearing resistance, at the base of the foundations. Thus, the
following analyses are performed for Load Cases 1I1A IIIB, and IIIC, in which the pads are
unloaded due to uplift from the earthquake forces.

Case IIIA 40% N-S direction,-100% Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction.

Case HIB 40% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 1000/0 E-W direction.

Case HIC 100%/l N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction.

GRouND MOTIONS FoR ANALYSIS

North-South Vertical East-West
Load Case Accel Velocity- Accel Accel Velocity

______ in.fsec g g in./sec

111A I 0.284g 13.7 0.695g 0.284g 13.7

IIIB 0.284g 13,7 0.278g 0O71lg 34.1

MIC 0.711ig 34.1 0.278g, 0.284g 13.7
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Load Case REA: 40% N-S direction, -100% Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction.

Static Vertical Force, F, = W = Weight of casks and pad = 2,852 K + 904.5 K = 3,757 K

Earthquake Vertical Force, F, Fqk = av x W/g = 0.695g x 3,757 K/g = 2,61 1 K

*.= 300

For Case lIIA. 100% of vertical earthquake force is applied upward and, thus, must be
subtracted to obtain the normal force; thus, Newmark's maximum resistance coefficient is

Fv Fv Eqk I W

N= [(3,757 - 2,611) tan 301 / 3,757 = 0.176

40% N-S 40% E-W

Resultant acceleration in horizontal direction, A = X(0.2842 + 0.2842) = 0.402g

40% N-S 40% E-W

Resultant velocity in horizontal direction, V = V(13.72 + 13.72) = 19.4 in./sec

=> N / A = 0.176 / 0.402 = 0.438

The maximum displacement of the pad relative to the ground, us, calculated based on

Newmark (1965) is

um = [V2 (1 - N/A) J /(2gN)

where g is in units of inches/sec2 .

= ((19.4 in./sec) 2 .(1-0.438) = 1.56"

2.386.4in./sec2 .0.176 3
The above expression for the relative displacement is an upper bound for all the data

points for N /A less than 0.15 and greater than 0.5, as shown in Figure 5. For N/A values
between 0-15 and 0.5 the data in Figure 5 is bounded by the expression

um = [V2 ] / (2gN)

(19.4 in. /seC)2 =.7ur = (23 -~;:.7  = 2.77"
mn t2386.4in./seC2. 0.176J

In this case, N /A is = 0.438; therefore, use the average of the maximum displacements;

i.e., 0.5 (1.56 + 2.77) = 2.2" . Thus the maximum displacement is -2.2 inches.
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Load Case JIIB: 40% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 1 00% E-W direction.

Static Vertical Force, F, = W= 3,757 K

Earthquake Vertical Force, F.,IE~k) = 2,611 K x 0.40 = 1,044 K

0 = 30'

F& Fv, k 4) W

N= [(3,757 - 1,044) tan 3001 / 3,757 = 0.417

400/o N-S I100% E-W

Resultant acceleration in horizontal direction, A = V(0.2842 +0.71 12) g= 0.766g

40% N-S 100%/ E-W

Resultant velocity in horizontal direction, V = ~(1 3. 72+34.12 36.7 in./sec

=*N /A =0.417 /0.766 =0.544

The maximum displacement of the pad relative to the ground, urn, calculated based on
Newmnark (1965) is

urn = V 2 (I1-N/A) / (2g N)

=> = (36.7in./sec)2 -(l-0.544) = 1.91"
2 -386.4 in. /sec 2 .0.417)

The above expression for the relative displacement is an upper bound for all the data
points for N /A less than 0. 15 and greater than 0.5, as shown in Figure 5. In this case,
N /A is > 0.5; therefore, this equation is applicable for calculating the maximum relative
displacement. Thus the maximum displacement is - 1. 9 inches.

Load Case II1C: 1 00% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 40% El-W direction.

Since the horizontal accelerations and velocities are the same in the orthogonal directions.
the result for Case HIIC is the same as those for Case ILIB.

SUMMARY OF HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENTS CALCULATED BASED ON NEWmARK's METHOD
FOR ASSUMPTION THAT CASK STORAGE PADS ARE FOUNDED DIRECTLY ON COHESIONLESS

SOILS WITH 4)=300 AND No SOIL CEMENT

______ LOAD COMBINATION _ ____ DISPLACEMEENT

Case lIIA 40% N-S lO00D/6 Vert 40% E-W 2.2 inches

Case IIEB 40% N-S -40% Veit 1 00% E-W 1.9 inches

Case HIfC 100% N-S -40% Vert 40% E-W 1.9 inches
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Assuming the cask storage pads are founded directly on a layer of cohesionless soils with 4
= 30°, the estimated relative displacement of the pads due to the design basis ground
motion based on Newmark's method of estimating displacements of embankments and
dams due to earthquakes ranges from -1.9 inches to 2.2 inches. Because there are no
connections between the pads or between the pads and other structures, displacements of
this magnitude, were they to occur, would not adversely impact the performance of the
cask storage pads. There are several conservative assumptions that were made in
determining these values and, therefore, the estimated displacements represent upper-
bound values.

The soils in the layer that are assumed to be cohesionless, the one -10 ft below the pads
that is labeled "Clayey Silt/Silt & Some Sandy Silt" in the foundation profiles in the pad
emplacement area (SAR Figures 2.6-5, Sheets 1 through 14), are clayey silts and silts, with
some sandy silt. To be conservative in this analysis, these soils are assumed to have a
friction angle of 30°. However, the results of the cone penetration testing (ConeTec, 1999)
indicate that these soils have 4 values that generally exceed 35 to 4Q0, as shown in
Appendices D & F of ConeTec (1999). These high friction angles likely are the
manifestation of cementation that was observed in many of the specimens obtained in
split-barrel sampling and in the undisturbed tubes that were obtained for testing in the
laboratory. Possible cementation of these soils is also ignored in this analysis, adding to
the conservatism.

In addition, this analysis postulates that cohesionIess soils exist directly at the base of the
pads. In reality, the surface of these soils is 10 ft or more below the pads, and it is not
likely to be continuous, as the soils in this layer are intermixed. For the pads to slide, a
surface of sliding must be established between the horizontal surface of the "cohesionless"
layer at a depth of at least 10 ft below the pads, through the overlying clayey layer, and
daylighting at grade. As shown in the analysis preceding this section, the overlying clayey
layer is strong enough to resist sliding due to the earthquake forces. The contribution of
the shear strength of the soils along this failure plane rising from the horizontal surface of
the "cohesionless" layer at a depth of at least 10 ft to the resistance to sliding is ignored in
the simplified model used to estimate the relative displacement, further adding to the
conservatism.

These analyses also conservatively ignore the presence of the soil cement under and
adjacent to the cask storage pads. As shown above, this soil cement can easily be
designed to provide all of the sliding resistance necessary to provide an adequate factor of
safety, considering only the passive resistance acting on the sides of the pads, without
relying on friction or cohesion along the base of the pads. Adding friction and cohesion
along the base of the pads will increase the factor of safety against sliding.
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ALLOWABLE BEARING CAPACITY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADs

The bearing capacity for shallow foundations is determined using the general bearing
capacity equation and associated factors, as referenced in Winterkorn and Fang (1975).
The general bearing capacity equation is a modification of Terzaghi's bearing capacity
equation, which was developed for strip footings and indicates that qdc = c'Ni + q-Nq +
½12rB-N. The ultimate bearing capacity of soil consists of three components: 1) cohesion,
2] surcharge, and 3) friction, which are represented by the bearing capacity factors Nc. N1,
and N. Terzaghi's bearing capacity equation has been enhanced by various investigators
to incorporate shape, depth, and load inclination factors for different foundation
geometries and loads as follows:

quit= C Nc sc dc ic + q Nq sq 4 47 + ½ yB N,, Sr 4

where

qwat = ultimate bearing capacity

c = cohesion or undrained strength

q = effective surcharge at bottom of foundation, = yDf

y= unit weight of soil

B = foundation width

sc, sq, S. = shape factors, which are a function of foundation width to length

ct, dqc, 4 = depth factors, which account for embedment effects

iL L, 4. = load inclination factors

Nc,N 0.NN, = bearing capacity factors, which are a function of i.

y in the third term is the unit weight of soil below the foundation, whereas the
unit weight of the soil above the bottom of the footing is used in determining q in
the second term.

BEARING CAPACITY FACTORS

Bearing capacity factors are computed based on relationships proposed by Vesic (1973),
which are presented in Chapter 3 of Winterkorn and Fang (1975). The shape, depth and
load inclination factors are calculated as follows:

Nq = e" t tan2(45 + )

Nc = (N, -1) cot4, but = 5.14 for =0.

N,=2 (N,+1) tan4
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SHAPE FACTORS (FoR. L>B)

SC +BNq
L No

S= I+-tan~
L

syI- 0.4-
Sy L

DEPTH FACTORS (FOR Dr 1)

dec=dq-(- dq) flor 4)>0anad de I +0A4(D, or4 =0.

dq =1+ 2tano (-Sn) (1 sn r )D

dy= 1

INCLINATION FACTORS

Nt H4 an c1-(MH~fr=

-Fv + B'L; c cot )
Where: FH and Fv are the total horizontal and vertical forces acting on the footing and

MB3= (2 +B/L) /(1+ B/L)

ML = (2 +L/B) /( + L/B)

STATIC BEARING CAPACITY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADS

The following pages present the details of the bearing capacity analyses for the static load
cases. TIhese cases are identified as follows:

Case IA Static using undrained strength parameters (I0 = 01 & c = 2.2 ksfl.

Case lB Static using effective-stress strength parameters (4) = 3Q0 & c = 0).
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Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads
Static Analysis: Case IA - Static
Soil Properties: c = 2,200 Cohesion (psf)

0.0 Friction Angle (degrees)
y = 80 Unit weight of soil (pcf)

Ysurch = 100 Unit weight of surcharge (pcfl
Foundation Properties: B = 30.0 Footing Width - ft (E-W)

DI = 3.0 Depth of Footing (ft)
L' = 67.0 Length - ft (N-S)

FS =
Fv Static =

EQH EW =

quit.= c Nc Se de ic + Ysurlh Df Nq sq dq iq + 1

0 9 = aH

3.0 Factor of Safety required for qaIobl 0 g9av
3,757 k & EQv= 0 k - 3,757 kforFv

o k & EQHN.S= Ok - o kfor FH

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
112 y B Ny ST d, IT based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

= 5.14 for =0 = 5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2
2) - 1.00 Eq 3.6

= 0.00 Eq 3.8

Nc =

Nq =

Ny=

(Nq - 1) cot(o), but

en tanp tan2(n/4 + ot,

2 (Nq + 1) tan (4)

Se =

sq=

ST=

1 + (BIL)(Nq/Nc)
1 + (B/L) tan 0

t - 0.4 (13BL)

1.09

1.00

0.82

Table 3.2

..

For DM < 1: dq = 1
dy= 1

+ 2 tan Q (1 - sin o)2 f D 1.00

1.00

N/A

1.04

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

For 0 > 0: dc = dq - (l-dq) I (N. tan ¢)

For c = 0: dr = 1 + 0.4 (DIB)

No inclined loads; therefore, 'I. = i= ir = 1.0.

N, term Nq term

12,785 + 300

N, term

+ 0Gross quit = 13,085 psf =

qan= 4,360 psf = qu I FS

qactual = 1,869 psf = (Fv Statle + EQ,) I (B' x L')

FSactual = 7.00 = quit / qactual > 3 Hence OK

[geotJO5996\calc\bmg-cap\Pad\WintFang-8.xis
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Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

Static Analysis: Case IB - Static
Soil Properties: c = 0 Cohesion (psf)

Effective Stress Strengths I = 30.0 Friction Angle (degrees)
y = 80 Unit weight of soil (pcf)

Ysurch = 100 Unit weight of surcharge (pci)
Foundation Properties: B' = 30.0 Footing Width - ft (E-W)

Di = 3.0 Depth of Footing (ft)
L' = 67.0 Length - ft (N-S)

0 g=aH

FS = 3.0 Factor of Safety required for qallowable 0 g = av
Fvstaic= 3,757 k & EQv= O k -- 3,757 kforFv

EQHE-W= 0 k & EQHN-s= Ok - 0 kfor FH

q. = c N. Sc d. 1 + YrD~ 'Nq Sq dq iq + 1/2 y B Ny SY, d General Bearing Capacity Equation,
+ f based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

N,= (Nq-1) cot(o),but=5.14for4)=0 = 30.14 Eq3.6&Table 3.2

Nq= e"mQ tan2(U/4 + 12) 18.40 Eq 3.6

NY = 2 (Nq + 1) tan (0) - 22.40 Eq 3.8

SC = 1 + (B/L)(Nq/Nc)
sqI= 1 + (B/L) tan =

sy = 1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For D/81<: dq= 1 + tan ) (1 -sin 0) 25D/B =

dy= 1

For) > 0: d0 = dq -(1-dq) /(N, tan 4))

For 4 = 0: dI = 1 + 0.4 (DWlB)

No inclined loads; therefore, i, = iq = iy = 1.0.

1.27
1.26
0.82

1.03
1.00

1.03
N/A

Table 3.2
11

..

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

N, term Nq term

0 + 7,148

N, term

+ 22,068Gross quil =

qaH =

29,216 psf =

9,730 psf = qult I FS

qectual = 1,869 psf = (Fv stat5 . + EQv) I (B' x L')

FSactual = 15.63 = qul/ Iqactua > 3 Hence OK

[geotl\O5996\calc\bmgcap\Paci\WintFang-8.xls
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Table 2.6-6 presents a summary of the results of the bearing capacity analyses for the
static load cases. As indicated in this table, the gross allowable beanng pressure for the
cask storage pads to obtain a factor of safety of 3.0 against a shear failure from static loads
is greater than 4 ksf. However, loading the storage pads to this value may result in
undesirable settlements. This minimum allowable value was obtained in analyses that
conservatively assume 4 = 0° and c = 2.2 ksf, as measured in the UU tests that are
reported in Attachment 2 of Appendix 2A of the SARP to model the end of construction.
Using the estimated effective-stress strength of 4 = 300 and c = 0 results in higher
allowable bearing pressures. As shown in Table 2.6-6, the gross allowable bearing
capacities of the cask storage pads for static loads for this soil strength is greater than 9
ksf.
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Dynamic bearing capacity analyses are performed using two different sets of dynamic
forces. In the first set of analyses, the dynamic loads are determined as the inertial forces
applicable for the peak ground accelerations from the design basis ground motion. The
second set of analyses use the maximum dynamic cask driving forces developed for use in
the design of the pads in Calculation 05996.02-G(P017)-2 (CEC, 2001), for the pad
supporting 2 casks, 4 casks, and 8 casks.

BASED ON INERTIAL FORCES

This section presents the analysis of the allowable bearing capacity of the pad for
supporting the dynamic loads defined as the inertial forces applicable for the peak ground
accelerations from the design basis ground motion. The total vertical force includes the
static weight of the pad and eight fully loaded casks ± the vertical inertial forces due to the
earthquake. The vertical inertial force is calculated as av x [weight of the pad + cask dead
loadsl, multiplied by the appropriate factor (±40% or ±100O/o) for the load case. In these
analyses, the minus sign for the percent loading in the vertical direction signifies uplift
forces, which tend to unload the pad. Similarly, the horizontal inertial forces are
calculated as aH x [weight of the pad + cask dead loads], multiplied by the appropriate
factor (40% or 100%) for the load case. The horizontal inertial force from the casks was
confirmed to be less than the maximum force that can be transmitted from the cask to the
pad through friction for each of these load cases. This friction force was calculated based
on the upper-bound value of the coefficient of friction between the casks and the storage
pad considered in the HI-STORM cask stability analysis (g = 0.8, as shown in SAR Section
8.2.1.2, Accident Analysis) x the normal force acting between the casks and the pad.

The lower-bound friction case (discussed in SAR Section 4.2.3.5. 1B), wherein 1L between
the steel bottom of the cask and the top of the concrete storage pad = 0.2, results in lower
horizontal forces being applied at the top of the pad. This decreases the inclination of the
load applied to the pad, which results in increased bearing capacity. Therefore, the
dynamic bearing capacity analyses are not performed for g = 0.2.

Table 2.6-7 presents the results of the bearing capacity analyses for the following cases,
which include static loads plus inertial forces due to the earthquake. Because the in situ
fine-grained soils are not expected to fully drain during the rapid cycling of load during the
earthquake, these cases are analyzed using the undrained strength that was measured in
unconsolidated-undrained triaxial tests (O = 00 and c = 2.2 ksfl.

Case II 100% N-S direction, 0% Vertical direction, 100% E-W direction.
Case HIA 40% N-S direction, -100% Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction.
Case IIIB 40% N-S direction, -40% Vertical direction, 100% E-W direction.
Case IIIC 100% N-S direction. -40% Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction.
Case IVA 40% N-S direction, 100% Vertical direction. 40% E-W direction.
Case 1VB 40% N-S direction, 40% Vertical direction, 100% E-W direction.
Case IVC 100% N-S direction, 40% Vertical direction, 40% E-W direction
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Case H. I100% N-S, 0% Vertical, 1 00% E-W

Determine forces and moments due to earthquake.

WC Wp

F,= 2,852 K + 904.5 K = 3,757 K and EQ, = 0 for this case.

aH fHTped B L Ycon

EQHApd = 0.711 x3'x 30'x 67'x0. 15 kcf = 643 K

aH- WC ILL Nc
EQhc = Minimum of 10.71 1 x 2,852 K & 0.8 x 2,852 K] = EQhc =2,028 K

2,028 K 2,282K

Note, Nc =Wc in this case, since av = 0.

EQhp EQhc

EQH N-S= 643 K + 2,028 K = 2,671 K

The horizontal components are the same for this case; therefore, EQH E;-w =EQH N-S

Combine these horizontal components to calculate FH:

FH= EQH- E 2 NS=2,6712 ~+2,6712 =3,777 K

Determine moments acting on pod due to casks.

See Figure 6 for identification of Ab.

9.83'xEQhc_ 9.83'x2,028K_
Ab = = -6.99 ft

Wc + EQvc 2,852 K + 0

aH Wp EQhc Ab WC EQvc

ZM@~N.S 1. 5' x 0.7 11 x 904.5 K + 3' x 2,028 K + 6-99' x (2,852K + 0)

-965 ft-K +e 6,084 ft-K + 19,935 ft-K = 26,984 ft-K

The horizontal forces are the same N-S and E-W for this case; therefore,

ZMaE-w I:McN-s =26,984 ft-K

See Table 2.6-7 for definition and calculation of B' and 1U for these forces and moments.

Determine qwma for FS =1. 1.
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Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case II
Soil Properties: c = 2,200 Cohesion

4 = 0.0 Friction Ar

y = 80 Unit weigh

Ysurch = 100 Unit weigh
Foundation Properties: B' = 15.6 Effective F

Di = 3.0 Depth of F

Based on Inertial Forces Combined:

100 % N-S, 0 % Vert, 100 % E-W

(psf) Footing Din
,gle (degrees) B = 30.0
lt of soil (pcf) L = 67.0
it of surcharge (pcf)

Ftg Width - ft (E-W) L'= 52.6
Footing (ft)

nensions:

Width - It (E-W)

Length - ft (N-S)

Length - ft (N-S)

0.711 g=aH

FS = 1.1 Factor of Safety required for qaliab, 0.695 9 = av
Fv staw 3,757 k & EQv = ° k _ 3,757 kfor Fv

EQH EW = 2,671 k & EQH N-S = 2,671 k -- 3,777 k for FH

N0 S d0Ic Ysrch t N 5qdq q + /2 B ~ ~ 4(General Bearing Capacity Equation,
quit = C No SC dC jC + Ysurch Df Nq sq dq iq + 1/2 y B NY * dy iy based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

NC = (NQ - 1) cot(o), but = 5.14 for 4 = 0 5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

Nq = extanO tan2(iU4+ )/2) . 1.00 Eq 3.6

Ny = 2 (Nq + 1) tan(0) = 0.00 Eq 3.8

SC = 1 + (B/L)(Nq/Nc)

Sq = 1 + (B/L) tan 4

Sy = 1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For DJIB < 1: dq = 1 + 2 tan 4 (1 - sin o2 Df/B

dy= 1

For 4 > 0: d, = dq - (1 -dq) / (Nq tan 4)
For 4 = 0: d, = 1 + 0.4 (DJB)

mB = (2 + B/L) / (1 + B/L)

mL = (2 + L/B) /(1 + LB)

If EQH N-S >0: °O = tan- (EQH E.W / EQO N.s)

mn = mL Cos 20n + mB sin2e,

iq = { 1 - FH/Jt(FV + EQ,) + B'L'c cot4Il}

iy = { 1 - FH/ [(FV + EQV) + B' L' c cot 4] }m+

For 0: = 0:1i = 1 - (m FH/ B' L c Nj)

N, term

1.06
1.00
0.88

Table 3.2

= 1.00

= 1.00

= N/A

= 1.08

_ 1.69

- 1.31

= 0.79

- 1.50

= 1.00

= 0.00

= 0.39

Nq term

+ 300

x L')

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.1 Ba

Eq 3.1 8b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

N term

+ 0Gross quit =

qa3 l =

5,338 pst = 5,038

4,850 psf = quit/ FS

4,565 psf = (F Static + EQv) / (B'

1.17 = quh I qactual

qactual =

FSactual = > 1.1 Hence OK

(geot]\05996\calc\bmg-cap\Pad\Wini-Fang-8.x1s
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Case li~ 40% N-S. -100% Vertical, 40% E,-W

Determine forces and moments due to earthquake.
av Wp WC

EQv = -100% x 0.695 x (904.5 K + 2,852 K) = -2,611 K
all WC

EQhp = 0.711 x 904.5 K = 643 K

Normal force at base of the cask Cask DL = 2.852 K
- Cask EQvc=-1. x0. 695 x2,852 K= - 1,982 K =av xWc

=> Nc = 870 K

=>' FEgP.o.8=0.8x870K=696K

aq WCe - Nc
Eghc = Minimum of [0.711 x 2,852 K & 0.8 ix 870 KI

2,028 K 696 K

Note: Use only 40% of the horizontal earthquake forces in this case. 40% of 2,028 K=
81 1 K. which is > 696 K (= FEQ 1±o.8); therefore, EQhc is limited to the friction force at the
base of the casks, which = 696 K in the direction of the resultant of both the N-S and E-W
components of EQhc. For this case, the N-S and E-W components of EQhc are the same,
and they are calculated as follows:

Q2 Q2Q2 2696 2Eh W+ EQhcwN-s EQ h, = 6962 EQhCE-W = EQhCN = =492.1 K

40% of EQhp EghCN-S

EQH N-S =0.4 x 643 K-+492.1 K =749.3 K

Since horizontal components are the same for this case, EQn, s-w = EQH N-S,

FH= EQHW+ QnNS 749.32 + 749.32 = 1, 060 K

Determine moments acting on pad due to casks.

See Figure 6 for identification of Ab. Note: EQvc = -1. ix 0.695 ix 2.852 K = 1,982 K

9.83'xEghc 9.83' x 492.1K
AbE-W = - = 5.56 ft

Wc +EQvc 285K-192K

40% aH Wp Eqhcs,-w Ab We EQvc

ZM@N-S= 1.5' x 0.4 x 0.711 ix 904.5 K + 3' x 492.1 K + 5.56' x (2,852K - 1,982 K)

-386 ft-K + 1,476 ft-K + 4,837 ft-K = 6,699 ft-K

The horizontal forces are the same N-S and E-W for this case; therefore,

YMOEW =XM@N.S = 6,699 ft-K

Determine qll,1beo PS = 1. 1.
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Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case IIIA L
Soil Properties: C = 2,200 Cohesion (psl)

0 = 0.0 Friction Angle (c
y = 80 Unit weight of s

Based on Inertial Forces Combined:
40 % N-S, -100 % Vert, 40 % E-W

Foundation Properties:
Ysurch =

B' =
D,=

100 Unit weight of s
18.3 Effective Ftg Wi
3.0 Depth of Footinj

legrees)
soil (pof)
surcharge (pcf
dth - ft (E-W)

g (ft)

Footing Dimensions:
B = 30.0 Width - ft (E-W)
L = 67.0 Length - ft (N-S)

U = 55.3 Length - ft (N-S)

0.711 g = aH
FS = 1.1 Factor of Safety required for qaafiabl, 0.695 g = av

Fvstatu= 3,757 k & EQv= -2,611 k - 1,146 kforF.

EQH .-W = 749 k & EQHN-S= 749k k 1,060 kfor FH

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
= c N0 Sc d0 ic +Surch D, Nq sq dq iq + 1/2 y B NY S A IYbased on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

N, = (Nq - 1) cot(o), but = 5.14 for 4=0 = 5 .14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

N, = e't"' tan 2(iiJ4 + VI2) = 1.00 Eq 3.6

NY = 2 (Nq + 1) tan (0) - 0.00 Eq 3.8

SC = 1 + (B/L)(Nq/Nc)
sq= 1 + (B/L) tan

s= 1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For DMB <1: dq= 1 + 2 tan 0 (1 - sin )2 DWB

dt=l

For 4 > 0: d, = dq - (1 dq) / (Nq tan 4)
For 4 = 0: d, = 1 + 0.4 (DC1B)

m3 = (2+ BA.) /(1 + BQ.)

M= (2+ LIB) (1 + LUB)

If EQH N S > 0: 0,n = tan" (EQH E.W,/ EQH N-S)

mn= ML cose + mi sin20n

q= { 1 - FH/ [(FV + EQV) + B' L' c cot 4] }m

= { 1 - F/I[(FV + EQ,) + B' L' ccot ]}

For =0: ic= 1- (m FH B'L cNc)

1.06
1.00
0.87

= 1.00

= 1.00

- NtA
= 1.07

- 1.69

= 1.31

= 0.79

= 1.50

= 1.00

- 0.00

= 0.86

Nq term

+ 300

Table 3.2

11

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.18b

rad

Eq 3.1 8c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

NY term

+ 0

N, term

11,044Gross quit = 11,344 psf =

qa1 = 10,310 psi = qu1 t I FS

qactual = 1,132 psf = (F, stautt + EQt) ) (B' x L')

FSact.., = 10.02 = qult / qactual > 1.1 Hence OK

[geotl\05996\calc\bmgcap\Pad\WinLFang8.xis
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Case IIB: 40% N-S, -40% Vertical, 100% E-W
Determine forces and moments due to earthquake.

av WP WC
EQv = -40% x 0.695 X (904.5 K + 2,852 K) = -1,044 K

Normal force at base of the cask = Cask DL = 2,852 K
- 40% of Cask EQvc = -0.4 x 0.695 X 2,852 K = - 793 K =40% of av x Wc

=> Nc = 2,059 K

> FEQ,=o.8=0.8x2,059K= 1,647K
aH Wc A Nc

EQhc = Min of [0.711 x 2,852 K & 0.8 x 2,059 K1 =* EQhc = 1,647 K,
2.028 K 1,647K

i.e., EQhc is limited to the friction force at the base of the casks, which = 1,647 K in the
direction of the resultant of both the N-S and E-W components of EQhc. For this case, the
N-S component of EQhc = 0.4 x 2.028 K 811 K, and the E-W component is calculated as
follows:

EQ2 hce-W + EQ 2 hCN-S = EQ 2 hC = 1,6472 EQhcE w = 16472 - 8112 = 1.433.5 K

Using 40% of N-S: 40% of Eghp EqhCN-S

=> EQHNS=0.4x643K+811K=1,068K

Using 100% of E-W: 100% of EQhp EqhcE.w

> EQHE.w= 1.0x643K+ 1, 433.5K=2,076.5K

= FH =EQ 2 HE:-W +EQHN.S =2,076.52 +1,0682 = 2,335 K

Determine moments acting on pad due to casks.

See Figure 6 for identification of Ab. Note: EQvc = -0.4 x 0.695 x 2,852 K = -793 K

AbE-W = 9.x3'xEQhcE-W 9.83' x 1,433.5K K684 ft
WC + EQvc 2,852 K - 793 K

100% aH Wp EqhcEFw Ab Wc EQvc

MENN-s 1.5'x 0.711 x 904.5 K + 3X 1,433.5 K + 6.84'X (2,852K - 793 K)

= 965 ft-K + 4,300 ft-K + 14,084 ft-K = 19,349 ft-K

AbNS= 9.83xEQhcNS 9.83' x 811K 3.87 ft
Wc + EQvc 2,852 K - 793 K

40% aH Wp EqhcN-S Ab Wc EQvc

EM8Sw = 1.5'x 0.4x 0.711 x904.5K+ 3'x 811 K+ 3.87'x (2,852K- 793 K)

- 386 ft-K + 2,434 ft-K + 7,969 ft-K = 10,787 ft-K

Determine qwiowablefor FS = 1. 1.
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Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case MIB
Soil Properties: c- 2,200 Cohesion (psf)

4 = 0.0 Friction Angle ((
y= 80 Unitweightof s

YSurCh = 100 Unit weight of s
Foundation Properties: B'= 15.7 Effective FIg Wi

Df = 3.0 Depth of Footin

Based on Inertial Forces Combined:

40 % N-S, -40 % Vert, 100 % E-W

Jegrees)
soil (pcf)
surcharge (pcf
idth - ft (E-W)

g (N)

Footing Dimensions:
B = 30.0 Width - ft (E-W)
L = 67.0 Length - ft (N-S)

L'= 59.0 Length - ft (N-S)

0.711 g=ai

FS = 1.1 Factor of Safety required for q.11wab* 0.695 g = av

Fvstatic= 3,757 k & EQv= -1,044k k 2,712 kforFv

EQHE.w 2,077 k & EQHN-S= 1,068k k 2,336 kforFH

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
= C N~c SCdc ic + Ysci, Dt Nq 5 q dq 'q + 1/2 Y B N. sy 4 based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

N, = (Nq - 1) cot(o), but = 5.14 for =O = 5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

Nq = e n "r tan2 (nt4 + #/2) = 1.00 Eq 3.6

NY = 2 (Nq + 1) tan() = 0.00 Eq 3.8

SC = 1 + (B/L)(Nq/Nc)
sq = 1 + (B/L) tan 4
SY = 1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For D/B 1: dq = 1 + 2 tan 4 (1 - sin 4)2 D/B

dY= 1

For 4 > 0: de = dq - (1 dq) I (Nq tan )
For 4 = 0: dc = 1 + 0.4 (D1/B)

mD = (2 + B/L) / (I + B/L)

mL = (2 + L/B) 1 (1 + L/B)

If EQH N-S > 0: en = tan' (EQH E.W I EQH N-S)

mn = mL COS 2n + MD sirn O

iq { 1 - FH/ [(FV + EQY) + B' L' c cot 0] J'n

W = { 1 - FH/ [((F + EQV) + B' L' c cot 4] }rn+

For= 0: i,= 1 - (m FH/ B' L'c N)

1.05
1.00
0.89

Table 3.2

= 1.00

= 1.00

- N/A

= 1.08

= 1.69

- 1.31

= 1.10

- 1.61

= 1.00

= 0.00

= 0.64

Nq term

+ 300

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.18b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

NY term

+ a

N, term

8,213Gross qu1t =

qall =

8,513 psf =

7,730 psf = quit / FS

qactual = 2,922 psf = (F,, static + EQv) I (B' x LU)

FSactual = 2.91 = quit/ qactual > 1.1 Hence OK

[geot]O5996\oalcabrng-cap\Pad\WinLtFang-8.xis
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Case mJC: 100% N-S, -40% Vertical, 40% E-W
Determineforces and moments due to ecarthuake.

av Wp Wc
EQv = -40% x 0.695 x (904.5 K + 2,852 K) = -1,044 K
Normal force at base of the cask = Cask DL = 2,852 K

- 40% of Cask EQvc = -0.4 x 0.695 x 2,852 K = - 793 K =40% of av x Wc
=> Nc = 2,059 K

=> FEo=.oj==0.88x2,059K= 1,647 K
aH WC I Nc

EQhc = Min of 10.711 x 2,852 K & 0.8 x 2,059 KI * EQhc = 1,647 K;
2,028 K 1,647K

i.e., EQhc is limited to the friction force at the base of the casks, which = 1,647 K in the
direction of the resultant of both the N-S and E-W components of EQhc. For this case, the
E-W component of EQhc = 0.4 x 2,028 K = 811 K, and the N-S component is calculated as
follows:

EQ2 hCN-S +EQ2 hcE-W =EQ2 hc = 1,6472 X EQhcN-S =1,6472 -81 12 1,433.5 K
Using 100% of N-S:

100% of EQhp EqhCN-S
EQHN-S = 1.0 X 643 K + 1,433.5 K= 2,076 K

Using 40%/0 of E-W:
40% of EQhp EqhcE w

=> EQH -w=0.4x643K+811 K= 1,068K

' H == EQ2 HE--w + EQ2 N-S = 41,0682 + 2,076 = 2,335 K

Deternine moments acting on pad due to casks

See Figure 6 for identification of Ab. Note: EQvc = -0.4 x 0.695 x 2,852 K = -793 K

9.83'x EQhcE W 9.83'x811 K
WC + EQvc 2,852 K - 793 K

40% aH Wp EqhcE-w Ab Wc EQvc
£MQN-S = 1.5'xO.4x0.711x904.5K+3'x811 K+3.87'x(2,852K-793K)

= 386 ft-K + 2,434 ft-K + 7,969 ft-K = 10,787 ft-K

hb N- =9.83'xEghcN S 9.83'x 1,433.5K 6.84 ft
WC + EQvc 2,852K-793K

100% aH WP EqhCN-S Ab WC EQvc

YM*-w = 1.5' x 0.711 x 904.5 K + 3' x 1,433.5 K + 6.84' x (2,852K - 793 K)

= 965 ft-K + 4,300 ft-K + 14,084 ft-K = 19,349 ft-K

Determine qa,,Obie for FS = 1.1.
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Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case HIC
Soil Properties: C = 2,200 Cohesion (psf)

* = 0.0 Friction Angle (c

Based on Inertial Forces Combined:
00 % N-S, -40 % Vert, 40 % E-W

degrees)

Footing Dir
B = 30.0

Foundation Properties:
Ysun

y = 80 Unit weight of soil (pcf) L = 67.0
ch= 100 Unit weight of surcharge (pcf)

3' = 22.0 Effective Ftg Width - ft (E-W) L' = 52.7

)i = 3.0 Depth of Footing (ft)

iensions:

Widlh - ft (E-W)
Length - ft (N-S)

Length - ft (N-S)

0.711 g=aH

FS = 1.1 Factor of Safety required for qallowable 0.695 9 = av

Fvstatic= 3,757 k & EQv= -1,044 k - 2,712 kforFv

EQH E-W = 1,068 k & EQH NS = 2,077 k -* 2,336 k for FH

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
qutm = c No se dc ic + Ysurh D( Nq Sq dI Iq + 1J2 y B NY s, dY i. based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

N. = (Nq - 1) cot(+), but = 5.14 for t = 0 = 5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

Nq= e'&' tan2 (T14 + 4J2) = 1.00 Eq 3.6

NY = 2 (Nq + 1) tan (4) = 0.00 Eq 3.8

SC = I + (B/L)(Nq/Nc)
sq = 1 + (BIL) tan 4)
sy = 1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For DtB c 1: dq = 1 + 2 tan 4 (1 - sin 4,) D/B

d=1

For 4)> 0: d, = dq - (1 -dq) I (Nq tan 4)

For 4 =0: d, = 1 + 0.4 (DIB)

MS = (2 + B/L) / (1 + B/L)

m, = (2 + L/B) / (1 + IJB)

If EQH N-S > 0: %, = tan' (EQH EW / EQH N.S)

rn = rnL cos O, + mB sin 2O

iq { 1 - FH / [(FM + EQ,) + B' L' c cot )] im

1Y = {1 - FH I [(FV + EQV) + B' L' c cot 4)]

For =0: I,= 1 -(n FH/B' L' cN)

1.08
1.00

0.83

1.00

1.00

Table 3.2

Eq 3.26

= N/A

= 1.05

= 1.69

= 1.31

= 0.48

= 1.39

= 1.00

= 0.00

- 0.75

Nq term

+ 300

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.18b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

NY term

+ O

Nc term

9,710Gross qu1 = 10,010 psf =

qall = 9,100 psf = quit / FS

qactual = 2,334 psf = (F, statc + EQV) I (B' x L)

FSactuai = 4.29 = quit / qactual > 1.1 Hence OK

[geotJ\O5996\calcxbmg-cap\Pad\Wint_Fang-8.xls
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DvNAmIc BEARnvG CAPACrZY oFmE CASK SI(RAcE PADS BASED ON INER-TIL Ft)RCES

Case IVA. 40% N-S, 100% Vertical, 40% E-W

Determine forces and moments due to earthquake.

av Wp WC

Egv = 100% x 0.695 x (904.5 K + 2,852 K) = 2,611 K

aH WC

EQhp = 0.711 x 904.5 K = 643 K

Normal force at base of the cask Cask DL = 2,852 K

+ Cask EQvc =1.xO0.695 x2,852 K =+1,982 K av xWc

=* Nc = 4,834 K

=> FEQ 0os= 0.8 x 4,834 K =3,867 K

aH wc Nc

EQhc = Min of [0.711 x 2,852 K & 0.8 x 4,834 K]
2,028 K 3,867K

Note: Use only 40% of the horizontal earthquake forces in this case. 40%/ of 2,028 K=
811 K, which is < 3,867 K [= FEQ ,-=o.8); therefore, EQhc= 811 K in both the N-S, and E-W
directions for this case.

40%/ of EQhp EqhcN-s

=' EQH N-S=0.4 x643 K +811K =1,068 K

Since horizontal components are the same for this case. EQH E-w = EQH N-S

=F. F= FEQ 2 H E-w +EQ 2
HN-s = T1,062+ 1,0682 =1,510 K

Determine moments acting on pad due to Casks.

See Figure 6 for identification of Alb. Note: EQvc = 1.0 x 0.695 x 2,852 K =1,982 K

9.83'xEQhc 5 EW 9.83'x8 lK -. 5f
Ab ~Wc + EQvc =2,852 K + 1,982 K=65f

40% aH~ Wp Eqhc~w Ab WC EQvc

ZM*N-s= 1.5 x 0.4 x 0.711 x 904.5K + 3'x~ 811 K + 1.65'x (2,852K + 1,982 K)

-386 ft-K + 2,433 ft-K + 7,976 ft-K = 10,795 ft-K

The horizontal forces are the same N-S and E-W for this case;, therefore,

IMOEW = MON-S = 10,795 ft-K

Determine qwIno,,bjjfr F'S = 1.1.I
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DYNA\WC BEARIIG CAPACrlY OF 7HE CAWS STRGE PADS BAsED ON RvERnlL F

Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case IVA
Soil Properties: c = 2,200 Cohesion

4 = 0.0 Friction Ai

y = 80 Unit weigt

Based on Inertial Forces Combined:

40 % N-S, 100 % Vert, 40 % E-W

Foundation Properties:
Ysurch =

B' =

Df=

100 Unit weigI

26.6 Effective F

3.0 Depth of F

(psf) Footing Dir

,gle (degrees) B = 30.0
it of Soil (pcf) L = 67.0

it of surcharge (pcf)

=tg Width - ft (E-W) L' = 63.6

:ooting (ft)

nensions:
Width - ft (E-W)
Length - ft (N-S)

Length - It (N-S)

FS =
Fv Statk =

EQH E-W=

0.711 g=aH

1.1 Factor of Safety required for qalwable 0.695 g = av

3,757 k & EQv= 2,611 k b 6,368 kfor Fv

1,068 k & EQHNS = 1,068 k -- 1S511 kforFH
112 y B i y d( ly General Bearing Capacity Equation,

based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

-=5.14 for =0 = 5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

,2) = 1.00 Eq 3.6

= 0.00 Eq 3.8

qu = c No sc do ic + Ysurch Df Nq sq dq iq + 1

N. = (Nq - 1) cot(o), but

Nq = entan tan2 (nr4 + 4'

Ny =2(Nq+1) tan(4)

Sc = 1 + (B/L)(NqINc)
Sq =1 + (B/L) tan 4

sr = 1 - 0.4 (BJL)

1.08
1.00

0.83

Table 3.2
11

ForD,/B<1: dq=1+2tan4 (1-sino)2Di/B

dt=1

For 0 > 0: d0 = dq - (1 -dq) / (N. tan 4)

For 4 = 0: d0 = 1 + 0.4 (DRB)

ME = (2 + B/L) 1(1 + BIL)

mL = (2+ L/B) 1(1 + LUB)

If EaH N-S > 0: en = tan' (EQH E-W I EQH N-S)

m, = ML COSOn + mB Sin2On

Iq ={ 1 - FH/ [(FV + EQV) + B' L' C cot ,] }m

ty = (1 - FH/ [(FV + EQV) + B' L' c cot 4] }m+1

For =0: l0 = 1 - (m FH/3B'LC NC)

= 1.00

= 1.00

= N/A
= 1.05

= 1.69

= 1.31

= 0.79

- 1.50

= 1.00

- 0.00

_ 0.88

Nq term

+ 300

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.18b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

Nr term

t 0

N, term

11,267Gross quit = 11,567 psf =

qall= 10,510 psf=quitIFS

qactuai = 3,762 PSf = (F, Static + EQv) I (B' X L)

FSaCTUAl = 3.07 = quil / qacwal > 1.1 Hence OK

[geotJ\O5996\alc~brng-cap\Pad\Wint-Fang-4.xls
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DYNAMIC BEARING CAPAcrIy OP THE CASK SToRAGE PADS BASED ON INERvL FoRcEs

Case 1VBB: 40% N-S, 40% Vertical, 100% E-W

Determineforces and moments due to earthquake.

av Wp WC
EQv = 0.4x 0.695x (904,5 K-+ 2,852 K) = 1,044K

Normal force at base of the cask = Cask DL = 2,852 K

+ 40% of Cask EQvc = +0.4 x 0.695 x 2,852 K = + 793 K = 40% of av x Wc
* Nc= 3,645K

FEQ =o.s = 0.8 x 3,645 K = 2,916 K

aH Wc ; Nc
EQhc = Min of [0.711 x 2,852 K & 0.8 x 3,645 K1 => EQhc = 2,028 K, since it is < FEQ p=o. 8

2,028 K 2,916K

The horizontal inertial force of the casks acting on the pad is less than the friction force at
the base of the casks. Applying 40% in the N-S direction, EqhcN.S = 0.4 x 2,028 K = 811 K
and 100% in the E-W direction, Eqhcow = 2,028 K for this case.
Using 40% of N-S:

40% of EQhp EqhcN-s
=> EQHN-s=0.4x643K+811K=1,068K

Using 100% of E-W:

100% of EQhp EqhcE-w

= EQH .W= 1.0x643K+2,028K=2,671 K

FH =JE{Q2HE-W +EQ2 HN-S = T2,6712 +1,068 = 2,877K

Determine moments acting on pad due to casks

See Figure 6 for identification of Ab. Note: EQvc = 0.4 x 0.695 x 2,852 K = 793 K

Ab = 9.83'xEQhCE-W - 9.83'X 2,028K =
E-W Wc + EQvc 2,852K+793K

100% aH WP EqhcEp-w Ab WC EQvc
YMON-S 1.5' x 0.711 x 904.5 K +3' x 2,028 K + 5.47' x (2,852K + 793 K)

= 965 ft-K + 6,084 ft-K + 19,938 ft-K = 26,987 ft-K

AbN-S ;-9.83'x EQhcNS = 9.83'x811K 2.19 ft
Wc + EQvc 2,852K+793K

40% am WP EqhCN.S Ab WC EQVC
ZMo@w = 1.5'x0.4x0.711x904.5K+3'x811 K+2.19'x(2,852K+793K)

= 386 ft-K + 2,433 ft-K + 7,982 ft-K = 10,801 ft-K

Determine qoabLe for FS = 1. 1.
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DWVAMC BEARS G CAPACrrY OF HE CASK SmoRAGE PAMS BASED ON DiR71SA F

Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case IVB
Soil Properties: c = 2,200 Cohesion

= 0.0 Frictton Ai
'Y = 80 Unit weigt

Ysum = 100 Unitweigh
Foundation Properties: B' = 18.8 Effective F

Df = 3.0 Depth of F

Based on Inertial Forces Combined:

40 % N-S, 40 % Vert, 100 %E-W

(psf) Footing Dir
rigle (degrees) B = 30.0
it of soil (pcf) L = 67.0
it of surcharge (pof)
Ftg Width - ft (E-W) L' = 62.5
Footing (ft)

Tiensions:
Width - ft (E-W)
Length - ft (N-S)

Length - ft (N-S)

0.711 9=aH
FS = 1.1 Factor of Safety required for qajimable 0.695 g = av

FvS~tfc= 3,757 k & EQv= 1,044k k 4,801 kforFv

EQHE.W= 2,671 k & EQHN-S= 1,068k - 2,877 kforFH

cltd = - N se e l + sud +12-y~ysd iGeneral Bearing Capacity Equation,
C = c c SC dc + Ysurcih Df Nc Sq dq iq o 112 Y B N 4 * 4 based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

N, = (Nq - 1) cot(o), but = 5.14 for 4 = 0 = 5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

Nq = e"'tno tan2(it4 + 4/2) = 1.00 Eq 3.6

NY= 2 (Nq+1) tan(4) - 0.00 Eq3.8

Se = 1 + (B/L)(NW/Nc)
N = 1 + (B/L) tan 4

Sy = 1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For D,/B <1: dq = 1 + 2 tan 4 (1 - sin o2 D,13
d= 1

For 0 > 0: de = dq - (1 -dq) I (Nq tan 4)
For ¢ = 0: de = 1 + 0.4 (DIB)

mB = (2 + B/L) / (1 + B/L)

mL = (2 + IJB) /(1 + LB)

If EQH N.S > 0: 0, = tan (EQH EW / EQH -S)

Mn = mL COS20e + ms sin29E,

jq= (1 -FH/[(FV+EQV)+ B' Lc cot ]}m

iY = { 1 - FH/ [(FV + EQV) + B' L' c cot ] } m+

For 4=0: i0 = 1 - (m FH/ B' LC NC)

N, term

1.06

1.00

0.88

Table 3.2
1.

= 1.00

= 1.00

- NIA
= 1.06

_ 1.69

- 1.31

= 1.19

= 1.64

= 1.00

= 0.00

= 0.64

Nq term

+ 300

x L')

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.18b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

N, term

+ 0Gross quit =

9all =

8,508 psO = 8,208

7,730 psf = qutt I FS

4,095 pst = (F, sttic + EQj) I (B'

2.08 = quit I qal

qactual =

FSactual = > 1.1 Hence OK

(geotj__56\calc\brng .. ap\Pad\Wint-ang-8.xis
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DYNAMIC BEARINCG CAPAcFny OE CASK SmRAmE PAO5 BASED ON vERmAL FORCES

Case IVC: 100% N-S, 40% Vertical, 40% E-W

Determineforces and moments due to earthquake.

av Wp Wc

EQv = 0.4 x 0.695 x (904.5 K + 2,852 K) = 1,044 K

Normal force at base of the cask = Cask DL = 2,852 K

+ 40% of Cask EQvc = 0.4 x 0.695 x 2,852 K = + 793 K =40% of av x Wc

X Nc = 3,645 K

X FEQ ,=0.8 = 0.8 x 3,645 K = 2,916 K

aH Wc A Nc
EQhc = Min of [0.711 x 2,852 K & 0.8 x 3,645 KI => EQhc = 2,028 K, since it is < FEgs 0o.8

2,028 K 2,916 K

The horizontal inertial force of the casks acting on the pad is less than the friction force at
the base of the casks. Applying 100% in the N-S direction, EqhcN-s = 2,028 K and 40% in
the E-W direction, EqhcE.w = 0.4 x 2,028 K = 811 K for this case.

Using 100% of N-S:

100% of EQhp EqhcN-s
> EQHN-S= 1.0x643K+2,028K=2,671 K

Using 40% of E-W:

40% of EQhp EqhcF-w

= EQH E-W = 0.4 x 643 K + 811 K = 1,068 K

> FH= EQ2HE-W + EQ 2H N-S = 41,0682 + 2,6712 = 2,877 K

Determine moments acting on pad due to casks

See Figure 6 for identification of Ab. Note: EQvc = 0.4 x 0.695 x 2,852 K = 793 K

9.83'x EQhcE-W 9.83'x81 1K 219 ft

E-W WC + EQvc 2,852 K + 793 K

40% aH Wp EQhc Ab Wc EQvc
YMON-S = 1.5'x0.4x0.711 x904.5 K+3'x811 K + 2.19'x (2,852K+ 793 KJ

= 386 ft-K + 2,433 ft-K + 7,982 ft-K= 10,801 ft-K

Ab 9.83'xEQhcN.S 9.83' x2,028K =547 ft
NS Wc + EQvc 2,852 K + 793 K

100% am Wp EQhc Ab Wc EQvc
EMcFw =1.5' X 0.711 x 904.5 K + 3' x 2,028 K + 5.47' x (2,852K + 793 K)

= 965 ft-K + 6,084 ft-K + 19,938 ft-K = 26,987 ft-K

Determine qju0,,bajfor FS = 1.1.
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DYNAmC BEA1?mG CAPAcny OF7HE CASK SroRAGE PAOS BASmD ON IvER77AL F

Allowable Bearing Capacity of Cask Storage Pads

PStA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case IVC
Soil Properties: C = 2,200 Cohesion

4 = 0.0 Friction Ar
Y= 80 Unit weiqh

Based on Inertial Forces Combined:
1 00 % N-S, 40 % Vert, 40 % E-W

Foundation Properties:
Ysurc =

B' =
D,=

100 Unit weigh
25.5 Effective F

3.0 Depth of f

(psf) Footing Dir
igle (degrees) B = 30.0
t of soil (pcf) L = 67.0
t of surcharge (pcf)
Ftg Width - ft (E-W) L' = 55.8
Footing (ft)

nensions:
Width - ft (E-W)

Length - ft (N-S)

Length - ft (N-S)

0.711 g = aH

FS = 1.1 Factor of Safety required for qaibae 0.695 9 = av
Fv5 tatic= 3,757k & EQv= 1,044k k 4,801 kforFv

EQHE-W = 1,068 k & EQHNs = 2,671 k 2,877 kfor FH

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
quit = c N. SC d. le + Ysurch Dt Nq sq dq iq + 112 Y B Ny SrY li based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

N0 = (N -1) cot(o),but=5.14for=0 = 5.14 Eq3.6 &Table3.2

Nq = ev'an tan2 (it/4 + '/2) = 1.00 Eq 3.6

NY = 2 (Nq + 1) tan (0) = 0.00 Eq 3.8

SC = 1 + (B/L)(N./N.)
sq= 1 + (B/L) tan ¢

sy= 1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For DVB < 1: dq =I + 2 tan 4 (1 - sin of)2 DB

de =1

For 4 > 0: d, = dq - (1-dq) / (Nq tan )

For 4' = 0: d, = 1 + 0.4 (DIB)

mB = (2 + B/L) 1(1 + B/L)

mL = (2 + LIB) / (1 + LUB)

If EQH N-S > 0: 8. = tant (EQH E-W/ EQH N-S)

Mn = mL COS2On + ms sin2 8n

Iq {1 - FH I [(FY + EQV) + B' L'c cot4']} m

I, = {1 - FH I [(Fv + EQV) + B' L' c cot '

For= 0: i = 1 - (m FH/ B' L' c N)

1.09

1.00
0.82

1.00

1.00

N/A
1.05

1.69

1.31

0.38

1.36

1.00

0.00

0.76

Nq term

+ 300

Table 3.2

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.1 Sa

Eq 3.18b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

N, term

+ 0

N, term

9,752Gross quI, = 10,052 psf=

411 = 9,130 psf = q,1t/ FS

qactuai = 3,376 psf = (Fv static + EQO) / (B' x L')

FS..tu, = 2.98 = quit f qactual > 1.1 Hence OK

[geotj05996\calc\brng-cap\Pad\WinLFang-8.xis
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DYNAMIC BEAPlrN CAPAMCY OFnTHE CASK STORAGE PADS BASED ON INERIAL FORCES

As indicated in Table 2.6-7, the gross allowable bearing pressure for the cask storage pads
to obtain a factor of safety of .1 against a shear failure from static loads plus the inertial
loads due to the design basis ground motion exceeds 4.8 ksf for all loading cases identified
above. The minimum allowable value was obtained for Load Case II, wherein 100% of the
earthquake loads act in the N-S and E-W directions and 0% acts in the vertical direction.
The actual factor of safety for this very conservative load case was 1.2, which is greater
than the criterion for dynamic bearing capacity (FS 2 1.1). In Load Cases III and IV, the
effects of the three components of the earthquake in accordance with procedures
described in ASCE (1986) to account for the fact that the maximum response of the three
orthogonal components of the earthquake do not occur at the same time. For these cases,
100% of the dynamic loading in one direction is assumed to act at the same time that 40%
of the dynamic loading acts in the other two directions. For these load cases, the gross
allowable bearing capacity of the cask storage pads to obtain a factor of safety of 1.1
against a shear failure from static loads plus the inertial loads due to the design basis
ground motion exceeds 6.7 and the factor of safety exceeds 2.1.
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BASED ON MAAMMUM CASK DYNAACC FORCES FROM THE SSI ANALYSIS

The following pages determine the allowable bearing capacity for the cask storage pads
with respect to the maximum dynamic cask driving forces developed for use in the design
of the pads in Calculation 05996.02-G(P017)-2 (CEC. 2001) for the pad supporting 2
casks, 4 casks, and 8 casks. These dynamic forces represent the maximum force
occurring at any time during the earthquake at each node in the model used to represent
the cask storage pads. It is expected that these maximum forces will not occur at the
same time for every node. These forces, therefore, represent an upper bound of the
dynamic forces that could act at the base of the pad.

The coordinate system used in the analyses presented on the following pages is the same
as that used for the analyses discussed above, and it is shown in Figure 1. Note, this
coordinate system is different than the one used in Calculation 05996.02-G(P017)-2 (CEC,
2001), which is shown on Page B1 1. Therefore, in the following pages, the X direction is
still N-S, the Y direction remains vertical, and the Z direction remains E-W.

These maximum dynamic cask driving forces were confirmed to be less than the maximum
force that can be transmitted from the cask to the pad through friction acting at the base
of the cask for each of these load cases. This friction force was calculated based on the
upper-bound value of the coefficient of friction between the casks and the storage pad (,p =
0.8, as shown in SAR Section 8.2.1.2) x the normal force acting between the casks and the
pad. These maximum dynamic cask driving forces can be transmitted to the pad through
friction only when the inertial vertical forces act downward; therefore, these analyses are
performed only for Load Case IV. These analyses are performed for Load Case IVA, where
400/% of the horizontal forces due to the earthquake are applied in both the N-S and the E-
W directions, while 100% of the vertical force is applied to obtain the maximum vertical
load on the cask storage pad. The width (30 ft) is less in the E-W direction than the length
N-S (67 ft); therefore, the E-W direction is the critical direction with respect to a bearing
capacity failure.
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DMAMC BEA.IG CAPACnmY OF HE: CASK STORAGE PADS BASED ON MAMU CASK DYNAMIC FORCES FROM TnE SSI ANALYSIs

ALLOWABLE BEARING CAPACITY OF CASK STORAGE PADS WITH 2 CASKS

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case IVA 1 40 % N-S, 100 %Vert, 40 % E-W
Soil Properties: C = 2,200 Cohesion (psf) Footing Dir

4 = 0.0 Friction Angle (degrees) B = 30.0
'y = 80 Unit weight of soil (pcf) L = 67.0
ch = 100 Unit weight of surcharge (pcf)

B' = 25.0 Effective Ftg Width - ft (E-W) L' = 26.6
D, = 3.0 Depth of Footing (ft)

nensions:
Width - ft (E-W)

Length - ft (N-S)

Length - ft (N-S)Foundation Properties:
Ysu.

FS =

Fv =

EQH EW =

1.1 Factor of Safety required for qaoablo

3,790 k (Includes EQv)

506 k & EQH N-S =

quit= Ncscdcic+Ysuch DfNqsqdqiq +1/2 yBNySdyi

Nc = (Nq - 1) cot(4), but = 5.14 for 4 = 0
Nq = e an tan2(7V4 + 4J2)
NY= 2 (Nq+ 1) tan (0)

429 k -+ 664 kforFH

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

1.00 Eq 3.6

0.00 Eq 3.8

.
Sr = 1 + (B/L)(Nq/Nc)
5q = 1 + (B/L) tan Q

sY = I - 0.4 (B/L)

For D/B < 1: dq = 1 + 2 tan 4 (1 - sinO 2 Di/B

dy= 1

For > 0: d0 = dq - (I-d) / (Nq tan)

For 4) =0: de = 1 + 0A4 (DVB)

mB= (2+B/L)/(1 +BIL)

mL= (2 + U1B) / (1 + UB)

If EQH N-S > 0: 8, = tan (EQH E.WJ EQH N-s)

m= = mL COS 20, + mB sin2On

qj =1 - FH/ [(F, + EQ) + B'L'C Cot ]}m

I = (1 - FH/ [(F, + EQV) + B' L' c cot 4] }m+1

For =0: i, = 1 - (m FH/ B' L c Nc )

N. term

1.18
1.00

0.62

1.00

1.00

Table 3.2
..

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.18b

= N/A
1.05

= 1.69

= 1.31

= 0.87 rad

= 1.53

= 1.00

= 0.00

= 0.86

N, term

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

N term

Gross quit = 12,419 psf = 12,119 + 300 + 0

q311 = 11,280 psf = qui, I FS

qactual = 5,708 psf = (Fv + EQj) I (B' x L')

FSactual = 2.18 = quit J qacual > 1.1 Hence OK

[geotjO5996\caa\bmg.cap\Pad\Wint_Fang-8.xis Sheet 2-Cask
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DYNAmc BEARING CAPAcmJ OF 7HE CASK STORAGE PADS BASED ON MAfwum CASK DYnAMC FORCES FROM 7HE SSf ANA1YISl

ALLOWABLE BEARING CAPACITY OF CASK STORAGE PADS WITH 4 CASKS

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case nA 40 % N-S, 100 % Vert, 40 % E-W
Soil Properties: c = 2,200 Cohesion (pst) Footing Dimensions:

* = 0.0 Friction Angle (degrees) B = 30.0 Width - ft (E-W)
y = 80 Unit weight of soil (pcf) L = 67.0 Length - ft (N-S)

= 100 Unit weight of surcharge (pef)
Foundation Properties: B' = 26.7 Effective Ftg Width - ft (E-W) L' = 39.7 Length - ft (N-S)

D, = 3.0 Depth of Footing (ft)

FS =

Fv =

EQH E-W =

1.1 Factor of Safety required for q
6,380 k (Includes EQv)

791 k & EQHN.s=

quft = c NC sc dec l+ ysufh DI Nq sq dq iq + 1/2 y B Ny sy d-i.,

N, = (NQ - 1) cot(4), but = 5.14 for 0 = 0
Nq = e"ta" tan2(x14 + ¢I2)

Nr= 2 (Nq+ 1) tan (0)

se= 1 + (B/L)(NWINj)
sq =1 + (B/L) tanp

SY, =I1 - 0.4 (B/L)

For D/B < 1: dq = I + 2 tan 0 (1 - sin +)2 DJB

4 =1

For 0 > 0: d0 = dq - (1 -dq) / (Nq tan 0)

For 0 = 0: d0 = 1 + 0.4 (DIB)

mB = (2 + B/L) / (1 + B/L)

mL = (2+ LUB) / (1 + UJB)

If EQH Ss > 0: 3n = tan1 (EQH E-W / EQH N-S)

M, = mL COS 20n + MB sin 20

Iq = ( 1 - FH/ [(FV + EQ,) + B' L' ccot 01}"

.k= {1 -FH / [(FV + EQ) + B' L c cot ] m+}

For =0: ij= 1 -(mFH/B'L'CNC)

N, term

Gross qIt = 11,879 psf = 11,579

qw, = 10,790 pst = q,1 t J FS

688 k - 1,048 kforFH .

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

1.00 Eq 3.6

0.00 Eq 3.8

1.13
1.00

0.73

Table 3.2
1.

= 1.00
= 1.00

= N/A

= 1.04

= 1.69

- 1.31

= 0.85

- 1.53

= 1.00

- 0.00

= 0.87

Nq term

+ 300

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.18b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

N, term

+ 0

qactual = 6,017 psf = (F, + EQ,) I (B' x L')

FSactual = 1.97 = qult / qactua, > 1.1 Hence OK

[geotjO5996\calc\brngcapNPad\WintFang-8.xIs Sheet 4-Cask
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DYNAMC BEARiNG CAPACatY OF-fF CASK SIVRAGE PADS BASED ON MAxmw CASX DYNAMIC FoRcEs FROM THE SSI ANALY'ss

ALLOWABLE BEARING CAPACITY OF CASK STORAGE PADS WITH 8 CASKS

PSHA 2,000-Yr Earthquake: Case IVA . 40 % N-S, 1 00 %V
Soil Properties: c = 2,200 Cohesion (psi) Footing Dimensions:

t = 0.0 Friction Angle (degrees) B = 30.0 Widil

y= 80 Unit weight of soil (pcf) L = 67.0 Leng

t - ft (E-W)
th - ft (N-S)

Foundation Properties:
Ysurch =

B' =

D, =

100 Unit weight of surcharge (pcf)
27.9 Effective Ftg Width - ft (E-W) L' = 60.9

3.0 Depth of Footing (ft)
Length - ft (N-S)

FS =
FY =

EQH E-W =

1.1 Factor of Safety required for qallowabl.
11,888 k (Includes EQv)

1,142k & EQHN-S=

qut= c No sc de lc + Ysurch Di Nq sq dq iq + 1/2 y B Ny , d, Iy

N, = (Nq - 1) cot(o), but = 5.14 for= 0

Nq = en'anq tan 2(7r/4 + cW2)

Ny = 2(Nq + 1) tan (0)

Se = 1 + (B/L)(Nc/Nc)

Sq = 1 + (B/L) tan ¢

sy = 1 - 0.4 (BIL)

For DB < 1: dq = 1 + 2 tan p (1 - sin o)2 DM

dy = 1

For p > 0: d0 = dq - (-dq) /(Nq tan eo)

For 4 =0: d0 = 1 + 0.4 (D,)

ma= (2 + B/L) /(1 + B/L)

mL = (2 + LJB) 1(1 + ULB)

If EQH N-S > 0: 0, = tan" (EQs E-W I EQH N-S)

M, = m COS 2On + mB sin2On

iq = { 1 - FH/ [(F, + EQV) + B' L' c cot4] )m

= { I - FH I/ (Fv + EQV,) + B' L' c cot Cl }m+1

For =0: i0 = 1 - (m FH/ B' L c NC)

1,098k - 1,584 kforFH

General Bearing Capacity Equation,
based on Winterkorn & Fang (1975)

5.14 Eq 3.6 & Table 3.2

1.00 Eq 3.6

0.00 Eq 3.8

1.09
1.00

0.82

1.00

1.00

N/A
1.04

= 1.69

= 1.31

= 0.81

= 1.51

= 1.00

= 0.00

= 0.88

N. term

+ 300

Table 3.2
3.

Eq 3.26

Eq 3.27

Eq 3.18a

Eq 3.1 8b

rad

Eq 3.18c

Eq 3.14a

Eq 3.17a

Eq 3.16a

N. term

+ 0

N. term

11,246Gross qUit = 11,546 psf =

qall = 10,490 psf = quit I FS

qaCtal = 7,004 psf = (F, + EQY) J (B' x L)

FSactual = 1.65 = qut I qacmal > 1.1 Hence OK

[geotJ05996\calc'bmgcap\Pad\Wint-.Fang-8.xIs Sheet 8-Cask
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DYNAMIC BEARING CAPACY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADS BASED ON MAXIU CASK DYNAMIC FORcEs FROM THE SSI ANALYSIS

Table 2.6-8 presents a summary of the bearing capacity analyses that were performed
using the maximum dynamic cask driving forces developed for use in the design of the
pads in Calculation 05996.02-G(P017)-2 (CEC, 2001) for the pad supporting 2 casks, 4
casks, and 8 casks. Details of these analyses are presented on the preceding pages.
These analyses are performed for Load Case IVA, where 40% of the horizontal forces due to
the earthquake are applied in both the N-S and the E-W directions and 100% of the
vertical force is applied to obtain the maximum vertical load on the cask storage pad. The
width (30 ft) is less in the E-W direction than the length N-S (67 ft); therefore, the E-W
direction is the critical direction with respect to a bearing capacity failure.

As indicated in this table, the gross allowable bearing pressure for the cask storage pads to
obtain a factor of safety of 1.1 against a shear failure from static loads plus the very
conservative maximum dynamic cask driving forces due to the design basis ground motion
is at least 10.5 ksf for the 2-cask, 4-cask, and 8-cask loading cases. The minimum
allowable value was obtained for the 8-cask loading case. The actual factor of safety for
this case was 1.6, which is greater than the criterion for dynamic bearing capacity (FS 2

1.1).
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CONCLUSIONS

Analyses presented herein demonstrate that the cask storage pads have adequate factors
of safety against overturning, sliding, and bearing capacity failure for static and dynamic
loadings due to the design basis ground motion. The following load cases are considered:

Case I Static

Case II Static + dynamic horizontal forces due to the earthquake

Case III Static + dynamic horizontal + vertical uplift forces due to the earthquake

Case IV Static + dynamic horizontal + vertical compression forces due to the
earthquake

For Case II, 100% of the dynamic lateral forces in both the N-S and E-W directions are
combined. For Cases III and IV, the effects of the three components of the design basis
ground motion are combined in accordance with procedures described in ASCE (1986);
i.e., 100% of the dynamic loading in one direction is assumed to act at the same time that
40% of the loading acts in the other two directions.

These results of these stability analyses are discussed in more detail in the following
sections.

OVERTURNING STABILITY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADS

Analyses presented above indicate that the factor of safety against overturning due to
dynamic loadings from the design basis ground motion is 5.6. This is greater than the
criterion of 1.1 for the factor of safety against overturning due to dynamic loadings;
therefore, the cask storage pads have an adequate factor of safety against overturning due
to loadings from the design basis ground motion.

SLIDING STABILITY OF THE CASK STORAGE PADS

The cask storage pads will be constructed on and within soil cement, as shown in Figure
3. Analyses presented above demonstrate that the static, undrained strength of the in situ
clayey soils is sufficient to preclude sliding (FS = 1.27 vs minimum required value of 1. 1),
provided that the full strength of the clayey soils is engaged. The soil-cement layer
beneath the pads provides an "engineered mechanism" to ensure that the full, static,
undrained strength of the clayey soils is engaged in resisting sliding forces. This soil
cement will be designed to have a minimum unconfined compressive strength of 40 psi.
The bond between this soil-cement layer and the base of the concrete pad will be stronger
than the static, undrained strength of the in situ clayey soils. The factor of safety against
sliding between the concrete at the base of the pad and the surface of the underlying soil
cement is greater than 1.98, which exceeds the factor of safety between the bottom of the
soil cement and the underlying clayey soils. Therefore, the minimum factor of safety
against sliding of the overall cask storage pad design is at least 1.27.

Since the resistance to sliding of the cask storage pads is provided by the strength of the
bond at the interface between the concrete pad and the underlying soil cement and by the
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bond between the soil cement under the pad and the in situ clayey soils, the sliding
stability of the pads at the end of each column or row of pads are no different than that of
the other pads. Therefore, the pads along the perimeter of the pad emplacement area also
have an adequate factor of safety against sliding. Further, the soil-cement layer is
continuous throughout the pad emplacement area; therefore, the area available to resist
sliding of an entire column of pads greatly exceeds the sum of the areas of only the pads in
the column. The factor of safety against sliding of an entire column of pads will, therefore,
exceed that of an individual pad.

Additional analyses presented above demonstrate that even if the cohesion of the
underlying soils is ignored along the interface between the soil cement and those soils, the
resulting displacement of the pads would be minimal. This hypothetical case assumes
resistance to sliding is comprised of only frictional resistance along base of pads and soil
cement + passive resistance, using obviously conservative values of the friction angle for
the underlying soils. Assuming the cask storage pads are founded directly on a layer of
cohesionless soils with 1 = 170, the resulting factor of safety is less than 1.1. The relative
displacement of the pads due to the design basis ground motion was estimated using
Newmark's method of estimating displacements of embankments and dams due to
earthquakes. The analysis indicates that the maximum displacement of the pads ranges
from -2 inches to -6 inches for this hypothetical case. There are several conservative
assumptions that were made in determining these values for this hypothetical case, and,
therefore, the estimated displacements represent upper-bound values. Even if the
maximum horizontal displacement were to occur from an earthquake, there would be no
safety consequence to the pads or the casks, since the pads and casks do not rely on any
external important to Safety" connections.

Analyses presented above also address the possibility that sliding may occur along a deep
slip plane at the clayey soil/sandy soil interface as a result of the earthquake forces. To
simplify the analysis, it was assumed that cohesionless soils extend above the 10 ft depth
and, thus, the pads are founded directly on cohesionless materials. Because of the
magnitude of the peak ground accelerations (0.7 1g) due to the design basis ground motion
at this site, the frictional resistance available for cohesionless soils when the normal stress
is reduced due to the uplift from the inertial forces applicable for the vertical component of
the design basis ground motion is not sufficient to resist sliding. However, analyses were
performed to estimate the amount of displacement that might occur due to the design
basis ground motion for this case. These analyses, based on the method of estimating
displacements of dams and embankments during earthquakes developed by Newmark
(1965), indicate that even if these soils are cohesionless and even if they are conservatively
located directly at the base of the pads, the estimated displacements would be -2.2 inches.
Whereas there are no connections between the ground and these pads or between the
pads and other structures, this minor amount of displacement would not adversely affect
the performance of these structures if it did occur.


